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need to know about

LESBIANS

Ten things gay men need to know
about lesbians. I readily accepted this
assignment from my Intrepid Editor, thinking what a breeze it would be. Lesbians are
always saying gay men don't understand us,
and I would be out to give them that opportunity.
This will be so easy, I thought.
Silly me.
The first couple of phone calls to normally very
talkative lesbians brought long silences. Popping the
question in person had no better results—blank stares
accompanied by shrugged shoulders. Even a reception for a Famous Lesbian Writer was, for the most
part, a dry well.
By week's end, I was reduced to accosting pairs
of lesbians having intimate dinners for two at local
restaurants—and getting the same response, along
with an irritated smile. What's going on here? Have
all the collective cats in all the collective lesbian
households gotten hold of all the lesbians' collective
tongues?
I got the feeling this thing needed to be processed. Lesbians do that, you know. We process. No
one's invented a machine to do it yet, so we have to
process manually. That means we think a lot. And
then we talk about it. Then we think some more, talk
some more, maybe even yell at each other a little,
until somebody reminds us about sisterhood. Then

we think about that, talk about it and go around the
room saying what we all feel.
By then we've probably lost sight of what we
were processing to begin with, but unless someone
comes up with another issue, we'll get back to it.
Issues never go away. They just get chewed up, spit
out, and chewed up by somebody else. That's processing.
And, Letterman style, that's item number 10 on
the list. Gay men need to understand that processing
happens. It's the main way we make sure everybody
gets heard and no opinion is buried, although a bully
in the process can cause that to happen. But not for
long.
So the processing on this question of what gay
men need to know about lesbians is still going on.
We should be able to get back to you on that by next
summer.
But that brings us to number 9. Not all lesbians
are alike. Some of us don't even process. That's how
we've gotten items 1 to 8 on this list.
"We're individuals," Marcia Okula, former asC0NTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Address

Sponsors
Southern Voice

City/State/Zip_

_Se*/Age_

Phone

Common Steps
The Armory
Metropolitan Psychotherapy

Race Participant
O Runner
O Walker

Associates
Dr. Virginia Soules

Run/Walk

The Peasant Restaurant & Bar
American Road House
little Five Points Pharmacy
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Project Open Hand/Atlanta
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Front Runners Atlanta, PO Box 14252
Atlanta, Georgia 30324
(For more information please call 404.621.5007)
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1 hereby signify that 1 understand that Project Open Hand/Atlanta,
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where 1 run and all other organizations and persons connected with
this event are not responsible for injuries which 1 may suffer while
taking part in this event or as a result thereof. In this connection,
1 hereby wave any claim for damages to my person or property.
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Project Open Hand cuts services in face of $500,000 deficit
Asymptomatic HIV-positive
people will not receive
meals after June 1
by CHRIS CASH
Atlanta—Facing a $500,000 deficit this
year, Project Open Hand has decided to no
longer feed HIV-positive people who are not
actually ill with AIDS.
By June 1, all existing clients will have to
certify that they have one of 42 AIDS-related
illnesses and meet the definition of disability
used by Social Security, which requires that
they have "marked restriction of the activities
of daily living or difficulty completing tasks
in a timely manner due to deficiences in concentration, persistence or pace."
The same standards became effective last
week for all new clients, although anyone ask-

ing for assistance will begin receiving food
immediately and will then be given two weeks
to provide certification. While the Social Security definition of disability is being used,
clients will not have to be receiving Social
Security disability in order to be eligible.
Since its inception six years ago, Project
Open Hand has fed anybody who could provide documentation that they were HIV-positive, whether or not they were sick or
homebound. A survey of other HIV food service agencies by Project Open Hand officials
found that it was the only agency in the country providing food to HIV-positive
asymptomatic people, according to the
agency's executive director, Ava Diamond
Suber.
"It's really been a very, very difficult decision for us," said Suber, who took over as
executive director of the agency less than three
months ago. But she says without major
changes in the agency's financial operations,
it may have to close completely and "we can't

Cobb chairman's offer to talk
take county activists by surprise
Marietta—Members of the Cobb Citizens
Coalition says they were surprised to read in
local newspapers last week that Cobb County
Commission Chairman Bill Byrne had agreed
to meet with them to discuss the county's antigay/lesbian resolution.
"I think the commissioners are using the
newspaper to say they're interested in talking
to us," said coalition co-chair Noel Lytle.
"Quite frankly, they hadn't been returning
phone calls since last August."
Byrne's apparent willingness to discuss the
issue came to light during a recess of last
Tuesday's commission meeting, where five
coalition members addressed the resolution in
light of efforts to remove the Olympic volleyball venue from Cobb County. At the meeting,
commissioners approved a previously-released
proclamation welcoming all people to Cobb
for the Olympics, which gay/lesbian rights supporters say doesn't go far enough.
Speaking to reporters, Byrne said that he
had "seen something that opens the door to
some optimism."
But so far, Byrne has not returned coalition phone calls accepting his invitation to
talk, and co-chair Elaine Hill said she isn't
certain this latest development is as promising
as it might appear to be on the surface. She
noted Byrne's repeated statements that the antilesbian/gay resolution will not be rescinded.

Ava Diamond Suber
allow that to happen."
Suber and Project Open Hand officials met
with various groups in the HIV community,
including activists, prior to announcing the

Samaranch Vigil Set
The Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition
is sponsoring "Light a Candle for Justice," a candlelight vigil on Tuesday, May
10, during a visit to Atlanta by members
of the international Olympic Committee
and IOC President Juan Antonio
Samaranch. The vigil begias at 7:30 p.m.
at Woodruff Park, located on Peachtree
Street just north of Five Points. Coalition
members will have candles on hand but
are asking people that people who can
bring candles and matches do so. There
will be entertainment, but the lineup was
not finalized by press time.

"Bill Byrne said there is no one person or
group that can get the resolution rescinded,"
Hill said. "He has repeatedly said there will be
no compromise."
But during his talk with reporters, Byrne
intimated that some compromise was possible,
possibly a substitute resolution that would bar
domestic partnership legislation in the county.
Commissioner Gordon Wysong, author of the
anti-gay/lesbian resolution, said at the time it
was passed last summer that it was a reaction
to efforts to pass such legislation in Atlanta.
But Byrne also said that he "couldn't imagine" the original resolution would be rescinded,
and a substitute resolution may not be acceptable to the coalition, which has been working
against the resolution since it was passed last
summer.
"We want it clearly rescinded," said Lytle.
"We don't want to trade it for another resolution."
Lytle said that the coalition is willing to
meet with Byrne and other commissioners willing to discuss the issue.
"We would want to get this series of meetings going as soon as possible because we
don't want to drag this out," said Lytle. "[The
Olympics issue] is key in bringing them to the
table. We don't want to extend the talks [so
that] it would be difficult to mount pressure on
ACOG [to move the Olympic venue]."

At last week's commission meeting, opposition to the resolution came from an unexpected source. After hearing coaltion members speak against it, five Boy Scouts attending the meeting told WAGA-TV reporter Sally
Sears that the commission should "take back"
the resolution.
"The commission...I feel they kind of
messed up on what they did," said one of the
Scouts, eighth and ninth grades who meet who
meet at Mt. Zion Methodist Church in Cobb
County. "The (coalition members were) basically correct on what they spoke on tonight."
Sears reported that all five of the Scouts,
and their leaders, agreed that the resolution
should be rescinded, and that they were considering adopting a resolution of their own to
that effect.
KC W1LDM00N

Jon-Ivan Weaver

Pat Hussain

March on Washington.
The Pride celebration will be held this year
on June 11 and 12. The parade from the Civic
Center to Piedmont Park will be on Sunday.
Atlanta's Pride has traditionally been eel-

ebrated on the last weekend of June. But the
date has been moved up to prevent conflict
with the Stonewall 25 celebration and the 1994
Gay Games, which will be held in New York
on the last weekend of the month.
RICHARD SHUMATE

Marshals named
for Pride '94
Atlanta—Highlighting the fight to get the
Olympics out of Cobb County, the Atlanta
Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee has named
Pat Hussain and Jon-Ivan Weaver as grand
marshals for the 1994 Pride celebration.
Weaver, who with his partner Diego Sans
became the first gay couple to register as domestic partners in Atlanta last summer, started
the Olympics-out-of-Cobb movement in January after learning that volleyball competition
would be held at the Cobb Galleria Centre.
Hussain, a longtime activist from the city's
African-American lesbian/gay community,
joined Weaver as part of a negotiating team
that met with officials of the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games. She was a member of the steering committee for last year's

change.
"Personally, I think its very tragic that they
have to do this, but I understand their rationale," said Jeff Graham of ACT UP/Atlanta.
The group has not yet taken an official position on the changes, he said.
But Graham added that he hopes a way
can be found to feed low income and homeless people living with AIDS who rely on
Project Open Hand for food.
"Those people cannot count on having nutritious meals on a constant basis, and we
know that nutrition plays a role in the health
of people [living with HIV]," Graham said.
Project Open Hand uses a force of volunteers to cook and deliver meals to 850 clients,
and has a 1994 budget of $2.2 million or about
$6,000 a day. Suber says projections show
that fundraising this year will fall $500,000
short of the budget.
Part of the reason for the gap is that federal funds granted to the agency, including
CONTINUES ON PAGE 6

Bar closings
spark racism
charges
Atlanta—Freaknik may be over, but the
aftermath continues, including issues of racism brought up when several business in Midtown, including some gay bars, closed their
doors rather than face the crowds.
"It just shows the kind of racist attitudes
that are keeping our community from coming
together around these boundaries," said Brooke
Perry, chair of the African American Lesbian
Gay Alliance. "I'm disappointed [by the closings], but I can't say I'm surprised."
The Armory, generally one of the city's
most racially-mixed gay bars, closed during
Freaknik weekend, and Blake's, at the corner
of 10th Street and Piedmont Avenue where
some of the worst traffic jams occurred, was
closed on Saturday night, although it was open
on Friday and Sunday.
The closing of The Armory spurred an
anonymous leafleting of intown neighborhoods
with handwritten flyers with a headline that
read: "White Enough for the Armory?"
Attempts to reach the management at The
Armory for comment were unsuccessful, and
a spokesperson for Blake's would not comment.
One Midtown bar that did stay open was
The Metro. But manager Danny Donohoe said
that in retrospect, being open was just not
worth it and that The Metro may close next
year.
"We didn't realize the effect [Freaknik]
would have," he said. "Business was very bad.
Saturday night was worse than a Monday
here." Also, Donohoe said traffic prevented
some employees from getting to work.
Contributing to the lack of business may
have been the flight of Midtown residents from
the area, along with the reluctance of patrons
living elsewhere in the city to brave the traffic.
"The main reason we're not having business is because all of us are hightailing it
because folks in Atlanta don't want to deal
with thousands of young black people," said
Perry. "I can't think of another time when
there's been a large group that the assumption
has just been made that business is going to be
bad. It seems clear there was something different about this group."
KC WILD MOON
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NC Priest to bless gay union
in defiance of his bishop

Come Meet Former
Speechwriter for
Jerry Falwell

Raleigh, NC—An Episcopal priest
known for past strife with church leadership
says he will bless a gay union this month in
a public challenge to an existing order forbidding ministers to do so.
The Rev. Jim Lewis has informed the
bishop for the Episcopal churches in the
eastern half of North Carolina that he will
perform the service on May 14.
On April 19, Bishop Robert Estill warned
churches not to bless any same-sex relationships because the diocese does not sanction
such services.
Estill said "such action would constitute
a deliberate and specific violation of one's
ordination vows," and the penalty for such
disobedience could range from suspension
to being stripped of the priesthood. He said
the issue that triggered the warning was
Lewis' defiance of church authority, not the
issue of homosexuality.
Lewis said on April 20 he decided to go
public about the blessing to force change
instead of waiting years while the church
debates an act he said some priests already

MEL WHITE
SATURDAY, MAY 14
3:00 PM
Meet the Artist
& Personality
Behind "ETHAN GREEN"

ERIC ORNER
SUNDAY, MAY 22
3:00 PM
BOOKS ■ MAGAZINES ■ CARDS ■ ART ■ GIFTS
DESSERTS■ PASTRIES■ COFFEE "ESPRESSO

MIDTOWN PROMENADE
931 MONROE at VIRGINIA
(404)607-0082

are performing privately.
"This is the way change takes place,"
Lewis said. "The biggest secret is that bishops and clergy have been winking at one
another. I've said I'm not going to do this."
The Episcopal Church has been debating
the issue of homosexuality for more than a
decade. The denomination will meet in August to consider a resolution creating a liturgy for blessing gay relationships, which
would in effect give church approval to such
unions. Similar resolutions have been defeated in the past.
Lewis said his action will benefit the
church by forcing a resolution.
"It's a gift for the church," he said. "It's
a prophetic event, an event that expresses
the love of God. The church will grow to
understand as it lives with it."
He said that the church is hypocritical
when it affirms that gays and lesbians deserve God's love and Christian acceptance
but refuses to bless committed gay relationships.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Virginia group attacks United Way
for funding gay/lesbian textbooks
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Cut out
mediocre
advertising
( GET A FREE SKIRT 1 OS BLOUSE ! )

Richmond, VA—The president of the
United Way of America says a Virginiabased Christian lobbying organization is
misrepresenting the United Way's support
of gay and lesbian groups to gain publicity.
The Christian Action Network, based
near Lynchburg, placed a full-page advertisement April 18 in The Washington Times
saying that money from a United Way organization went to support two gay groups in
the San Francisco area—GLADD and the
Bay Area Network of Gay/Lesbian Educators. .
The advertisement said that the "United
Way allowed its good name to be used by a
homosexual group to distribute 'gay and lesbian' textbooks into the public schools," and
that United Way money went to a group that
is "promoting homosexuality among teenagers."
Only $6,000 from the Bay Area United
Way went to the two groups mentioned by
the network, said United Way of America
President Elaine L. Chao. However, the
United Way of the Bay Area says it provides $456,600 to the gay and lesbian community.
The network is "using United Way in an

inflammatory fund-raising method" that is
highly irresponsible, Chao said. "They'd like
nothing better than to have more and more
publicity."
Chao said local United Way chapters
raise their own funds and distribute them as
they like.
According to Jillian Elliott, the Bay Area
United Way's vice president for advertising
and communications, community fund allocations have gone to help "underserved populations," including gays and lesbians.
United Way funds were given to two
gay groups as grants to provide material and
training to educate people about gay issues,
she said.
"These homosexual groups are using
United Way's name to gain additional funding from other private foundations and to
add credibility to their program," said Martin Mawyer, president of the 80,000-member Christian Action Network. He called
upon officials of the national United Way to
issue a policy statement saying financing
gay-related programs is "not within the goals
of the United Way."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

NC high-tech company extends
benefits to gay/lesbian partners
Our ad is mediocre, but the offer is outstanding. Simply
present this ad when purchasing a suit and get your choice
of a PHEE TWILL SKIHT or a FREE BLOUSE. Either one would
make a great Mother's Bay gift. As an added bonus, we're now
offering selected TOP QUALITY LADIES SUITS, 3 for only $129.
So hurry in for these great deals. We're open seven days a
week, famous Garment, 550-C Amsterdam Are. (in the llidtown
Outlets), Atlanta. For details, call 875-7053.
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Research Triangle Park, NC—A Canadian-owned company with a large North
Carolina operation has joined a growing
number of companies which offer health
coverage to unmarried or gay and lesbian
partners.
The domestic-partners plan will be provided to Northern Telecom workers at Research Triangle Park beginning July 1, the
company said in a letter to its 8,500 employees.
"We're trying to recognize that there is
diversity in our work force," said Gary
Kilzer, a human resources director for Northern Telecom.
More than 40 private companies across
the country—along with a dozen local governments, a handful of nonprofit organizations and 17 colleges and universities—of-

fer benefit packages like Northern
Telecom's. High-technology operations have
jumped ahead of many other private employers in offering such packages.
George Kronenberger, workplace project
coordinator for the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, said many such companies
are afraid they will lose employees to their
rivals without the packages.
A gay employee who works for IBM in
Research Triangle Park and whose partner
is currently unemployed and uninsured, said
he would consider working for a competitor
if IBM doesn't eventually offer a similar
policy.
"Once one company does it, it becomes
a point of attraction to someone like myself," said the employee.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Can Do, Can't Tell In BnitainiTheBntishP^amentis
considering an interesting twist on gays in the military regulations—the House of
Commons has already passed a measure that removes criminal penalties from homosexual acts in the country's military, although it leaves intact regulations that ban gay
men and lesbians from serving. British gay rights activists have called the policy, which
is expected to pass the House of Lords, "can do, can't tell." "However, it is progress,"
said Roger Goode of the English group Stonewall, "because it should now mean an end
to the cruel and humiliating investigation procedures of gathering bodily evidence to
prosecute men on charges of being gay in the forces."

Travel
Affair
understands
the needs
of the gay
traveler

Lawyers Argue For Cammermeyer's Reinstatement: Lawyers for a colonel who
was kicked out of the National Guard because she is a lesbian have told a federal
judge she was dismissed only because of
prejudice and unfounded fears of dissension
in the ranks. Margarethe Cammermeyer's
dismissal violated the constitutional guarantee of equal protection, U.S. District Judge
Thomas S. Zilly was told last week at a
hearing on Cammermeyer's lawsuit challenging her discharge. Attorneys for the government argued that "the military will be less
able to fight and wage wars" if the policy
barring gays from service in the military is
gutted. Zilly has said he will make a ruling in
"a matter of weeks, if not sooner," and both
sides have said they will appeal whatever
Cammermeyer's case goes to court ruling is released.
Stonewall 25 Still Looking For Money: The organizing committee for this summer's
Stonewall 25 event say they have raised only $350,000 so far, about $1.5 million short
of the funds they need to put on the event in New York City. But executive administrator
Susan Jester says that the committee is optimistic. "It's not unreal to expect that we'll
take in well over a million the week or two prior to Stonewall," she said. But the money
has been slow enough in coming that the budget for the event has been reduced from $45 million last summer to its current $2.6 million. The reduction has included some
layoffs of staff, and current staff "have skipped a few paychecks," according to Jester.
Oregon Voters Oppose Anti-Gay Initiative: A majority of Oregonians oppose an antigay initiative that the Oregon Citizens Alliance is trying to get on the November ballot,
according to a poll commissioned by The Oregonian and Portland TV station KATU.
However, the poll also showed that support for the measure increases when the OCA
uses its "no special rights" explanation to clarify the measure. "The OCA is capable of
winning," said pollster Tim Hibbits. But first the OCA must reverse a lower court ruling
that the measure violates constitutional requirements for initiatives and submit nearly
90,000 valid voter signatures by July 8.
Threatening Calls: Threatening and vicious phone calls to Colorado PTA leaders
following a move toward tolerance of gay and lesbian students have prompted them to
take their phones off the hook. The calls have been flooding in since February when the
PTA board encouraged schools to help stop harassment of gay and lesbian students. And
next week, delegates to the annual PTA convention will vote on another resolution that
would urge schools to promote tolerance and teach students who have parental consent
about homosexuality. On the other side of the coin, a New Hampshire state senator who
voted against a gay rights bill asked for police protection when she received threatening
phone calls from a gay rights supporter. "Secretaries handed me messages in the Senate
chamber from this man," said Sen. Eleanor Podles. "One of them read 'I will cause you
serious embarrassment. I will work to defeat you because of your stance on the gay rights
bill.'"
Jury Gives Up In Alleged Rape Of Woman By Woman: Massachusetts prosecutors say
they will seek a new trial after a hung jury was declared in the case of a woman accused
of raping another woman. A jury convicted Kathy Murray of assault and battery last
week, but couldn't reach a verdict on a charge that she had raped a 34-year-old woman.
The jury acquitted Murray of a third charge, assault with a deadly weapon. Murray, 29,
testified that the older woman sexually propositioned her. The jury deliberated Tk hours
over two days.

Dartmouth OKs R0TC But Says Pentagon Should Change Policy: Army ROTC will
stay at Dartmouth College, but the school's Board of Trustees says it's not happy with
the Pentagon's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and will try to persuade the government to
change it. The board voted last week to keep ROTC but says last year's federal policy
on gays in the military places schools in an unacceptable position. "The policy forces
Dartmouth, as well as other colleges and universities, to make an unconscionable choice
as to which students they wish to disadvantage," a statement said.
And..."Silverlake Life: The View From Here," Mark Massi and Tom Joslin's filmed
chronicle of Joslin's last years before he succumbed to AIDS, has been awarded a
PeabOdy Award for broadcast journalism...The University of Washington student
government association has refused to pay for a performance by ex-pom star Annie
Sprinkle as part of Bisexual, Gay and Lesbian Awareness Days in May...and Christopher Leach, a Boy Scout executive board member in San Diego who spoke out against
including gays in the scouts, has denied charges by two men that he frequented gay video
stores and had sex with men.
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It's not the end
of your youth,
it's a place to
put your stuff.

You're young, you're practical, and you have so much stuff
that talk of cargo space excites you. You're reading the right ad.
Our sporty new wagon can hold a 21" television set—with the
back seats up. You know, the one you can buy with all the
money you'll save by getting a Saturn.
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Project
Open Hand
Continued from page 3
those from the Ryan White and
HOPWA programs, were less
than expected this year. In the
case of Ryan White funds,
Project Open Hand will receive
55 percent of what it anticipated, Suber said.
And while the agency receives money from numerous
fundraisers, Suber says most do
not raise the large amounts of
money the agency needs.
"People perceive that
Project Open Hand is extremely
well-funded and rolling in
dough. And that is not the Founder Michael Edwards (center) and others prepare meals during the early days of Open Hand.
case," she said.
According to Suber, about
$10,000 a week was spent on food in 1993. benefits. That figure exceeds the amount spent
Suber says there is no margin for cutbacks in on food last year, and represents roughly 30%
the food budget. "One thing we cannot do is of the $2.2 million budget for this year.
cut back on our food quality," she said
The agency's offices and kitchen facility
Project Open Hand has 23 employees, in- are located in the old Bass High School, space
cluding full-time and part-time personnel. In a for which it pays rent and utility costs of $500
reorganization shortly before Suber took the per month to the Atlanta school board. Startreigns, three positions were eliminated, but ing next fall, however, Mary Lin Elementary
Suber says "I don't think we can run with any School is being remodeled and its students
less staff."
will attend classes at Bass.
Michael Edwards, founder of the organiSuber says the agency cannot afford to
zation, said that when he left the organization move into commercial space. She is optimistic
about two years ago the Project was running that Project Open Hand can reach an agreewith fewer staff members without problems.
ment with the school board to stay at Bass,
"When I left," Edwards said, "we were although that may mean that meals will have
feeding about 400 people with a staff of five." to be cooked at night
According to Chris Bennett, treasurer of
"I would hate to see it close and not feed
the board, Project Open Hand has budgeted anyone," said Edwards. "They have to do what
$675,000 in 1994 for salaries and employee they have to do. I hope everything works out."
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TB task force endorses Rappers' confinement
Atlanta—Metro Atlanta's tuberculosis task
force stands behind the decision by DeKalb
County health authorities to confine John
Kappers to his home.
A meeting was held last week between
task force members and Kappers' supporters,
who argued to no avail that Kappers is not a
threat to public health.
Kappers, a longterm survivor of HIV, has
a multiple drug resistant strain of TB. He has
been confined to his home by a DeKalb County
judge, despite repeated tests showing his TB
is not active and testimony from two top TB
experts that he is not contagious.
Kathleen Toomey, chief of the Georgia
Department of Human Resources' epidemiology division, said she still considers Kappers
infectious in spite of 14 negative sputum smears
and two negative sputum cultures. She said
her belief reflected that of the entire panel.
"The consensus of this task force at our
last meeting (on April 6) was that Mr. Kappers
is infectious. We talked to experts around the
country and examined the literature, and we
believe this individual could potentially transmit TB," she said.
Mark King of the AIDS Survival Project
and Jeff Graham of ACT UP Atlanta had hoped
to convince the panel that confinement was
not necessary given current protocols in other
parts of the country. Elsewhere, three negative
sputum smears are considered adequate to lift
respiratory isolation, and cultures are not used
to determine infectiousness. The lack of response from panel members left both activists
and supporters frustrated.
"Most of them sat like wax figures saying
nothing and expressing no opinion," said King.
"It was yet another meeting where we came
out with no rational plan for dealing with MDRTB in this state and no plan of action for John

Kappers."
King and Graham provided task force members with Kappers' sputum culture results, of
which the latest two are negative.
County health officials who asked the judge
to confine Kappers had used an earlier positive culture to argue for the quarantine, arguing that a culture is the definitive test for determining infectiousness. But when presented
with Kappers' latest negative culture results,
Dr. Lawrence Sanders, acting director of

"Most of them sat like wax
figures saying nothing and
expressing no opinion," said
King. "It was yet another
meeting where we came out
with no rational plan for
dealing with MDR-TB in this
state and no plan of action
for John Kappers."
DeKalb County's Board of Health, would not
say how many negative cultures it would take
before Kappers' confinement would be lifted.
One member of the task force, Dr. John
McGowan from Grady Hospital, stated that
"the pattern of cultures is going in the right
direction" and that he would feel comfortable
lifting isolation after three negative cultures.
However, no other group member stated an
opinion and no position was taken.
Toomey said that if Kappers had a positive
culture, even after three negatives ones, "we

would be looking at the same scenario of isolation." When pressed by activists for a definitive policy for all MDR-TB patients, Toomey
refused to give an answer, saying that all medical data was not in and that each case had to be
dealt with individually.
"I am afraid that we are setting a precedent
here of locking people up and that will keep
people from getting tested for TB because they
will fear confinement," said Graham. "This is
bad public health policy. The ego and arrogance of the medical community was a block
in fighting AIDS, and now you are doing it
with TB."
The issue of travel was also raised. Kappers
wants to seek treatment at National Jewish
Hospital in Denver, which is considered the
best facility in the country for MDR-TB patients. DeKalb County has yet to respond to
Kappers' request to fly there via commercial
airline. Sanders responded that going by car
would be the best way, although the trip would
take 22 hours.
"That's inhumane," said Alicia Culver of
the AIDS Survival Project. "He should not
have to endure that kind of trip. Besides if he
goes by car, where will he eat and sleep? I
thought he was not supposed to be out in the
world."
Sanders replied that he felt that could be
worked out with Kappers, saying he was a
"compliant patient and would be responsible."
Activists said Sanders' response was another
example of the inconsistent manner in which
Kappers has been treated.
A meeting was scheduled this week for
King, Sanders and Toomey to discuss Kappers'
travel plans. Meanwhile, an appeal has been
filed on Kappers' behalf with the Georgia Supreme Court, asking the confinement be lifted.
CHRIS CASH
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Bell retires
Atlanta—Atlanta Police Chief Eldrin
Bell, long the focus of criticism from
within the city's gay and lesbian community, retired last Friday and announced he
would run for the chairmanship of the
Fulton County Commission.
Friday was the last day to qoalify for
this year's political races. Bell's decision
sets up a race between him and the Republican incumbent, Mitch Skandalakis,
who as a state legislator worked to overturn Atlanta's domestic partnership measures.
"Where are the
Libertarians when
you need them?"
quipped GAPAC lobbyist Larry Pellegrini,
noting that the two not-so-gay-friendly
candidates were pitted against each other
in the same race.
That same phenomenon has happened
in another race as well. Nancy Schaefer,
the anti-gay/lesbian rights activist, qualified to run for lieutenant governor as a
Republican against the Democratic incumbent, Pierre Howard. Howard drew the
community's ire earlier this year when he
took on GPTV for airing Armistead
Maupin's "Tales of the City."
No openly gay candidates had qualified for office as of press time. However,
Cobb County Commissioner Gordon
Wysong, who sponsored thecounty's antigay resolution, has drawn at least one challenger.
RICHARD SHUMATE
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On A Roll
A Midtown resident
takes to her rollerblades
as part of a coast-to-coast
pilgrimmage for HIV
awareness. In the next
Southern Voice.
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Midtown missed opportunities Freaknik gave
As the old saying goes, assumptions often
make an ass out of you and me.
The assumptions that I'm speaking about
here surround the recent Freaknik celebration
that sent so many Midtowners fleeing into the
sunset. Some were on target, of course. We
assumed there would be traffic problems, and
there were. We assumed that our normal routines would be upset, and they were. For instance, if you drove anywhere, you either lived
by the phrase "alternate route" or you entered
traffic hell. The day's activities had to be carefully planned around busy traffic times.
But the assumption I kept hearing over and
over in the days preceding the event—more
often hinted at than explicitly stated—is that
there would be some kind of danger attached
to staying in Midtown during Freaknik. From
the way some people acted, you would have
thought the festival goers were inmates furloughed from San Quentin for the weekend
instead of young, well-educated people who
attend some of the nation's foremost institutions of higher learning.
This assumption was based, ostensibly, on
what happened at Freaknik last year. I wasn't
here last year, so I can't say for sure what
happened. From everything I have read and
heard, some people behaved inappropriately
and didn't show the respect that someone
should show when visiting another person's
neighborhood. When you get 100,000 people
together, it's inevitable that a few people will
act out.
However, the thing that kept troubling me
in the days preceding this year's Freaknik was
that many of the people who were fleeing town
had also not been here last year. You will
recall that a substantial portion of Midtown's
gay and lesbian population was attending the
March on Washington during that weekend.
So people were basing their decisions to leave
based on third-hand accounts twice removed.
"Well, so and so told so and so that somebody
called him a white boy last year and..."
One person who did endure last year's
Freaknik told me that its celebrants had committed the heinous crime of coming to his door
to ask for water. Horrors, we can't allow that
kind of anti-social behavior.
While Eldrin Bell and his minions in the
police hierarchy were caught napping last year,
which led to awful traffic jams and property
destruction, no injurious mayhem ensued.
Nothing happened last year to justify the assumption that there would be physical danger
this year. And in Midtown, there wasn't.
I live one block south of Piedmont Park.

And outside of some loud music that I didn't
care for, and some people urinating in the
alley behind my apartment building, I didn't
see anything going on that could be considered anti-social. Were they rowdy? Yes. But
this was spring break, not a church social.
When I walked through the park on Sunday, no one hurled epithets at me or attempted
to injure me in any way. The streets surrounding my house were sealed off to all but residents, so that traffic wasn't even that bad. It
was easier to find a parking place than on a
normal weekend.
My experience, of course, was not necessarily typical. People who live to the west of
the park and along Monroe Drive and 10th
Street had more problems because of traffic
and impromptu street parties. One friend who
lives as far north as the Cheshire Bridge Road
area tells me he spent a good chunk of his
weekend sitting in his car.
All in all, however, it was a much calmer
weekend than people were assuming it would
be. More than anything else, the atmosphere
and the energy reminded me of the March on
Washington—a group of people with a common heritage coming together to celebrate and
enjoy each other's company. True, the atmosphere was a little more wild, but then Freaknik
goers were, as a group, much younger than
were we.
On Sunday evening, I encountered a group

"Politics of Drag" shallow, unanalytical
Richard Eldredge's April 14 article on the
politics of drag was a non-establishment-threatening, unanalytical, shallow, jaded commentary for our white-bread gay patriarchy that
left some questions to be answered.
Of the 35 paragraphs in the article, 14 were
dedicated to the many people that defended
drag, while only seven discussed one woman's
problems with drag. Typical marginalization
of women?
Eldredge points out that today's drag tries
"to create the illusion of female beauty," to
imitate women. So are we supposed to accept
the view that female beauty is make up, movement-impairing high heels and tiny dresses —
all the things that make women statues for
voyeurs? Lena Lust feels that women are angry because drag queens look better. Does she
also think that all feminists are ugly? Do gay
males who watch this think that women are
only beautiful when they obliterate their faces
and bodies beyond recognition? Or is this how
they truly recognize women?

Women "are presented in such a talented
and tasteful way" during drag shows. I guess
what this means is that wearing very little and
dancing in front of people is a tribute to the
many talents of women. So maybe drag is the
"ultimate compliment" not to women, but to
the grooming imperatives that so painfully
hinder women.
Alfred Hilderbrand
Atlanta

of Freaknik participants—straight kids from
Detroit, both male and female—who had wondered into Blake's to enjoy the Sunday gospel
music show. I didn't see anybody in the bar
enjoying the festivities more than they. "I'm
coming back here" one of the women told
me, as she danced to the vocal stylings of
Morticia DeVille.
I was forced to stay in Midtown during
Freaknik because of a social obligation on Saturday. I have to admit that if I had been free to
do so, I, too, would have probably left town.
I'm glad I didn't. I would have missed a learning experience.
The lesson we should take from Freaknik
is that when people make assumptions based
on fear, they lose out as much the people about
whom they are making assumptions. We know
that when people who dislike us place labels
and blame and work to suppress us, they lose
out on meeting the goddess' most fabulous
creations, namely gays and lesbians. Likewise,
when white gays and lesbians clear out of
Midtown for Freaknik, we miss out on experiencing a culture and a people that surrounds us
but about which we probably know precious
little.
How much better it would have been if we
had been proactive instead of reactionary. As
one friend of mine suggested, we could have
stood out on 10th Street handing out condoms
and emphasizing the message of safer sex. We
could have done what one woman on 12th
Street did do and hand out water to those who
passed by. Perhaps we could have taken trash
bags over to the park to encourage people not
to leave their garbage behind.
In essence, what we could have done was
show these visitors that we are the accepting
and tolerant community that we aspire to be. It
was truly a missed opportunity.
There is merit to the argument that Midtown is an inappropriate place to have large
festivals—although that argument can only be
legitimately made if it applies to all such gatherings, including the Arts Festival, the Pot Festival and, yes, Pride. But let's face reality here.
Freaknik, with all of its traffic and inconvenience, is going to be with us for the foreseeable future, as are the Arts Festival, the Pot
Festival and Pride.
Midtowners have two choices. We can assume the worst and flee town, or we can work
to take something for ourselves from the celebration and try to build bridges.
Here's hoping that next year we make a
more constructive choice.
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Our Freaknic reaction mirrors Cobb's reaction to us
The first week of spring brought an interesting confluence of events to Atlanta. While
the Cobb County Commission was trying to
avoid a very public removal of the Olympic
volleyball competition from its county, the city
itself was in the throes of Freaknik, the black
colleges' spring break festival.
At first glance, neither event would seem
to have much in common with the other. That's
why you should look more closely at events
that happen simultaneously. The goddess has
a knack for scheduling.
Let me admit that I never gave the Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition much of a chance
of changing ACOG's venue decisions. Let's
face it—the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic Games is not known for reacting to grassroots politics. But on the issue of Cobb County
and its resolution on our unweclomeness there,
something changed while we weren't looking.
A set of standards has come to exist that gives
an informal veto over the actions of individuals and governments connected to the Olympic movement that have the potential to be too
risky to be allowed on the international stage
next to Juan Antonio Samaranch.
Credit it to Olympics Out of Cobb that
we've discovered this. It is they who were
able to make the very self-evident connection
between being anti-gay and being unhospitable
in a way so elegantly simple that even ACOG
couldn't ignore it.
They created a situation where Cobb
County commissioners just had to keep talking, keep explaining exactly what their resolution meant. For homophobic politicians, talking is an extremely dangerous thing to do.
In this case, deliverance came not from the
inimitable Gordon Wysong, but from the heretofore quiet Bill Byrne. "[Gay men and lesbians] are as welcome as people in Cobb County.
There are people here who are skinheads, proNazis filled with hate. They have a right to be
here, as anyone else does..."
Could it possibly have been made any simpler? When 50,000 gay people show up to
protest in Cobb County in July 1996, and Ted
Koppel looks for someone to interview, the
image of Bill Byrne saying this to a worldwide
audience, turning Cobb into the queer equivalent of Birmingham in 1964, bringing howls
from around the world to IOC headquarters,
would simply not be acceptable.
We owe the Olympics Out of Cobb people
a huge debt of gratitude for their skillful and
far-sighted work. You can stick a fork in this

Southern Queer-ies
by AL COTTON

one. It's done.
Then, two days later, into town rode
Freaknik, and just as quickly out of town rode
two-thirds of gay Midtown. Much of this "gay
flight" was based on reputation, because most
of us were marching in D.C. a year ago. The
press' sensational presentation of Freaknik succeeded in convincing many of us that even a
weekend in Athens or Chattanooga looked better than Midtown on April 23.
I went to check on the reality of Freaknik
myself. Would it really be that bad? Well, at 1
a.m. Friday morning, headed to the Eagle,
Ponce was clear as a bell until Mary Mac's.
Parking was minimal but findable, and the bar
had an average Friday night crowd. At 6 p.m.
Saturday, DeKalb Avenue was clear until I
crossed over to Boulevard, which was backed
up with people headed out of Grant Park. Access to the SoVo Community Awards at Zoo
Atlanta was simple.
At 3 p.m. Sunday, a friend and I walked
from Virginia-Highland to Midtown Promenade for a movie and felt slightly foolish
having done so. Access was clear all the way
to Monroe, which was freely moving north,
but clogged just south of Tenth Street.
And the reality I saw was about a third of a
crowd of 200,000 (remember, they were also
down around the Atlanta University Center
and Underground) in really nice cars with nowhere particular to go and not being worried
about it.
What was disconcerting to me all weekend

was on clear display at Midtown Promenade
Sunday, where many businesses had closed. A
friend had pointed out to me on Friday that
even Cobb County businesses on the square in
Marietta didn't close when the Queer Family
Picnic happened.
And then a little light bulb lit over my
head. How does our reaction to Freaknik differ from Cobb County's reaction to us?
On the surface, there are multiple dissimilarities. Freaknik was a much bigger, all-weekend event where cruising was the prime activity, guaranteeing bad traffic. A closer comparison would be our march in D.C. last year,
with Midtown undergoing almost exactly what
DuPont Circle endured.
But similar numbers of mixed crowds do
not cause us to flee the Arts Festival or the Pot
Festival or the Dogwood Festival. And I didn't
see any stores in D.C. closed because of us last
year. They wanted our business. Ultimately, I
came to conclude that the motivating factor
leading us to leave Midtown was the exact
same discomfort that causes nerves in Cobb
County—we're afraid of large groups who
don't look and act like us. And at that moment, I caught a telling glimpse of how straight
Midtown must feel when we march down the
street in June.
True, Freaknik was disruptive and inconvenient for residents and especially for businesses and bars. But part of becoming a city
internationally known as a good place to live
involves learning how to deal with the people
who are going to come and check you out.
Yes, it was messy. But no group can compete
with our remarkable politeness and nearness
during Pride. We can't help it if we haven't
escaped our mothers' training not to leave behind a mess.
Traffic and trash can be worked out between the organizers and the city for next year's
Freaknik,,and for the other festivals that will
inevitably crop up in Atlanta as word gets out
about how great a city this is.
It always mortifies me when our community doesn't measure up to the standard that
we set for straight America. Running from our
homes as though Mongol hordes were descending upon Midtown, when in fact what were
really coming were well-dressed college kids,
is the piece of racism that we must let go of,
just as surely as Cobb must surrender its homophobia
To paraphrase Rodney King, "When can
we all start to just get along?"
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'93 March accomplished more than SoVo showed
Chris Cash's article entitled "We came,
we inarched, we partied-but what did we really do?" [SoVo, April 21],which addressed
the 1993 March on Washington, was accurate
in numerous ways, but I believe somewhat
short sighted. I agree that the March may have
been a life changing experience for those who
had never been to a national march, myself
included, and that it may have been more of a
party experience for those who had. Yet, I
would tend to agree with Pat Hussain (codirector of the 1993 March) that that is what
national marches are all about. The practical
interpretation of the saying "one person can
change the world" is that one person changes
the world by influencing others to also work
for change. The 1993 March did accomplish
that, if only through motivating many young
people into activism. Last summer I worked
with so many gays and lesbians who went to
Washington for the March and ended up staying for the summer to volunteer and work for
various gay rights organizations.
It is true that much of the activist energy
was focused on the gays in the military issue

which many people, including Cash, view as a
failure and a "fiasco." That view is simply
short sighted. As a legal volunteer for the Campaign for Military Service last summer, I was
of course, disappointed with Clinton's policy
announcements. It seemed like a great defeat,
but it is not. We may have lost a batde, but the
war is still waging in the federal courts. In
fact, so far, the courts are on our side, ruling
the new policy is unconstitutional. For a little
legal perspective, my constitutional law professor, himself a former law clerk to Supreme
Court Justice Brennan and a constitutional
scholar in his own right, stated that we should
look to these military cases as the next step in
the larger lesbian and gay civil rights movement.
Furthermore, we should not forget that
many grass roots gay and lesbian organizations have sprung up since the March on Washington, especially in the South. Also, organizations have developed to fight the anti-gay
initiatives in many states, one example being
Florida, where no such organizations existed
before the March. Other evidence of the 1993

March influence lays in the formation and
propagation of groups such as Lesbian Avengers, Dykes and Faggots Bash Back, QUASH,
Servicemembers Legal Defense Network and
the state level grass roots sections of HRCF
andNGLTF.
Maureen W. McCain
Atlanta

Send us a letter
Southern Voice welcomes your point
of view. Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 200 words and must include
your name, address and daytime phone
number. Names can be withheld on request,
but anonymous letters are not accepted. We
reserve the right to edit or reject any submission. Send letters to: Southern Voice,
P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta GA 30316. Or fax
them to the attention of Richard Shumate
at (404) 876-2709.
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GLAAD
News
by CARL LANGE

Cobb and Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola, the oldest and principal
sponsor of the Olympics, has remained
conspicuously quiet over the decision
to hold an Olympic event in Cobb
County. Last year, Cobb County commissioners condemned gay and lesbian
citizens by resolution.
Several GLAAD chapters have
asked Coca-Cola, as the largest corporate sponsor of the 1996 Centennial
Games, to withdraw its support for holding the volleyball event in Cobb County
and to disassociate itself entirely from
the Atlanta Committee for the Olympic
Games' (ACOG) decision. Coca-Cola
has refused.
Ask Coca-Cola why, as the primary
sponsor of the Olympics and most powerful corporation in Atlanta, it has refused to publicly distance itself from
either Cobb County's resolution or
ACOG's decision to hold the event
there. Does Coca-Cola intend to promote Coca-Cola in Cobb, where a major international gay and lesbian protest
march has been called for in 1996? Call
1-800-GET-COKE to let them know
how you feel.
Irreverent Bigotry
"Homosexuality: A Disease and a
Cult," is the title of a new pamphlet
which is being distributed to various
government officials in at least one
Southern state. This heinous propaganda
attempts to portray gays and lesbians as
a cult of treatable psychotics who have
infiltrated all levels of society. "Think
about the Gay Movement as a cult: prevaricating, fabricating, truth-be-damned,
you-cannot-prove-us-wrong (as if the
burden of proof rests on straights), hallelujah-blurt-out proclamations, end-ofthe-world scare (AIDS) scenarios, the
condemnation of any effort for treatment and the prohibition of leaving the
cult." The pamphlet was written by
Samuel A. Nigro, M.D. a self-professed
"child, adolescent and adult psychiatrist treating patients since 1969." Write
Samuel A. Nigro, 2517 Guilford Road,
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118.
This pamphlet is published and distributed, along with other materials, by
Rev. John H. Miller of Catholic Central
Union of America. Write Rev. John H.
Miller, Editor, Social Justice Review,
Central Bureau, Catholic Central Union
of America, 3835 Westminster Place,
St. Louis, MO 63108; phone (314) 3711653.
Another material included in the
mailing is "A Psychological Look at
Homosexuality and AIDS" by Melvin
Anchell, MD. A self described "expert
witness in psychiatry and human sexuality," he states that "the homosexual is
the sickest of all perverts....;" "...innumerable children are stolen from parents each year to meet the sexual needs
of homosexuals ;" and that homosexuals are incapable of loving relationships and are the product of childhood sexual molestation.
This column is a product of the Gay
& Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation/Atlanta, Incorporated. For more
information about GLAAD/Atlanta write
PO Box 55111, Atlanta, GA 30308; call
(404) 876-1398; fax (404) 876-4051;
internet: glaadatl@aol.com
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Report: Drinking water still
a health threat for many
Washington, D.C.- Environmentalists and
health activists from across the country released a report late last month which warns
that drinking water continues to threaten the
health of many Americans. "Danger on Tap:
Protecting America's Drinking Water" was
published one year after a parasite outbreak
killed 104 and sickened over 400,000 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
"Polluted water is killing us," said Brett
Hulsey, Midwest Representative of Sierra Club
and coauthor of the report. "Our water isn't
safe. Everyone is at risk. Our members of Congress need to reject the pending legislation to
weaken our water laws. We are relying on
them to strengthen our laws to keep out pollution. Pollution prevention is the way to end the
toxic threat."
The report—produced by the Sierra Club,
Friends of the Earth, the Natural Resources
Defense Council and Physicians for Social
Responsibility—shows that cryptospordium,
which caused the Milwaukee disaster, is widespread in our nation's water systems.
Milwaukee residents are not the only people
who are getting sick. Between 1986 and 1992,
the Centers for Disease Control reported 102
outbreaks of cryptospordium sickening 34,155
people in 35 states. Those at highest risk are
people with compromised immune systems,
pregnant women, children, and the elderly.
The AIDS Action Council endorsed the
report saying that it "provides compelling evidence of the need to pass in the strongest form
possible of the Clean Water Act and the Safe
Drinking Water Act—evidence that includes
unnecessarily shortened lives of people with
HIV infection."

Polluted runoff—chemicals washed from
lawns, cow manure, septic systems, pet waste,
and sewer overflow from heavy rains—carries
parasites, chemicals and pesticides, sediments,
and fertilizers into drinking water supplies.
The CDC estimates that 900,000 Americans fall ill due to contaminated drinking water each year.
"This report is a call to action. An agenda
to address a most pressing health care crisis—
how safe is our water? Contaminated water
can and has killed, and Congress must take
concrete, constructive action now to protect
our drinking water supplies," said Diane
Cameron, an Environmental Engineer for Natural Resources Defense Council and coauthor
of the report.
"The problem is millions of people drink
unsafe water because it is unprotected and inadequately treated. Our current treatment systems cannot remove all the deadly microorganisms and chemicals that we put in the water. We don't want to continue to threaten
pregnant women and children, elderly and those
with immune system disorders," said Julia
Moore, Executive Director of Physicians for
Social Responsibility.
"Switching to bottled water is not the answer," added Velma Smith, director of Ground
Water Project for the Friends of the Earth.
"Often bottled water comes from public treatment systems somewhere else that is just as
risky as tap water. We have to stop and fight
for safe, clean water everywhere."
"Danger on Tap" stresses the two best ways
to protect water supplies are to prevent pollution by protecting supply sources and providing adequate levels of treatment.
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Atlanta—The death rate from breast cancer among black women jumped about 21 percent in the 1980s, despite advances in detection and treatment, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention says.
The increase came even as the incidence
of the disease among blacks rose just slightly
from 1980 to 1991, the CDC said April 21.
In that same period, the death rate for breast
cancer among white women remained almost
constant, increasing less than 1 percent. But
the rate among black women jumped about 21
percent, from about 26 per 100,000 women to
nearly 32 per 100,000, the CDC reported.
The rates for other races increased 29 percent, from almost 10 to more than 12 per
100,000 women.
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Blacks and other minorities are less likely
than whites to develop breast cancer, according to the CDC. About 96 black women among
100,000 will suffer breast cancer this year,
compared with 113 whites per 100,000 women.
Researchers say factors that influence the
disparity include socioeconomic class, stage
of disease at diagnosis, access to health care,
childbirth status and age at menopause.
Joyce Guillory, a nursing professor at
Morehouse School of Medicine, said her research among black women found that they
often felt they could not afford a
mammography, which can detect cancerous
lumps in the breast.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Study offers reassurances
about lumpectomies
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Being HIV Positive, I know the
importance of reducing stress. I also know
that the prospect of selling a life insurance
policy can be a highly stressful experience.
That's why I formed Benefits for Life.

Chicago—Doctors who treat breast cancer
The results were rushed to publication becan save a woman's life and still spare her cause of publicity about the research fraud,
breast, according to a study rushed into publi- said Dr. Drummond Rennie, a JAMA deputy
cation to offer reassurance after disclosures of editor. The study had been completed and
fraud in earlier research.
submitted to the journal before the fraud in
The study, which involved the records of the earlier study was disclosed.
more than 5,800 patients, found that women
Besides affirming the value of
who underwent breast-saving surgery combined lumpectomies, the study found that teaching
with radiation were at least as likely to survive hospitals are more than twice as likely to
five years as women who had a mastectomy, or have women undergo the procedure than comcomplete removal of the cancerous breast
munity hospitals or hospitals affiliated with
The effectiveness of the lumpectomy sur- health maintenance organizations.
gery has been accepted by many doctors. But a
By 1990, 60 percent of patients with locloud arose after ,it was disclosed last month calized cancers were undergoing breast-conthat a researcher falsiserving surgery at teachfied data in a landmark
ing hospitals, versus less
study that was the ba25 percent at other
There is an urgent need to than
sis for widespread use
hospitals, the researchof the procedure.
encourage more frequent ers said.
The latest study
"There is an urgent
use by physicians of
backs the conclusion of
need to encourage more
the earlier research that
frequent use by physirecommended breastremoving only the macians of recommended
conserving surgery
lignant lump rather than
breast-conserving surthe entire breast is a
gery plus radiation in
plus radiation
lifesaving procedure.
qualified women," the
in qualified women
The findings were
researchers said.
published in the April
Another important
20 issue of the Journal
finding was that patients
of the American Medical Association. The study with localized cancers had better survival rates
was led by Anna Lee-Feldstein, an assistant at large community hospitals and teaching
professor of biostatistics at the University of hospitals than those at small community hosCalifornia, Irvine, College of Medicine.
pitals and HMO hospitals.
"In spite of what came out [regarding the
The widespread use of breast-conserving
research fraud]...we should not have a knee- surgery has been based largely on data from
jerk response and go back to mastectomy," said the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and
Dr. Gerard Aranha, director of the Breast Care Bowel Project, a large federally funded project
Center at Loyola University Medical Center in combining research from medical centers on
May wood. "[Breast] conservation is here to stay, the best ways to treat cancer.
but it has to be done under strict guidelines."
Last month, the Chicago Tribune reported
Aranha, who was not involved in the study, that a principal investigator in the project
estimated that half of women with breast can- falsified data. The head of the project, Dr.
cer are candidates for breast-conserving sur- Bernard Fisher, has said the falsifications were
gery. Breast cancer is expected to strike 183,000 such a small part of the data they did not
Americans this year and cause 46,300 deaths.
change the conclusions, but the researchers
Among other things, the study compared failed to publish corrected findings.
survival rates for different therapies among
That led to an uproar and grave doubts by
women with cancers that had not yet spread to many women who have undergone
the lymph nodes. Among women over age 50 lumpectomies.
who had breast-conserving lumpectomies comOne patient, Elizabeth Niemiro, who rebined with radiation, 91 percent lived at least ceived a lumpectomy plus radiation and chefive years, compared with 79.7 percent survival motherapy two years ago, said she's glad the
for women who had a breast removed, the study value of the procedures were confirmed. She
found.
said she had refused to read about the frauduAmong women under age 50, there was no lent research.
significant difference in survival rates between
"I'm not surprised [about the new findthe two therapies, the researchers found.
ings]," said Niemiro, a 49-year-old computer
The study involved 5,892 women in Or- programmer. "I have been very satisfied with
ange County, Calif. They were diagnosed with the treatment I had."
breast cancer from 1984 to 1990. Some were
ASSOCIATED PRESS
tracked as late as last year.

Based on the belief that your interests
should always come first, Benefits for
Life works with you to explore all the
available options and alternatives. And,
if the sale of your life insurance policy is
what you decide to do, we'll do all the
work necessary to obtain the highest
offer possible.
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Michael Tristan Gait
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It will change your life.
author of Secrets of SuperSelling
endorsed by Og Mandino, Zig Zigler, Norman Vincent Peale
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Heal Your Past & Present
Heal your life, your body, your bank account, your
business, your relationships. Learn, network, socialize,
eat, enjoy, benefit Atlanta AIDS Organizations.
Tuition is tax deductible for many.

Presented by 21st Century Consulting
specifically for Atlanta's Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Community. 404.888.9246
Thursday May 12, 4:00 pm - 9:00pm Dinner*
Friday, May 13, 8:30am - 5:30pm, Breakfast* & Lunch*
OMNI Hotel at CNN Center
* Included in tuition. Please call for fee & reduced rates for local groups.

% of Proceeds to benefit Atlanta AIDS Organizations.
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Study: Job stress may
permanently raise blood pressure
Boston—High-stress jobs may cause health
problems for men even when they're off work,
according to a study.
The study found that men with stressful
jobs have higher-than-usual blood pressure
even while they sleep. This suggests that the
work causes permanent damage to their circulatory systems.
Women were less likely than men to show
the ill effects of job stress, the study found.
But earlier research has shown their blood pressure is more likely to soar in response to strains
at home, especially problems with children.
The studies were among several presented
late last month that strengthen the belief that
highly demanding jobs in which people have
little control are especially bad for health. However, they cautioned that what happens off the
job matters, too.
"It would be naive to think that job strain
explains everything. It's only part of the day,"
said Dr. Thomas Pickering of New York Hospital.
To delve into these questions, researchers
hooked up volunteers to portable monitors and
watched how their blood pressure went up or
down in response to the day's challenges. They
presented their findings at a meeting of the
Society of Behavioral Medicine.
Dr. Joseph Schwartz and others from the
State University of New York at Stony Brook
followed 373 men and women who worked in
nine different places in New York City.
They found that people in highly demanding jobs with little autonomy had significantly
higher blood pressures than did those in less
taxing situations, including people with stressful jobs who could make their own decisions

and those in easygoing positions who had little
opportunity to think for themselves.
Those in high-stress, low-freedom jobs had
blood pressures that averaged 137 over 85,
versus about 129 over 83 for the other people.
The difference grows progressively greater as
people get older. Normal blood pressure is
120 over 80.
Ordinarily, blood pressure fluctuates over
the course of the day, depending on a person's
activity, and this may be harmless. However,
for those in the high-strain positions, blood
pressure tended to stay high. Their readings
were above those of the other people's while
at home in the evening and even as they slept.
"No one can say which came first, the job
stress or the high blood pressure," Schwartz
said.
For instance, it's possible that people with
type A personalities already have a tendency
to high blood pressure and are attracted to
punishing jobs.
However, he said his data suggest that the
"cumulative effect of the exposure to stress
over time" permanently raises blood pressure.
Dr. Kathleen Light of the University of
North Carolina in Chapel Hill conducted similar studies on white-collar professionals in their
30s and found that job strain was generally
related to blood pressure in men but not
women.
However, how hard people work and how
seriously they take their jobs may play a role.
For instance, she found that women who had
fought their way into upper management
showed as much ill effect of strain on blood
pressure as did men.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Gender not a factor in high-tech
heart care?
Boston—Do women get second-class treatment for heart disease? The latest evidence
suggests not.
Several studies have shown that men often
get more aggressive treatment, such as bypass
operations, to relieve chest pain. Critics have
argued sexism is at play: Doctors take heart
disease more seriously when the victim is a
man.
However, many cardiologists deny this.
And a report published April 21 backs them
up.
It concludes there is another explanation
for why men and women are treated differently: differences in age and severity of the
disease. Women are typically 10 to 15 years
older than men when they develop heart dis-

ease.
"When men and women are otherwise the
same and the only difference is gender, you
find that treatments are very similar," said Dr.
Daniel B. Mark of Duke University, who reported the findings in the New England Journal of Medicine.
Doctors are often reluctant to recommend
invasive tests to frail, elderly patients who
have other health problems besides heart disease.
"You have to compare apples and apples,"
Mark said. "When you just compare men and
women, it's apples and oranges," because of
the different ages at which they develop heart
problems.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Immediate Cash
for the

Terminally 111
As a no-fee advisory service, we will assist you in
selling your life insurance policy by:

by RAY ZAVACKI
All runners can eat whatever they like and
not gain a pound—that's one of the biggest
myths in running. Following on the heels of
that false belief is the myth that every runner's
cholesterol is below average and they don't
worry about it.
As someone who runs more than 15 miles
a week and is constantly battling the bulge and
high cholesterol, I know the reality behind
these misconceptions. Diet and genetics do
play a major role in health and often are as
important as the amount of exercise you get.
If you've never read his book, perhaps
you've seen the cover. One of my most enduring (and most erotic) memories from youth
are those two well-muscled legs on the cover
of Jim Fixx's book on running. Fixx was an
accomplished runner and most probably could
beat me in a race running backwards, if he was
still alive.
That's right, he is no longer with us. And
what, you're wondering, did he die of? He
died in his 40s of heart disease. How could
that be? As lean and in good shape as he was,
how could his heart give out?
Jim Fixx was physically fit but not healthy.
A key contributor to his health problems was
his diet. In his book, Fixx notes one of his best
times in a 10K (6.2 miles) race occurred after
he ate a burger and a shake. That was in the
1970s, and the science of nutrition has improved significantly since then.
The American Heart Association recommends a diet deriving less than 34 percent of
calories from fat. We used to count calories,
but now we count fat grams. For most people
this is very confusing, and, after numerous
nutrition courses, I would be hard-pressed to
tell you the amount of fat in a Big Mac or the
accompanying fries.
But the point of the Heart Association's
warnings is to reduce the fat in your diet.
Studies have proven that a radically low diet—
with less than 10 percent of calories from fat—
can actually reverse heart disease.
In the past few years, running magazines
have devoted an increasing amount of space to
eating right. Usually there are accompanying
recipes emphasizing foods low in fat and high
in carbohydrates.
But why carbohydrates and not fat for runners? We used to believe that of the four basic
food groups they taught us in grade school,
each was proportionately equal to the other.
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Despite the best efforts of the meat industry,
the new concept being espoused is a pyramid
in which meat and dairy products are on top—
meaning you eat the least of these.
The bottom consists of breads and grains,
of which you eat the most. Before this idea
was ever in vogue with mainstream nutritionists, it was becoming increasing poplar in the
running community. Not that runners don't
eat meat or cheese, but on average they eat
less of these foods and more breads and pastas. These old carbo-loading myths that never
really improved your race times are actually
improving your health instead.
Though carbo loading is normally an excuse to go out for a spaghetti dinner before the
Peachtree Road Race, there are times when it
actually comes in handy. David (my partner)
and I ran the Atlanta Marathon on Thanksgiving Day 1992. David, having a perfect 30-inch
waist, doesn't have a lot of extra body fat to
spare, and over this long distance (26 miles)
he was going to start burning muscle after
using up his meager fat reserves.
I, on the other hand, always have enough
fat to cover the distance. Being worried about
starving during the marathon, David embarked
on an ambitious plan of having us get up at 5
a.m. to eat pancakes (high in carbohydrates)
before the race. I wasn't thrilled about getting
up and playing short-order cook before our
four-hour run.
As a runner, I have additional considerations other than maintaining my health. Extra
weight is simply carried along for the ride
during a run, so losing weight not only makes
me look better but in the long run (no pun
intended) go faster. The best method to keep
the weight off is to reduce the fat in your diet.
Does it work? I lost 15 pounds last year and
brought my cholesterol level down to 204.
If you are seriously interested in exercise
and nutrition, check out a book dealing with
both topics. Being concerned and working on
your diet and exercise is one of the best ways
to ensure good health in the future.
This is one of a series of columns written
by member of Front Runners Atlanta, which
meets for runs and walks at 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays and on Saturdays at 8 a.m. in the
parking lot below the tennis courts in Piedmont Part For more information, call (404)
621-5007.
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10 Things
Continued from page 1
sistant to Maynard Jackson, told me over the we like it as hot as men do. And some lesbifence in her backyard where she was creating ans are every bit as promiscuous as men. We
a perennial garden straight out of House and just don't talk about it. It's still in the proGarden. "You can't lump us into a group. cessing stage.
You need to know us as individuals."
Now I'm starting to see why nobody
Lesbians are individuals? Yes. It's true. wanted to answer this question. Any answer
Most are even individualists. We pride our- would have been wrong. And right. And evselves on our unique identities. We don't erything in between. There just aren't many
really like being stereotyped, even those of absolutes for lesbians. We're everything
us who are stereotypes. The lesson: don't you've ever heard we are, and none of it.
judge a lesbian by the flannel shirt and And then some you never ever suspected. So
Birkenstocks.
it just doesn't much matter what you know.
That brings us to the number 8 on the list
But we've still got two more items to go,
of things gay men need to know about lesbi- and dear me, I have three good answers left
ans, and it comes from the mouth of Lisa on my list. What to do? Ah, ha—we'll cheat.
Mount, managing director of 7 Stages theater.
"For some of us, our fashion sense is as
good as theirs," she says. "We just don't
have the same disposable income."
That means we mix and match a lot more,
making do with what we have as much as
possible. Of course, sometimes it is absolutely necessary to run out and buy a new
outfit. Or at least a new pair of workboots.
Mount, and an interest in clothing, gave
us the number 7 item on this list as well: 'We
don't all get naked in the woods and dance
around at women's festivals," she said. 'That's
not the female coefficient of drag. Or maybe
it is. I don't know."
Of course, large numbers of us do dance
naked in the woods, and many of us don't
wait for women's festivals. Back yards will
do nicely, thank you.
Number 2 comes in two parts—one from
Speaking of backyards, the state of our filmmaker Susan Robinson, and one from
households came up during my questioning Dorothy Allison, the aforementioned Famous
and produced the number 6 answer to the Lesbian Writer.
burning question posed by this article. No,
"We like to scratch our trucks up,"
not every lesbian home is a multiple-cat house- Robinson said. "Have you ever seen a gay
hold. My own partner in crime has but one of man's truck? You could eat off it. We like to
the furry felines, although it is true that mess ours up."
Isabella is too ferocious for a little brother or
And from Allison—"You don't have to
sister.
give us Naiad books for Christmas."
Still, some of us prefer dogs. Or no pets
You could, for example, give us a subat all. But cats do have a peculiar place in scription to Popular Mechanics. Or a copy of
lesbian lore, perhaps because their distinct "Bastard Out of Carolina." But not a bedliner.
lack of co-dependent traits allows more room We like our trucks used. And our books, too.
for our own. Nah. That couldn't be it.
At last we've come to the number one
The commonly held view that lesbians thing gay men ought to know about lesbians.
are mechanical whizzes gives us the number And it's the most simple, most obvious of
5 thing gay men need to know about lesbi- all. It comes from one of those couples I
ans. It's a misconception, said Lesbian interrupted at dinner. They were perhaps in a
Avenger Lisa Kung.
hurry to get rid of me.
"Not all of us know how to fix our cars,"
"We're women," attorney Jeri Kagel said
she said.
simply.
Kung didn't say whether she could change
We're women. Sometimes gay men forthe oil or not, but her answer echoed one get that. Sometimes they just don't realize
heard at the above-mentioned reception for what that means.
the Famous Lesbian Writer: "Not all of us
"Gay rights are often more inclusive of
are adept with power tools. Some of us are men that women," said Darlene Drury. "I
downright dangerous with them."
may be able to include my partner on my
I can attest to that. I've seen the havoc insurance policy, but if I can't get a job that
wrought by a lesbian with no mechanical includes that benefit, it doesn't help. The isability. What's more dangerous, though, is a sues facing lesbians and gay men—most of
lesbian who has bought into that stereotype the time there's just a world of difference."
and thinks she has mechanical ability. Stay
"Pretty much the only link is that we
clear of the chainsaw.
have same-sex partners," said Martha Bailey.
"Gay men just don't get it, like straight
Lesbians do have a sense of humor. That's
number 4. It probably should have been people don't always get it about gays," said
higher, but we've still got to talk about sex psychologist Ann McAlister. "We have a
yet. But look at Lea Delaria, Suzanne struggle as women, but the feminist struggle
Westenhoeffer, Marga Gomez, Ellen is also theirs. Gay men don't always realize
Degeneres. They're funny. They're lesbians. that."
There you have it. Ten things gay men
They're not the only ones. Trust me on this.
OK, since we mentioned sex, let's make need to know about lesbians. It was like pullit number 3. Oh, where to begin. Lesbians do ing teeth. Most lesbians just didn't seem to
have sex, but only in the first six months. care much about what those things were. As
Then lesbian bed death sets in. Well, that's activist Pat Hussain told me, "If they don't
not entirely true. For example, I.. .never mind. know it, they don't know it."
That's certainly something to process.
Let's just keep it at lesbians do have sex, and
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Pellegrini, Davis to receive top honors at HRCF dinner
Atlanta—GAPAC lobbyist Larry Pellegrini
and Atlanta City Councilwoman Mary Davis
will be honored for their service to the lesbian/
gay community at the 1994 Southeast Human
Rights Campaign Fund Dinner.
Pellegrini will receive the Dan Bradley Humanitarian Award. Davis will receive the Community Leadership Award. Each will receive
awards specially designed for the ceremony by
local artist Melissa Haynes.
This year's HRCF dinner is Saturday, May
14 in the Tom Murphy Ballroom of the Georgia
World Congress Center in downtown Atlanta.
The keynote speaker will be Mel White, dean of
the MCC Cathedral of Hope in Dallas, and the
headline entertainer will be the vocal trio BETTY.
The Bradley award is named after the late
Dan Bradley, a Georgia native who was one of
the founders of the HRCF in 1980. Pellegrini
serves as lobbyist for GAPAC, Georgia's gay/

lesbian political action committee, and is also
president of the Georgia ACLU's Lesbian/Gay
Right Chapter. He is on the board of directors of
the Georgia ACLU and the Atlanta Lambda Center. He was also recently named to Mayor Bill
Campbell's lesbian/gay advisory panel.
The Community Leadership Award is
awarded to individuals who, through personal
influence, inspiration and leadership, make important contributions to the gay and lesbian community. Councilwoman Davis, currently serving
her fourth term on the City Council was selected
because of her longtime support of the gay/lesbian issues, including sponsorship of domestic
partnership legislation in 1993. A member of PFLAG, Davis is also on the advisory board of the
Atlanta AIDS Interfaith Network and is a member of the Georgia's AIDS Task Force
Tickets to the HRCF dinner are $175. For
ticket information, call (404) 840-6969.

Councilwoman Mary Davis

Larry Pellegrini

a PEACH of a DEAL
on a PEACH of a CAR
in a PEACH of a TOWN
ATLANTA'S only
Mercedes-Benz Dealer
Inside the Perimeter
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FOR EVERYONE!
•No Negotiations Necessary
•No Pressure
•No High Prices
•Save Time And Money

Chicago-A pioneer in the gay
rights movement who fought government discrimination against gays
and picketed the White House back
in the days before Stonewall has been
named one of the recipients of the
1994 Stonewall Awards.
Joining Franklin "Frank" Kameny
are Miriam Ben-Shalom, Rick
Osborne and Barbara Smith.
Kameny, 68, of Washington,
D.C., ousted from the U.S. Army
Map Service in 1957 for being gay,
founded the Mattachine Society of
Washington in 1961 and led the first
gay demonstration at the White
House in 1965.
Ben-Shalom, 45, is a Milwaukee
high school teacher and former U.S.
Army drill sergeant whose ouster
from the military in 1976 for being a
lesbian and subsequent court battles
catapulted her into national prominence as an authority and activist on gay
rights.
Osborne, 43, of San Diego, opened a
nonprofit coffee house catering to. people
with AIDS and their need for social involvement. He dispenses condoms along with
cappuccino, delivers flowers to housebound
people with AIDS and gives his profits to
HIV/AIDS-related causes.
Smith, 47, a black feminist writer and
activist from Albany, N.Y. who initiated
black women's studies at the college level
20 years ago, was a political organizer for
black lesbian feminists in Boston and co-

Franklin Kameny
founded and is publisher of Kitchen Table:
Women of Color Press, the only U.S. publisher for women of color.
The Stonewall Awards, established in
1990 by the Anderson Prize Foundation,
honor achievement on behalf of gay and
lesbian America. The foundation was set up
and funded by the late Paul A. Anderson, a
futures trader in Chicago who wanted to
promote and recognize outstanding individual service to the gay and lesbian community. Mr. Anderson died of AIDS-related
complications in 1992. Each winner receives
$25,000.

COMMUNITY
MORTGAGE
SERVICES. INC.
We have 15 years
experience in ail
aspects of real estate.

/SH3^2SB
6130 Memorial Drive
Only 3 miles Outside of 1-285
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STONE MOUNTAIN

469-7121

MidtowrTs best choice for your gardening needs.
I
I
I Get One FREE
I
I Packet of
I FERKY-MORSE SEEDS
I
I from Murray's
I New Garden Department
I
I Offer limited to $1.69 value. Must
I present coupon. Limit one per coupon.
I Hurryl Expires 5/15/94
f 404J 874-5619
I
854 Highland five., NE • Atlanta, GA 30306
I
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 8am-6pm. Sun I Iam-6pm
L

FREE SEEDS
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New Construction
Self Employed, FHA/VA
Jumbo/No Cost Refinance

$100 DONATION
to Jerusalem House at
closing with this coupon

Professional & Efficient Service is Our Guarantee...
Michael & Valerie Miller and Michael Staffieri
410-4950 & 250-7707(pgr)
GA Residential Mortgage Licensee

Fully Furnished Apartments

Now Leasing

Starting at $750 Monthly
Studios, one bedroom,
two bedroom

THE BILTMORE SUITES

Includes:
Utilities, Free Parking, Standard Cable TV,
On Site Laundry Facilities
• Certain restrictions may apply
• Limited apartments available
•1,3 and 6 month leases

Ask for the Leasing Sales Representative
Office Hours: 10 am-3 pm

404/874-0824 (800) 822-0824
30 Fifth Street NE Atlanta, GA 30308
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Congress to consider ban on
anti-gay job discrimination
Washington, D.C.—U.S. Reps. Gerry
Studds and Barney Frank have announced
that they will jointly introduce legislation to
ban job discrimination based on sexual orientation.
National lesbian/gay political groups are
gearing up a campaign to build grassroots
support for the measure, and lesbians and
gays who have faced job discrimination are
expected to testify in congressional hearings.
While a comprehensive gay/lesbian civil
rights bill has stalled in Congress for more
than 20 years, polls show that a strong majority of Americans—more than 70 percent
in some polls—oppose job discrimination
based on sexual orientation. That has given
gay rights supporters hope that this more
limited measure will clear Congress.
"The workplace seems to be good political ground to move on," Tanya Domi, legislative director for the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force, told the Washington Blade.
"The right to be secure in one's livelihood is a bedrock principle with which every American can identify," said Studds.
"Millions came to these shores in search of
opportunity—the opportunity to build a decent life through their own hard work and
ingenuity. I believe that when our fellow
Americans learn how frequently lesbians and
gay men are denied that basic promise of the
American dream, they will agree that something must be done."
Dedicated To Saving You
Money In A Time Of Need

ImprezcT Sedan

Uptown, but
not uptight
Barney Frank
"Discriminating against honest, hardworking people because they are gay or lesbian makes no sense—morally, socially or
economically," said Frank. "I believe the
American people will support appropriately
drafted legislation that embodies this principle."
Frank and Studds, both from Massachusetts, are the only two openly gay members
of Congress.
RICHARD SHUMATE
The Sensible Alternative
Pre-Planning at no charge

Cabriolet

Heritaae

CRAIN-DALY
Chevrolet • Geo • Volkswagen • Subaru
Respect for Our Customers/Excellence in Service

For Free Recorded Information Call 333-6456
Direct Cremation - $595. Complete

Atlanta's Oldest Volkswagen Dealer—
Atlanta's Newest Chevy Geo Dealer

Immediate
Benefits to Pre-Plannim
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Payment
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r ions
•
Arrangements
made
in
advance
Service Available
• Periodic Newsletter
Include All Major
24 Hrs / 7 Days
• Heritage Planning Guide
Credit Cards
Call 941-5352
• Guides to Memorialization

404.261.7500
2980 Piedmont Road NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30305
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Gay Restaurant/Bar
For Sale
Well established Intown location.
Super high profit. Turnkey.
Interest free owner financing with
good down payment required.
Call Steve at 986-0470
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Need A Good Automotive
Nechanic in
Gwrinnett?
Call Tony.
Specializing in foreign cars
MIQUELI
AUTOMOTIVE
24 Killian Hill Road, Lilburn • 925-3933
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BIRTHDAYS
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A very happy belated
birthday to die very sexy
and beguiling Dan
Lazarus. Dan celebrated
his natal occasion on April
25 with a quiet dinner in
Buckhead with his boyfriend Brian.

O

O

Eric Van Pelt celebrated
his 26th birthday back on
IRS day—April 15. Eric
is president of the Adanta
chapter of Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Veterans of
America.

m, t

Filmmaker
Susan
Robinson reached double
digits on April 25. Actually, she turned 33.

QNIH

Susie Kezh, (soon to be) attorney at law.

GRADUATION
Not another one. Yes, another lawyer.
Former SoVo staffer Susie Kezh flipped
the tassle at John Marshall Law School
on May 1. Friends held a wake...err, a
party the night before, with invitations
that came in the form of a summons.
Very creative actually. Many congratulations, Susie—we're absolutely sure
you're glad it's over. Now, what about
the bar?

Merge your Elements
Massage by CORTEX

•us.

I ortex is a contemporary hair studio that
practices apure and healthy approach to helping
you achieve your own individual style.
Our professionalstaff invites you to see and
feel the difference.

When you 've got a special occasion,
send it to Southern Voice/Occasions,
PO Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316,
call (404) 876-0789; or fax to
(404) 876-2709. Please include a
phone number for verification.

THE SIGN OF
RENOVATION

EAT MORE RECORDS
BUY T SELL T TRADE
CDs • Tapes • LP's

607-9122
2185 Briarcliff Road (Briar Vista Shpng. Ctr.)

Cars, Trucks and Vans

404/874-6913
1177 Virginia Avenue • Atlanta • Georgia 30306
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Lambda campaign raises more than $50,000
they had hoped to move into on West
Peachtree Street has fallen through because
the owner did not want social events held
there in the evening. The research and design
committee is considering other sites that were
previously in the running, as well as some
new locations that are now available.

At the recent Founder's Campaign Reception, Atlanta Lambda Center raised more
than $50,000 in gifts and pledges. Donations
are still coming in and the campaign has been
extended to June 1, with payment possible
over the next year.
The Lambda Center is still looking toward a June opening, but the location that
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Auto Transmission, A/C,
Power Locks, Power Windows,
P/Steering, P/Brakes,
& Much More.

HRCF seeks female youth board delegate
Washington, D.C.—The Human Rights
Campaign Fund is seeking candidates for the
Female Youth position on its Board of Governors. The position is open to all women
under the age of 25 who have a history of
activism in the lesbian, gay and bisexual community, specifically on youth and student issues. Enthusiasm and a willingness to work
with the Campaign Fund are the main requirements of the position. Previous involvement with the Campaign Fund is preferred,
but not required.
The term as Female Youth Governor be-

gins this summer and continues for two years.
The Campaign Fund's Board of Governors
meet twice yearly and help to organize Campaign Fund activities throughout the country.
Applications should be sent by May 15 to
Doug Ferguson, P.O. Box 307, Chapel Hill,
NC 27514. Ferguson is the current Male Youth
Representative. The Campaign Fund's Nominating Committee will select a candidate who
must be confirmed by the full board.
The Campaign Fund has had youth representation on its Board since 1989.

OUR BEST SELLER
ATLANTA'S VOLUME DISCOUNT AUTOMOTIVE SUPER MARKET!

Lutherans host Mother's Day service
A special worship service designed to help
reconcile family members will be held Sunday evening May 8, Mother's Day, at the
Lutheran Church of the Redeemer, Peachtree
at Fourth streets. The worship, which begins
at 7 p.m., will feature Rev. Wayne Pouppirt,
a Lutheran pastor with a gay son, as the guest
preacher. This is the first time Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta has sponsored such a service,
which arose in response to conversations with
parents of gay children.

The service includes a celebration of holy
communion and encourages parents, family
and friends of gay and lesbian people to worship together in an atmosphere of love and
support. As with all Lutherans Concerned
events, the service will be conducted with the
understanding of Sanctuary, which protects
the confidentiality of anyone who attends.
For more information, call 636-7109.

BWMT/Atlanta celebrates Cinco de Mayo
The Atlanta chapter of Black and White
Men Together will gather for a celebration of
the Mexican holiday, Cinco de Mayo on Saturday, May 7 at 7:30 p.m. The monthly potluck dinner will be a Mexican-themed fiesta

of food, fun and friends. Admission is an
entree or dessert item, preferably in keeping
with the Mexican theme. Call 892-BWMT
for the location and further details. Everyone
is welcome.

458-8601
SALES HOURS: Mon-Fri 9-9
Sat 9-8, Sunday l -6
National Award Winning
Service & Parts Depts.
Mon-Fri 7-7, Sat 7-5

4900

k

Buford Hwy. ^
IV2 Miles inside I-285
on Buford Hwy.
Conveniently
located 20 minutes
from anywhere in
Metro Atlanta.

Rats in the basement?

First MCC announces a "Month ol Miracles"
May has been designated as a "Month of
Miracles" by the board of directors of the
First Metropolitan Community Church, who
have established a goal of raising $150,000
during the month's five Sundays.
The money will be used to fund completion of a new 400-500 seat sanctuary inside
the church's new location on North Druid
Hills Road.

As part of the "Month of Miracles" program, a 24-hour prayer vigil will be held Friday, May 20 through Saturday, May 21. Onehour time slots will be assigned for people to
pray in the now-hollow sanctuary area. The
prayer vigil will begin with a short 7:30 p.m.
service on Friday and conclude at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday.

Make the move to Atlanta's most
progressive apartment community...
Elegant Gifts at Affordable Prices

104/892-3177
Rock Springs Road at Piedmont

Sutton Place
More Than A Home/A Progressive Attitude
3580 Buford Highway NE • 321-1255

MID-TOWNE
MEDICINE CENTER
Someone who's looking out for you.
Mid-Towne Medicine Center is a state-of-the-art pharmacy committed to sustaining your health.
We stock a full line of natural products. Whether it be aspirins for a headache or intravenous
medications, we are available to service you 24 hours a day
Our Services Include:
' Full Service Pharmacy
' 24 Hour Confidential Service
' Alternative Medical Therapies
1
Complete Line of Vitamins,
Herbs and Minerals

• Home I.V. Therapy Services
• Nursing Services
• Full Line of Medical Equipment

888-9834

• Patient Counseling
• Insurance Assignment &
Coordinator Services
• Detailed Account Information
•Free Delivery

1-800-501-DRUG (3784)
699-B PIEDMONT AVENUE, NE (Corner of Piedmont & 3rd)

Se habla espanol
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All Photo
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°Our Sixth Year Serving Our Community!

ANSLEY SQUARE • 404 876 6567
ACCEPTING DISCOVER • AMEX • VISA • MASTERCARD • HOURS: 10-10 MONDAY-SATURDAY • 12-9 SUNDAY
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Nationalism flares up, famine rages and the ozone
layer burns. Yet, when history eventually passes
judgment on our apocalyptic age, surely the decisive
question will be: "What did they do about AIDS?
What did the United Nations do? What did the
politicians do? And the churches and commerce
and the media? What did any of us do?
— Sir Ian McKellen, from the foreword
of "Living Proof: Courage In The Face Of AIDS"

by CHRIS CASH
Look at the faces. Look at the bodies, the eyes—
and the smiles. These are people with AIDS. These
are people living with AIDS.
Photographer Carolyn Jones, a portrait and fashion photographer for such magazines as Interview,
Esquire and GQ, has captured the pure essence of her
subjects in her recently released photo book "Living
Proof: Courage In The Face of AIDS"
Black and white portraits of 73 HIV-positive
people grace these pages, along with short vignettes
that challenge the viewer to take another look at HIV
disease.

Photographer
Carolyn Jones catches
the faces of HIV

The faces and stories here are proof that AIDS is
more than death, or purple lesions or emaciated bodies. It is also people such as Rob Hadley, a strong gay
cop from Chicago; David Tuzo, who says he'll live
forever with his son's love; and Pamela Shaw, who
says her diagnosis brought her family back together
at a time when they were falling apart.
And AIDS is people such as George DeSipio Jr.,
a younger Paul Newman look alike, who came up
with the concept for "Living Proof." Frustrated and
angry at the absence of positive images of people
with AIDS in the media, DeSipio approached Carolyn
Jones with the idea of photographing HIV-positive
people to show that AIDS is more, much more, than a
death sentence.
Desipio, who died last year, worked in the garment manufacturing industry, and all royalties from
Living Proof go to the Design Industries Foundation
for AIDS (DIFFA), which has raised over $19 million for AIDS services since its inception in 1984.
"Carolyn Jones presented DIFFA with a unique
opportunity," said Rosemary Kuropat, DIFFA's executive director. "Aside from the money raised, 'Living Proof is a powerful educational tool. Her pic-

ABOVE

FAR LEFT

LEFT

The late
Georgia
DeSipio Jr.
with his
parents
Phyllis Marks
(right) with
her partner
Leila
Richard
Magpiong

tures shatter stereotypes. They communicate the
strength of the human spirit and the hope we all share
in conquering this disease."
DeSipio and his lover Michael Liberatore worked
with Jones from day one. They put up posters in New
York City asking those living positively with HIVpositive to sit for a book of photographs. The shooting began in April 1992.
"We agreed that our best approach would be to do
a series of... everyday people, people who were outstanding only in their commitment to making every
minute count, in refusing to surrender to AIDS," says
Liberatore in the introduction to the book. "Simultaneously, Carolyn and I decided to ask our sitters to
pose with whomever or whatever keeps them going
strong."
Most people chose family and friends to pose
with them. There are men and women with their
mother, father, children, grandchildren or siblings,
and there are others with lovers and friends. The
names of those living with HIV are printed in capital
letters, a necessary identifier because distinguishing
between those with and without the disease is impossible by simply looking at the images.
In fact, it is the strength and beauty of the people
which critics will likely lambast. Jones will probably
be accused by some AIDS activists of painting too
pretty a picture of the disease, of trying to market the
book only to the "mainstream."
Will Guilliams, a member of the committee that
helped put "Living Proof together and a 10-year
survivor of AIDS, admits that reaching the mainstream is a goal of the book. "It's important for the
book to be accessible to as many people as possible. I
got involved because of Carolyn [Jones]. I liked her
attitude because she saw the book as an opportunity
to educate people about HIV, and to offer hope for
those living with HIV, not as her own artistic statement The majority of people in the book just showed
up to be photographed. They were not auditioned for
their aesthetic qualities. Carolyn's just a great photographer. She captured their spirit"
Guilliams, in fact, was cut from the book. But he
CONTINUED ON PAGE 39

BETTE, BETTER, BEST....
BETTE IS POETRY IN PERPETUAL MOTION...
THIS STAR NEEDS TO BE APPRECIATED LIVE...
MMl

-Richard Corlins, Time Magazine
MM

...A VOICE THAT HAS NEVER SOUNDED STRONGER. MM
-Stephen Holden.New York Times

"NOT ONLY DOES NOBODY DO IT BETTER.
NOBODY ELSE REALLY DOES IT AT ALL."

PRESENTED BY ALEX COOLEY & PETER CONLON AND THE COCA-COLA LAKEWOOD AMPHITHEATRE

SUNDAY, MAY 29 • 8:00 PM
TiCKi
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ON SALE NOW

TURTLES, SOUND WAREHOUSE. MARSHALLS,
PUBLLX. COCONUTS. TOWER RECORDS

CHARGE-BY-PHONE: (404) 249-6400
All sales subject to $2.50 facility fee and
may be subject to convenience charge.

LAKEWGDD

AMPHITHEATRE
Rain or shine. eMCA/PACE AMPHITHEATRE GROUP, LP.
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THURSDAY

SISTER'S TIME. An audio
magazine featuring the
rhythms of African women's
health. 6-7pm, WRFG, 89.3
FM.
GAY GRAFFITI. Out and
loud lesbian and gay radio. 78pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.

THE HOSTAGE. Thru May
28. Theatre Gael and
DramaTech co-present this
wild and whimsical ride

through Irish history,
courtesy of the imagination
of playwright Brendan
Behan. DramaTech Theatre
at GA Tech. Thurs-Sat 8pm,
Sun. 2pm. 894-2745.
WITNESS FOR THE
PROSECUTION. Thru May
29. An Agatha Christie
mystery, presented by Stage
Door Players at N. DeKalb
Cultural Ctr, 5339 Chamblee
Dunwoody Rd. $8-10. ThursSat 8pm, Sun 2:30pm. 3961726.
ROOM 5. Thru Sun.
Holland's Stuffed Puppet
Theatre returns to 7 Stages
for 4 performances only:
Thurs-Sat 8pm, Sun 5pm. $8$14. 523-7647.
LAUGHING MATTERS.
Comedy improv troupe
performs Thurs & Sat at
Manuel's, 8pm. 717-4714.
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ART FEST'94. Thru Sun.
The 3rd annual event hits the
Ansley Square shopping
center, where Burhart's hosts
artists from around the
Southeast in a benefit for
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SOAP. Comedy Central has
the controversial 70s TV
series. 2 & 7:30pm, Mon-Fri.
MAN AND SUPERMAN.
Thru May 8. Actor's Express
has extended the run of this
GB Shaw play. 8pm Sat &
7pm Sun. $12-$16. 280
Elizabeth St. 221-0831.
TWICE TOLD TALES.
Thru May 8. Kennesaw State
College presents Nathaniel
Hawthorne's tales, adapted
for the stage and directed by
John Gentile. Of special
interest, "The May-Pole of
Merry Mount," tale of the
clash between the somber,
life-denying Puritan outlook
at gleeful pagan hedonism.
8pm on Sat, 1pm Sun. $5.
The Studio Theatre in the
Performing Arts Bldg. 4236650.
ARCHIFEST'94.Thru
May 8. A weeklong
celebration of architecture as
art, sponsored by the Atlanta
Chapter of the American
Institute of Architects at
Peachtree Center. Lectures,
exhibits, tours, and a ball on
May 7. 222-0099.
SMOKE ON THE
MOUNTAIN. Thru June 12.
The Actor's Collective
presents the gospel musical at
14th St. Playhouse. Tue-Sat
8pm, Sun 3&7pm. 892-2414.
A HIGHER PLACE IN
HEAVEN. Thru May 15.
Another world premiere from
Atlanta playwright Pamela
Parker—the touching story of
a South Georgia family
bridging the gap between old
and new South. Neighborhood Playhouse, 430 W.
Trinity PI in Decatur. ThuSat7pm, Sun 3pm. $9-12.
373-5311.
RICHARD III. Thru May
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CHAKRABARTY. A native
of India, Chakrabarty has
lived in the US for 22 years.
"Roses and Thorns" relates
the experiences of Indian
immigrant women in this
country. Charis. 1189 Euclid.
7:30pm. 524-0304.
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15. Play Ground Theatre Co.
presents Shakespeare's tale
of the ultimate arch villain. 7
Stages Backdoor Theatre,
Wed-Sun 8pm. $8-$ 10. 2505016.
LAUGHING WILD. Thru
May 15. The Alliance
presents Christopher
Durang's satirical comedy.
Tu-Sat 8pm, Sun 2:30 &
7:30pm. $20-25. 898-1127.
LOVE OF A PIG. Thru May
29. Art Attack presents Leslie
Caveny's tale about a young
violinist who falls in love
with Mr. Right only to learn
he's a pig. Thur-Sat 8pm,
Sun 6pm. $10-12. 881-6304.
CYMBELINE. Thru May
22. The Shakespeare Tavern
presents a Shakespeare
Romance, the story of two
lovers and the perils they
endure. 499 Peachtree. ThuSat 7:30pm, Sun 5:30pm. $815. 874-5299.

JOURNEY TO THE
BOTTOM OF THE SEA.
Thru May 28. A visual treat
from puppeteer Jon Ludwig,
follows a fanciful crab on his
adventures as he accidentally
falls into a submarine. Ctr.
for Puppetry Arts. 873-3391.
ITALIAN AND NETHERLANDISH DRAWINGS.
Thru May 29. Old master
drawings from the Steiner
Collection. High Museum.
THE RIGHTS. Thru June 4.
A dark, contemporary
comedy that skews notions of
culture, both high and low,
demonstrating just how far
members of a comically
dysfunctional family will go
for the love of art and the
love of money. Theatre in the
Square in Marietta. Tues-Sat
8pm, Sun 3&7pm. $13-12.
422-8369.
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PROGRESSION: 19741994. Thru June 9. 20 years
of work from three nationally
known local artists at the
Spruill Center Gallery, 5339
Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Paintings and drawings by
Jcnnine Hough and Alan
Loehle and sculpture by
Kerry Moore. Reception
tonight, 6:30-8:30pm. 3943447.
AFRICAN AMERICAN
ARTISTS EXmBITION.
Thru June 11 at ART Station
in Stone Mountain. The
fourth annual exhibit is
curated by photographer
Ronnie Phillips. 469-1105.
GERTRUDE KASEBIER
PHOTOGRAPHS. Thru
June 11. A contemporary of
Alfred Steiglitz, Kasebier
also photographed American
Indians in Buffalo Bill's
Wild West Show. High
Museum.
RENAISSANCE FESTIVAL. Thru June 12. The
annual trek back to the goode
olde dayes begins today. Just
offI-85atexitl2,the
medieval town is open from
10:30am to 6pm Sat & Sun.
Don't miss Steve Hoddy's
Birds of Prey show. $9.95
+tax for adults, $4.95 + tax
for children. 964-8575.
METAPHYSICAL
METAPHORS. Thru June
12. An exhibit on the unseen
forces of nature at the High
Museum.
DON'T ASK DON'T
TELL. Thru June 19. A
festival of Queer Theater and
performance in celebration of
the 25th anniversary of
Stonewall, presented by
Manbites Dog Theater in
Durham, NC. Various
venues, (919) 220-6779.

Project Open Hand.
Entertainment and celebrity
auctioneers will be on hand.

SATURDAY

OUTLOOK. Radical talk for
revolutionary intellectuals—
feminist, Afro-centered and
pro-gay radio on AM, with
Alicia Banks. New time:
5pm-8pm, WIGO, 1340AM.
A WALK ON THE WELD
SIDE. A nature walk at
Stonewall Creek farm in
Rabun County, led by
naturalist Bonnie Barton.
$15, bring a bag lunch. (706)
782-2966.
GARDENS FOR CONNOISSEURS TOUR. The
Botanical Garden takes you
around the city to enjoy the
labors of outstanding
gardeners. $20 entire tour, $5
per garden (8 total). 11-5
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today, 12-6 tomorrow. 8765859.

ATLANTA SYMPHONY.
Thru Sat. William Fred Scott
conducts the champagne and
coffee series in a Russian
salute, including
Tchaikovsky's 1812
Overture. Fri 8pm, Sat 1 lam
& 8pm. 892-2414.
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DISTURBING THE
PEACE: WOMEN,
SUFFRAGE & POLITICS.
Thru July 16. An exhibition
exploring the battles women
fought to win the right to
vote. Atlanta History Center
Downtown, 140 Peachtree.
814-4150.
CAT ON A HOT TIN
STREETCAR. Thru July 27.
Agatha's Mystery Dinner
Theatre mixes metaphors and
murder with a new show
Tues-Sun at 7:30pm (7pm on
Sun). $33-$38 includes five
course meal. 875-1610.
JOHN GEORGE BROWN.
Thru July 31. Five paintings
of the elderly are the focus of
"John George Brown: The
Dignity of Years," at the
High Museum. 892-HIGH.
MICHELLE SHOCKED.
May 13. At the Variety
Playhouse, 1099 Euclid. $14
adv/$16 door. 524-7354.
SUZANNE
WESTENHOEFER. May
14. Another lesbian comic!
You may remember her from
Comedy Central's "Out
There." Also at the Variety.
$12&$14.
ART AND SOUL. May 21.
Pearl Productions and
Creative Ventures launch an
art show at East Lake Park in
Birmingham, featuring and
highlighting women artists
from around the region.
Deadline for entering in May
14.(205)940-7481.
THE ODD COUPLE. May
24-29. Jack Klugman and
Tony Randall reunite for one
week at the Fox. Tues-Fri
8pm, Sat 2&8pm, Sun
2&7:30pm. $10-$37.50. 8178700.

DEKALB SYMPHONY.
Decatur's Concerts on the
Square kicks off with
traditional and popular
favorites. 7:30pm in
downtown Decatur.
TALES FROM THE
MAHABHARATA. San
Francisco's Shadow Play
Theater Co. performs tonight
(8pm) and tomorrow (5pm) at
the Center for Puppetry Arts.
$14 Sat, $11 Sun. 1404
Spring St., 873-3391.
ST. PAUL SPRING
FESTIVAL. St. Paul United
Methodist Church brings out
spring in Grant Park with an
all day festival, featuring
artists and music, including
Natalie Fair. Corner of Grant
and Sydney in Grant Park.
688-7501.
WOMEN'S MUSICAL
EXTRAVAGANZA. A
benefit for battered women in
Norfolk, VA, featuring Karen
Williams, Deidre McCalla,
and Lana Puckett & Kim
Person. 8pm, The Wells
Theatre. (804)392-5681.

8

SUNDAY

LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The musical
and literary voices of African
women, with host Alicia
Banks, who offers a unique
perspective that includes the
lesbian point of view. Mam.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
EMORY CHAMBER
MUSIC SOCIETY. The
year old group performs
Mozart, Paulus and Dohnanyi
in room 208 of White Hall on
the Emory campus. Free.
6pm. 727-6666.

9

MONDAY

STILL AIN'T SATISFIED.
Music and interviews from a
lesbian perspective. Cool
music for any queer or
interested other. 7-9pm,
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian and
gay cable program featuring
interviews, news, arts &
entertainment and more.
10:30pm and again, Wed
5:30pm. Cable Ch. 12.

DYKE TV. Activist
television from a dyke
perspective. 9:30pm, People
TV. Cable Channel 12. Also
airs Tues, 5:30pm.
A SPRING FEAST AT
BACCHANALIA.
Benefiting Jerusalem House.
$50 donation, seatings at
6:30pm and 9pm. 365-0410.
CONNBE MAY FOWLER.
Author of "Sugar Cage"
brings her new book, "River
of Hidden Dreams," to
Charis. 7:30 pm.

ATLANTA'S FIRST
LADffiS IN POLITICS.
The Atlanta History Center
Downtown hosts Fulton
sheriff Jackie Barrett, Fulton
commissioner Nancy Boxill,
state Sen. Marry Margaret
Oliver and others. Noonlpm, GA-Pacific Ctr
Auditorium, 133 P'tree. Free.
814-4150.
TROIKA BALALAIKAS.
Decatur's Blue Sky concerts
on the square continue with
Russian and gypsy folk
music. Noon-lpm.

TUESDAY
NOW BREAD & ROSES
RECEPTION. The Atlanta
Chapter of NOW honors
legislators who have
demonstrated their
commitment to Georgia's
women and children. $25, 68pm, Atlanta Friends
Meeting House, 701 W.
Howard in Decatur. 8750176.

11

WEDNESDAY

POSITIVE LIVING. This
locally produced show about
people living with AIDS airs
twice every week on People
TV Ch. 12, 2:30pm and again
on Sat, 10pm. Also airs on
City Ch. 6, Thur 5pm.

PICTURED:
ABOVE: Connie May Fowler
reads from "River of Hidden
Dreams" at Charis
Monday night.
LEFT: Holland's Stuffed
Puppet Theatre performs
at 7 Stages Thurs-Sun.
Photo by Erwin Olaf
BELOW: Dinner and murder
are on the menu for
"Cat on a Hot Tin
Streetcar," now playing at
Agatha's—A Taste of
Mystery on Peachtree St.
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Managing 27 pets on one runway requires a certain flair
Then again, Todd Graham's
role model was Catwoman
by BRIAN COCHRAN
Perhaps it was destiny that Todd Graham would someday
reign over a runway where the models are not always standing
upright on two legs.
After all, he says Miss Newmar (yes, the Original
Catwoman), was his first role model.
"I mean, when you're a little three-year-old gay boy, who
do you have to look up to, Ginger Grant?" Graham says.
"Although Ginger Grant was probably the reason I went into
the theater."
Graham, an Atlantan, is the creative mastermind behind
Rubbing Noses, a fashion show featuring pets and people that
takes the stage this week to raise money for Pets Are Loving
Support. As the creative director, it is his job to coordinate 27
models, most of them volunteers, who are walking
Rubbing Noses,
down the runway with pets
of every breed, temperais Thursday, May 5 at
ment and description.
6:30 p.m. at the Piedmont
How does one coordiGrove, corner of
nate such a diverse group
of performers? "I make my
10th Street and Monroe
apologies first thing in the
Drive in Midtown.
morning," he says. "I
apologize for anything that
I may say or do that day."
A veteran of traveling theater, Graham honed his craft for
seven years in places such as Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky. His
own pet, appropriately named Miss Newmar, is a sleek black
feline he acquired the very same day he met Miss Newmar,
the human.
Just days after last year's inaugural Rubbing Noses show,

Todd Graham is still looking for an iguana for next
year's show.
which he also stage managed, the irrepressible Graham had
already picked the theme for this year's show—Rubbing Noses
With The Stars, a tribute to Hollywood.
"Each designer took an actor or a movie to work around,"
says Graham. "One took 'Breakfast at Tiffanys,' one took
'The Addams Family,' and I came up with the beach scene,
'Beach Blanket A-Go-Go,' which comes from a few movie
titles I bastardized."
Other movies and movie standards paid homage to in the
show include "The Birds," and "Cat on a Hot Night Out" and
a Rita Haywortn/Marilyn Monroe number.
Fashion shows traditionally end with a bridal scene, and
Rubbing Noses is no different. Well, maybe a little different—it's a tribute to James Bond.

Where's the connection? Was Bond ever married? "Of
course," Graham says. "To Mrs. Emma Peel from 'The Avengers'. She did die at the end, though."
Graham promises that "this year's show is going to be
bigger. It's more technical, there's more movement and it's
lot more involved."
"This is not a typical fashion show with glorified coathangers walking down a runway. This is a show that you can
have a little fun with because we're going to have animals on
stage dressed in costumes made by fashion designers."
Graham would also like it to be known that the animals in
the show will not be limited to Pekingeses and Persians.
Atlanta's pet community is just as diverse as its human community.
"I've got a few surprises up my sleeve," he says mysteriously. Anything he'd like to give away? "Well, you have to
come to the show," he insists. "I will say that the pig who was
in the show last year is returning, which we're really excited
about because she has her own wardrobe, including a tiara.
She's a European swine."
His big regret is that he could not get one animal he really
wanted—an iguana. If anyone has one, they should let him
know in time for next year's show, however.
Glamour aside, Graham truly believes in the cause for
which he is volunteering his services. P.A.L.S. provides support services for pets of people living with AIDS, including
veterinary care, food, foster homes and adoption assistance
when needed.
The importance of owning a pet to PWAs is obvious to
Graham. "I mean, how much unconditional love do you get
from any person in your life, if you ever get it? With pets, all
you have to do is walk in the door. The therapeutic value of
having a pet is that you have something to care for, rather than
having something or someone to take care of you."
"Of course, the true goal of this is not to have fundraisers
like this anymore," Graham says. "I mean, doing the show is
fun, and the people we're working with are fun, but when it
really gets down to the core of it, we'd really rather not have
to do it at all."
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Windstorm Productions Presents
at the Variety Playhouse
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Coming May 20th and 21st, 1994:
The DanceTechnoIogy Project
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MICHELLE
SHOCKED
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Fri, May 14, 8:30pm
$14 adv/$16 door

A unique partnership between

• The Atlanta Ballet * Georgia Tech • Theatre for the Arts
that will incorporate new and existing technologies into World Premiere Dance.
The performance will include Loyce Houlton's WINGRORNE, Eliot Feld's
INTERMEZZO and the World Premiere of choreographer Lisa deRihere's NON
SEQUITUR featuring the music of .John Adams.
(

^SUZANNE
JQWESTEHHOEFER

Chcatre for the arts

TKycsrfif,

AIRLINES

for tickets call the
Georgia Tech Theatre for the Arts Box Office

404-894-9600
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1099 Euclid Ave
in Little 5 Points
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DP1 2adv/$14door
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TIJRTIJ.S. SOUND WAREHOUSE.
MAR8HALLS. PUBUX,
COCONUTS. TOWF.H BRCORnS

CHARGE-BY-PHONE:
(404) 249-6400

For More Info
Call 521-1786
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Burkhart's turns into a gallery this weekend for ArtFest '94
More than 50 local artists will display
their work to benefit Project Open Hand
by JAMES FITCH
This coming weekend will bring out the "art" in Burkhart's.
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the Ansley Square pub will
host ArtFest '94, its third-annual spring art show and sale to
benefit Project Open Hand. The walls and outside patio areas
at Burkhart's will be filled with the work of local artists and
contributions made by Atlanta galleries. Some artists will man
booths to display their work, and pieces will be auctioned off
during one of the festival's six art auctions.
Burkhart's covers all of the expenses involved in turning
the pub into a makeshift gallery so that Project Open Hand can
receive 100 percent of the money raised. Last year's ArtFest
raised $17,169 for Project Open Hand, and organizers have set
a goal this year of $20,000.
According to co-chair Harry Brown, more than 20 major
galleries have already donated work totaling $25,000 in retail
value to be auctioned off. More than 50 local artists will
display their work from booths, giving 25 percent of their
gross income to Project Open Hand, in addition to donating
one of their pieces to auction.
Adanta artist Michael Hammond got involved with ArtFest
last year by donating an original painting entitled "Mourning
the Loss of a Longtime Companion." Incidentally, that image
was chosen to represent ArtFest '94 with promotional materials.
"A lot of my work deals with gay issues, as far as combating problems with society and religion, those kinds of things,"
Hammond said. He describes his style as "hard-edged and
figurative, with abstraction," much like the piece he donated
to ArtFest '94, entitled 'The Enchantment of Billy Venus,"
which shows a man with a raven on his shoulder standing in
front of an abstracted landscape.

Michael Hammond's "The Enchantment of Billy Venus" is one of the works up for auction. The portrait on
the cover of this week's Southern Voice, also for sale,
is by Burkhart's owner Mary Marsh.
"I really appreciate the fact that Burkhart's does this,"
Hammond said. "It gave me a good feeling last year to participate. It's nice to take a piece of your artwork and translate it
into a way to help other people."
Acclaimed artists Godo Frabel, Guy Robinson and David

Fraley have also contributed pieces to be auctioned.
For ArtFest, Burkhart's approaches major Atlanta galleries with a request that they donate at least one piece for
auction. Although gallery showing was strong at last year's
ArtFest, Brown said that interest this year has definitely increased.
"I was fortunate enough to get on the agenda for the
Atlanta Gallery Association and do my pitch about ArtFest,"
Brown said. "It's a prestigious organization. That helped a
great deal. I think we've probably doubled the number of
major galleries that are participating this year."
Because many galleries have donated art of high retail
value, minimum prices are being set for the auction.
"If a piece has a $300 minimum bid and it doesn't sell on
Friday, we'll just hold it over again and try to sell it Saturday
and Sunday," Brown said. "It will finally sell for whatever we
can sell it for."
The prospects of selling pricey art in a bar can be questionable. Although ArtFest typically brings out some people who
don't go to bars, organizers made a concerted effort to bring in
even more people likely to spend money on expensive art.
"Each year we try to upgrade the event somehow," Brown
said. 'That's obviously by trying to get higher-priced art, but
the other thing we've done this year is an invitation mailing to
about 1,500 people who can afford good art. This is gay
community, straight community, it doesn't matter. We're trying to just get different kinds of people here. It does us no
good to have a $1,000 piece of artwork if it sells for $75."
The cast of celebrity ArtFest auctioneers will also include
some new faces. WXIA-TV news anchor Angela Robinson
will be paired to auction art with Peg. Paul Ossmann of "Good
Day Adanta," and Jimmy Barons and Freddy Luka of 99X
have also signed on as auctioneers.
There's also a strong possibility that a curator from the
High Museum of Art will judge a "Curator's Choice" contest
on Sunday.
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Make your plans now! June 18-June 25,1994
Call 800-535-7797 or write: Gay Arts Festival P0 Box 1208 Key West, FL 33041
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Gilbert and Sullivan's witty confusion
"The Gondoliers " will close
out Savoyards season
by BRIAN C0CHRAN
The Savoyards Light Opera Company has
chosen one of the most delightfully confusing Gilbert and Sullivan works of all time,
"The Gondoliers," to close its 1993-94 season.
And though it may not seem so at first
blush, there is method to the madness in this
operetta. According to Savoyard resident
stage director and choreographer Greg Thompson, the D'Oyly Carte opera company,
for which Gilbert and Sullivan were writing
at the time, had become so popular it was
suffering from a bit of "diva-ism." To counteract this, Gilbert and Sullivan devised an
ingenious way to make impossible for the
trend to continue—write parts for two of
every usual leading role, two sopranos, two
basses, two tenors, even two comic characters.
"The company had developed some tremendous attitude problems, so Gilbert and
Sullivan devised this twisted plot line, featuring two casts that rarely run into each
other," Thompson notes.
The characters in "The Gondoliers" include two gondolier brothers, their fiancees,
a penniless duke and duchess (is there any
other kind?), their daughter, her lover and a

OUR BEST ECONOMY PRICED
STEEL BELTED RADIAL
DECATHLON
P165/80R13
P175/80R13
P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14

(As low as $32.99)
$37.99
P205/75R14
$39.99
P205/75R15
$41.99
P215/75R15
$43.99
P225/75R15
$45.99
P235/75R15

$48.99
$50.99
$53.99
$55.99
$58.99
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PEOPLE WHO KNOW
USE VAIVOUNE®

FREE Preventive Maintenance Check
(on request)
Lube (where applicable), new filter and up to 5 quarts of I
Valvoline Motor Oil. Most Cars. Special diesel oil & filter extra. |
Environmental oil disposal fee may apply in some areas.Call for |
an appointment.
Offer ends 5/31 /94. No other discounts apply
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REG. PRICE $69.95.
Replace fluid, pan gasket & filter Of equipped). Special gaskets.
filters extra if needed. Most cars/light trucks. No other discounts
apply. Sale ends 5/31/94.
Limited warranty - 90 days or 4,000 miles, whichever first.
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All*
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AIR CONDITIONING
PERFORMANCE TEST

COMPUTERIZED
ALIGNMENT
4 Wheel (most front
wheel drive vehicles)

I Limited warranty - 6 months or 6,000 miles, whichever first.
Additional parts & labor extra.
■

Offer ends 5/31/94 No other dscants apply Redeem at participating Goodyear retailer ■

4961 Peachtree Industrial
Chamblee, GA 30341
Phone 458-3224

WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY

$39

| Check hose condition and adjust belt. Perform system leak
_ test and measure system pressure. Clean condensor if
I necessary. Refrigerant extra.

|

Better ends 5/31 /94. No other dscouits apply. Redeem at porticipoting Goodyear retailer
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Premium Quality
LET US SHOW YOU THEIR CREDENTIALS

MIDTOWN TIRE

MON-FRI 7-7, SAT 8-5
411 PONCE DE LEON

ACCEPT ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS

874-1112

perpetrator of the Spanish Inquisition. The
story involves mistaken identity, lots of artifice and an island kingdom.
Though that would seem to make the plot
line complicated enough, there is more to it
than meets the eye. Like most Gilbert and
Sullivan works, "The Gondoliers" is rife with
political and social send-ups. "It's really very
interesting that they could even do it," says
Thompson. "It was not popular at the time to
satirize the British way of life, but their operetta were so clever and entertaining that
the
public
■
loved them,
The Gondoliers,
and Gilbert
Presented by the
and Sullivan
Savoyards Light
got away with
it."
Opera, will be May
In fact, Gil6, 7 and 8 at the
bert
and
Georgia Tech Theater
Sullivan were
for the Arts. For
one of the most
information,
call
successful artistic partner894-9600
ships in history, collaborating in 14 Savoy (named for
the theater in which they were originally produced) operas. Their match was ideal: Sir
William Gilbert created the pithy dialogue,
patter songs (their trademark) and witty lyrics that kept audiences laughing, and Sir
Arthur Sullivan gave the songs their cleverness, sparkle and zest with his music and
orchestrations, especially for woodwinds.
Thompson thinks the energetic music is
most effective if it is not lingered over. "The
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NURSERY

$39 $49
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(most vehicles)
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Ask us about
organic gardening!
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FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE

Where in town con you get a great deal?

TO BENEFIT ACT-UP/
WIGWOOD '94

Hanging Baskets
starting at

rSIIMER'^
BARGAIN

CORNER

Now located at Banner Ford
Mid to Late Model Cars and Trucks at Great Prices!
Financing Available
Call Scott Grove at 633-3847 • 1665 Scott Boulevard
■ * * • * t »

Every Sunday until
Wigwood '94 (May 22)
Enjoy Retro Disco T-Dances
on The Metro Deck
from 3-9 (weather permitting)
Complimentary Beer & Hot Dog with
$1.00 donation to ACT-UP

THE METRO
Sixth & Cypress • Atlanta • 404/874-9869
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The cast of the Savoyards Light Opera
"The Gondoliers"
wittiness of the lyrics works best if the music sort of speeds by," he says. In 'The Gondoliers," this is especially important since
the opening number is half, an hour long.
Thompson calls this number "interesting to
stage," but says that the Savoyards are "partying in Venice to the end."
Keeping the tempo up to par will be
Thompson's brother, the talented conductor
E. Lynn Thompson, who has led the
Savoyards for so many years now it is hard
to imagine a production without him. In his
tenure with the company, he has managed to
attract accomplished musicians and singers
to appear in their productions through his
reputation as a light opera expert. -

=v=

To their credit, the
Savoyards have always believed in using local talent
as much as possible when
producing their shows. For
15 years now, the spotlight
has been given to talent in
the Atlanta area rather than
bringing in artists from New
York or other major cities,
as most professional companies do. The idea, according to Greg Thompson, is to
nurture an Atlanta community of artists who have too
few chances to shine in other
local productions. "If we
support them, then there is
also a better chance that Atlanta will attract more talproduction of ent," he adds.
The 1993-94 season is
also the last that the company will be a "Gilbert & Sullivan only"
organization. In past years, the Savoyards
have limited themselves to only a few forays
into other light operas. As of next year, however, that will change dramatically. In addition, the Gilbert & Sullivan pieces will probably not always come from the big three—
"The Mikado," "Pirates of Penzance" or
"H.M.S. Pinafore."
The rest of the season will be filled with
a Christmas program, one European light
opera (other than Gilbert & Sullivan) and
one Broadway musical. The Savoyards hope
that this new variety will not only expand
their horizons, but add audience members as
well.
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OR- AN 8 DAY-7 NKHT FLORIDA-BAHAMAS CRUISE EXCURSION

SPEND $1 ON A CRUISING
WITH PRIDE RAFFLE
TICKET EACH WEEK TIL
JUNE 10™ FOR A CHANCE
AT EACH TRIP AND THE
DOLLAR GOES TO PRIDE.
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HELP RAISE MONEY FOR PRIDE. FOR EACH DOLLAR YOU GIVE TO PRIDE
BACKSTREET WILL GIVE YOU A TICKET GOOD FOR 1 FREE ADMISSION THAT
FRIDAY NIGHT B43AM AND A CHANCE AT AN 8 DAY - 7 NIGHT FLORIDABAHAMAS CRUISE EXCURSION AND A CHANCE AT A4 NIGHT BAHAMAS CRUISE
FOR TWO. DRAWINGS WILL BE HELD AT ABOUT 3AM AT BACKSTREET;
HOWEVER, YOU CAN CALL THE PRIDE OFFICE FOR THE WINNING NUMBER
AT 662-4533 (M-F 8:30-5). IF YOU WIN CONTACT GINA WHITMIRE AT
BACKSTREET BEFORE MIDNIGHT THE FOLLOWING FRIDAY. TRIPS DO NOT
INCLUDE AIRFARE. WINNER RESPONSIBLE FOR BOARDING TAXES AND FEES.
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As low as: $695 per month
Rental Options:
NEC Carphone*
$6.95
NEC Transportable" $6.95
NEC Handheld
$8.95

BEEPERS
BRAVO PLUS* $79.95
• Brand New* 16 Memory*
w/Ught lock and vibe

BRAVO EXPRESS $99,00
• Brand New*Mernory*
w/dock, light, lock and vibe
Pius Activation

• Installation extra " Battery and Charger extra
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IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A
CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN
ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS!
2140 Peachtree Road, NW • Brookwood Square
Suite 325 • Atlanta, Georgia 30309

[404] 26-CONDO Fax: [404] 355 5341
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• 24 month rental
• Offered Only to Customers
with no deposit requirement
• Subject to credit approval
• Must be activated and
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Call Theresa Bredwell at:
Office: 404/662-0041 • Pager: 404/905-0855
5059 Jimmy Carter Blvd. Norcross, GA 30093
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HOT SPOT. HOTTER MUSIC. HOTTEST WOMEN.
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Czech Out the World View
at Beadworks by Shoshanna

The cast of Pamela Parker's "A Higher Place in Heaven," takes on the racial hypocrisy in a small Georgia town.

"Higher Place" is Parker's
Southern Gothic pre'quel
A few years ago, Atlanta playwright playwright's uncanny ability to capture the
Pamela Parker penned a pleasant little South- way people really think and talk (so much so
ern Gothic comedy called "Second Samuel," the play was a candidate for the Pulitzer
about the events surrounding the death of Prize). Now Parker is revisiting this town in
an old woman in a tiny South Georgia town. her latest work, "A Higher Place in Heaven,"
The high point of that play was the discov- a sort of pre-quel to the first play.
ery that the old woman was really a man, a
"Heaven" is the story of two women in
fact known only to a handful of people. It their 60s, Miss Madison (Sally Bondi) and
threw the entire town into a tizzy.
Miss Simpson (Valerie Payton), who've
"Second Samuel" displayed the spent their lives sitting on the front porch of
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Trips Unlimited

Come see the forest
through the trees.
Czech
Republic
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We are people friendly

Goodfrom Kathmandu to Timbuktu and points between.
* Includes transfer from non620 Medlock Road,
beader to creative enthusiast.
Decatur, Georgia 30033

Under New Management

Well show you how!

* Washer/Dryer connections: coming soon

404/329-1988

* Newly renovated
* Large pool with sunieck

BODY LANGUAGE
IT SAYS SOOTHE ME, PAMPER ME, BE
GOOD TO ME AND MAKE ME BEAUTIFUL!!
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NATURAL BATH A
BODY PRODUCTS

Morningside Store & Spa
1403 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
GIFT CERTIFICATES
STORE-876-9642 * SPA-872-1039
FOR BATH .KBODYSTORE or DAY5PASERVICES

Carlson Travel Network*

* Walk to Ansky Mall

Qdax . . .
Unwind. . . .

FROM $

895

pp

7 nights

RSVP & OLIVIA CRUISES
ARE BUT TWO OF THE
MANY TRAVEL OPTIONS
BECKONING YOU TO
TAKE THE PLUNGE!

872-8747
(USA-TRIP)
1004 Virginia Aye. at N. Highland

houseworks

* Three laundry facilities
* Convenient Midtown location

^

**V*TURE

* 1 and 2 bedroom garden and
2 and 3 bedroom townhome
fioorplans available
c
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404/875-4702

S97-1514

1616PiedmontApe. NEAtlanta, GA30324

1055 PONCE de LEON AVE
( next to plaza drugs)
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an old mansion—named New Hope. Life
has passed in front of them as they've sat
and rocked. They've raised their children.
They've raised a few eyebrows (and raise a
few more in the course of the play). Together, they seem to have had a happy life. It
is important to note here that Miss Madison
is white and Miss Simpson is African American.
Into their tranquil lives comes a tempest
in the form of Miss Madison's eldest child,
named Son (Patrick Cusick), who is a lawyer down from

Simpson, often heard commenting on the
irritating habits of her neighbors ("they're
mouthy"), is drawn perfectly—irritating yet
ultimately lovable. Her writing of Son is
also on target, capturing the old-time Southern bigotry clothed in lawyerly verbiage.
However, she chooses 16-year-old Frisky to
be her mouthpiece in the play, and from this
child's mouth come pearls of wisdom far
beyond his years (there are 80-year-olds who
don't have that much insight).
The cast of "A Higher Place in Heaven"
turns in exciting and well-tuned perforAtlanta on a mances. Sally Bondi and Valerie Payton have
A Higher Place
visit with his a special chemistry between them as two
wife, Billie Au- women who share a symbiotic, loving relain Heaven
gusta (Johanna tionship which far transcends what it might
runs through May 15 Linden). By ac- appear to be to outsiders (like Son). Payton
cident, Son dis- underplays her role for most of the play, but
at the Neighborhood
his she comes into her own at the very end (her
Playhouse in Decatur. covers
mother's will dressing down of Son is priceless). Patrick
For information,
(remember, Cusick has the toughest job of anyone in the
Freud told us play—making Son be a sympathetic villain.
call 373-5311.
there are no ac- Indeed, he is mean and hateful, but he mancidents), which ages to evoke a lost little boy image and we
leaves New Hope to Miss Simpson. This is a do feel sorry for him in the end.
thought the very racist Son cannot stand.
Director Barbara Hawkins shoots for all
The thought of his family mansion going to the laughs she can find in "Heaven," and she
an old black woman is more than his narrow hits her targets more often than not. She
mind can comprehend, and it stirs up all his really doesn't choose to explore the bigotry
internalized bigotry and whips him into a themes in the play too heavily, opting indrunken frenzy. Son tries to enlist the help stead to keep the comedy moving at a brisk
of his young brother, Frisky (Chris pace.
Genebach), but to no avail; Frisky's best
If there is one flaw to the proceedings at
friend is Ulysses (Deji Olasimbo), Miss Neighborhood Playhouse, it's that Parker
Simpson's son.
seems to have imposed a decidedly '90s look
It is finally up to Miss Madison and Miss at the '20s South. Miss Madison is very
Simpson to stop Son from having his mother much an exceptional character, one who
declared incompetent. They do so with the speaks with attitudes not usually found in
revelation of the Madison family's deepest that time period. Her wisdom comes more
secret.
from the playwright's hindsight than the
Parker once again shows her uncanny character's experiences.
ear for dialogue. The cantankerous Miss
MICHAEL KAPE
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WE'RE GOING TO SHOW Y00
SOMETHING MOST DEALERS
OON'T DARE SHOW...

The Lowest Price!
Every Vehicle Clearly Marked

■ NO HASSLE
■ NO PRESSORE
■ NO HIGH PRICES

Gifts
Decorative
Accessories
COMPACT DISCS &
COMIC BOOKS

Cards & Party
Supplies

Voted Atlanta's
Best Comic Shop

Personalized
Stationery
by Crane

in Atlanta Magazine
Largest Selection of
Gay • Lesbian • Alternative Comics

America's Best Selling Vehicles
W DODGE Jeep & Eagie
BUFORD HIGHWAY SlffiS

2V2 MILES INSIDE 1-285

CHAMBLEE

Little Five Points • 215-9511

©

Come
Experience
Mama's Magic...
Transform your hair and
feed your spirit

* OPENING SPECIAL*
$10 HAIRCUT

Mama's Black Ball
Hair Salon & Art Gallery
227 North McDonough Street
Decatur, Georgia 30030
^
404-373-0484
*

the door is
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LOCKED
Hospitality
House
Peachtree Battle
Shopping Center
2359 Peachtree Rd.
237-1119
Sandy Springs Plaza
Atlanta
6255 Roswell Rd.
255-0262

GO AHEAD anJ

DREAM
20% Off
Living up to a higher standard.™

A Hughes Supply Company
(404) 297-S953
6885 N.E. Expre»«way • Doravifle, G A
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The Guest MansionKey West, Florida
Now With Destinations in South
Miami Beach, New York City, Paris
and More.
'Reservations'TravelServicesSpecial Airline Ticketing
Call lor a FREE guide ot our locations

1-800-93-GLOBAL (1-800-934-5622)
1-305-532-9341 • Fax 1-305-534-0362

APRIL 28 ■ MAY 8

ATLANTA CIVIC CENTER

elebrate the sacred and the worldly as the Atlanta Ballet presents the powerful and
provocative classic, Carmina Burana. Based on the sensuous love poems discovered in a
12th-century Benedictine monastery, this lavish spectacle incorporates all the arts - a
150-voice live chorus, the Atlanta Ballet Orchestra, and the entire company of dancers.
A perfect ending to the ballet season.

Southern Voice light
Tickets 1/2 Price!
Saturday, May 7,
8:00 p.m. performance only
FOR TICKETS CALL 817 8700
ASK FOR CODE L
Thursday, April 28 at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 29 at 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 30 at 200 & 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 1 at 2.00 p.m.

Friday, May 6 at 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 7 at 2.00 & 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, May 8 at 2:00 p.m.

.£• NationsBank
3
8 _g

OrMauferal
THK.mAVTAIHfcTrnTKK

t«O4IMI7t7O0

FORTICKETS TF ATWNTAXBALLET
CALL 817-8700 ~
f
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The best live concert I ever saw was in Burlington, Vermont about five years ago. Joan Armatrading played a
hall not much bigger than Variety Playhouse. It was early
August. I never paid much attention to Armatrading before, and I ended up going to this concert for something
to do. Well, she blew us all away. As far as I know, she's not
planning a trip to Atlanta, but Aretha Franklin is. No
doubt, a close second on my list of all-time greatest live
shows. The Queen of Soul will play Chastain Park, Friday,
May 6.
That very same weekend is the long-awaited ArtFest
'94 at Burkhart's. The 3-day event will offer a variety of
goods and services all in the name of art. While you're

Queen of Soul at Chastain

enjoying the sights and sounds, keep in mind that it is a
fundraiser for Project Open Hand. With Mother's Day just
on the horizon—that's right, it's not too late to send flowers
now—why not pick something up for Mom.
Burkhart's isn't a bar I go to very often, but I do appreciate reading their newest advertising pitch on the back covers
of a local magazine. You know, the "It started at Burkhart's"
ads where people tell fantastic stories of meeting their dream
dates who proceed to help them in some way to achieve
lifetime personal goals. I don't know whether to believe
them or not, but they are fun. Be warned—meeting the
person of your dreams can lead to hopeless monogamy.
Crazy Ray'z, just down the sidewalk from Burkhart's,
is getting a jump on summer. They will host the Crazy Ray'z
Miss Summer Contest, Monday, May 9. This year's theme is
"Sum are and Sum are Not." There will be both serious and
camp drag performances. Come see for yourself.
Two things going on over at 7 Stages Backdoor Theatre
seem to me worth the time attending. First, there is Ground
Works, an ensemble-based writing program that focuses on
the development of new, socially-relevant works. Saturday,
May 7 at midnight or Sunday, May 8 at 4 p.m., you can
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experience Heidi Cline's irreverent lampoon of the media.
Call The Play Ground Theatre Company for more dates and
information. 250-5016. Second, Alternative Ground is in
that same comic vein. Again, Play Ground Theatre showcases Atlanta actors performing stand-up comedy. Monday,
May 9 at 8 p.m. Admission is free for both. All that's required is a healthy curiosity.
Talented and funny lesbian comedian Suzanne
Westenhoefer will make her Atlanta debut Saturday, May
14 at Variety Playhouse. She was great on cable's Comedy
Central. It ought to be a sellout, so get your tickets early.
524-7354.
This week, my jalopy '75 Corvair and I turn 29. How
does one celebrate the last year of being a twentysomefhing?
Fleeting youth rhetoric aside, I have been spending more
than my usual time at Rio Mall's Australian Body Works in a
vain attempt to stave off the inevitable. Last year, I partied
with friends at Einstein's before touring local watering holes
until the small hours of the morning. This year, I'm in the
mood for something slightly less taxing on my body. The
Renaissance Festival has been something I've been meaning to check out for years now. Steve Hoddy's Birds of
Prey show boasts a spectacle to behold. A volunteer is
chosen to spread his or her legs. Then, on cue, a trained
professional falcon nose-dives at 50 mph right between the
unsuspecting volunteer's knees. Now this is a variation of
jumping through the hoop I'd definitely like to see for myself. The 9th Annual Georgia Renaissance Festival will dazzle
the common man through June 12.
On a political note, an important visitor comes to Atlanta
this week. President of the International Olympic Committee, Juan Antonio Samaranch will be in town Tuesday,
May 10. He is expected to address the controversy over the
preliminary volleyball competition scheduled in Cobb County.
We need to make a lot of noise on this issue, especially on
May 10. Media coverage will be high, and so will our chances
of gaining powerful support for human rights. I'm not the
flag-waving, slogan-shouting type, but this is worth the extra
push. Find out where you can be seen and heard. Call the
Olympics Out of Cobb Committee.
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TOWER'S LENOX

FOR MEN, WOMEN & KIDS
LENOX SQUARE 365-9636

LOCATION ON

Roble^Hats

MONDAY, MAYO
11.99 CD 7.99 CS

fToMh
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a lesbian organization:
promoting social and
business networking
presents...

Attention: Golfers & Non Golfers!

Come Join Us For Our Golf
Tournament & Spring Fling
May 15th • Call for info: 662-4353

Tower's Lenox store
remain open
on Monday, May 9 so
customers can pick up
u

"

Our May meeting will feature:

AT 11:00 P.M.,
THEN SIGNING COPIES
OF THEIR NEW ALBUM
"SWAMP OPHELIA"
AT MIDNIGHT!

Maria Helena Dolan

Talking about the Lesbian Herstory Thing.
May 24th • Doors open at 6:30pm • Program at 8:00 pm
"A Women only
More info to follow.
event please"

Colony Square Hotel • Cash Bar Avail. • Hors d'oeuvres
Members $10.00, Guests $13.00. $2.00 late fee for any reservation
received after Fri., May 20, 5:00 p.m. Parking w/validated ticket $2.00

Call 662-4353 for further information

OPEN 9AM TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAYI • MAIL ORDER: 1-800-648-4844 (9AM-9PM E.S.T.)

SALE ENDS
512*134
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ATLANTA

GWINNETT

RECORDS/VIDEO/BOOKS
"Around Lenox
RECORDS/VIDEO
2330 Pleasant Hill Road
(404) 623-6688
Shopping Center (404) 264-1217
Across from Neiman Marcus in Lenox Square
In The Gwinnett Prado Center
■-*
VIDEO SALES ONLY!
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Qfbpecial ^6ours
American Roadhouse - From breakfast to
blue plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it
all! '90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12
Fri & Sat, 11-4 Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822
Arcon - A Thai restaurant specializing in dishes
from the vast alluvial plain surrounding
Bangkok known as the Tow Country." SunThur 11:30-10. Fri/Sat 11:30-11
4825 BufordHwy Chblee • 936-9030
Babette's - Country European informal fine
dining. Cassouletto Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16.
Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave • 523-9121

Bacchanalia - Country European cuisine
served in the casually elegant atmosphere of
an old house. Extensive wine list and select
beers available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50
prix fixe. Tue-Sat 6 until, AE, VISA, MC accepted. No dress restrictions. Reservations
accepted. Free parking, wheelchair access.

MARRA'S

seafbodgrill—

Lunch: 11-4 Dinner: 5-10
Limited Reservations Available

INTRODUCING:

Our Own Special Brand of D€CKadence
€njou the pleasures of fine dining on
our beautiful new deck.
OP€N 7 DflVS.
UUe also Serve lunch, Monday thru Friday * Private Dining Rooms Rvallable

874-7347
1782 Cheshire Bridge Road

■
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rvlo one works
harder for you
than a peasant

THE PEASANT
restaurant "^A bar

3402 Piedmont Road at the Buckhead Loop.
231-8740
PRIVATE DINING ROOMS AVAILABLE.

SEVAN AN DA

7049 Juniper St (comer of11th)' 875-5976
Brasserie Le Coze - Owners of Le Bernadin In
NY give you a casual French brasserie.
Mussels, cassoulet, onion tarts, pan roasted
snapper. Mon-Th: 11:30-10:30, Fri-Sat: 11:3011:30.
3393 Peachtree Rd. • 266-1440

640 N. Highland • 607-7008
Cafe Mythology - An international coffee
house serving desserts, coffees and your
favorite cocktails from our fully stocked bar.
Hours: 5pm-2am. 7 days.
7 740 Crescent Ave. • 873-0794

We'll teach you how.
NE • IN LITTLE FIVE POINTS • 681-2831
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK UNTIL 9 PM

Brasserie au Bar - A new, reasonably priced
French Bistro restaurant in the heart of
Midtown Atlanta. Come in and enjoy our
great food and atmosphere. Live piano music
nightly. Sun-Thur 11-12 Mid, Fri-Sat 1 lam-2am.

Cafe Diem - Local international coffee house
serving lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch and a
wide variety of desserts, espressos, and
cappuccinos.

Eat Healthy
EUCLID AVE.

Bistango - Chef Tom Coohill and his staff serve
creative Mediterranean cuisine in a cozy, fun
decor. Lunch: Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30, Dinner:
Mon-Sat 5:30-11:00.
1100 Peachtree Street • 724-0901

Bridgetown Grill - Creative cuisine from hot
and spicy climates.Mon-Thur: 11:30-10:30,
Weekends: 11:30-Mid.
7156 Euclid Avenue • 653-0110

COMMUNITY OWNED NATURAL FOODS MARKET

We're more than a food store - we're also Atlanta's best
place to leam how to cook nutritious and delicious
vegetarian meals. Cooking classes offered monthly including basic vegetarian, macrobiotic, and ethnic themes.
Call us now for registration information.

3725 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410

tsprefy-^
Mon-Thurs
7 am-7 pm

Fri
7 am-12 am

S(
9 am-12 am

Camille's - The closest Atlanta has to Little
Italy. Hearty platters of pastas, seafood (fried
calamari our specialty), veal & chicken in rich
red sauces. Extensive wine list by the glass.
9 am-5 pm

Monroe Drive at 10th Street
Next to Blockbuster • 724-0204

7186 N. Highland Ave • 872-7203
Capo's Cafe - VA Highlands favorite dinner
restaurant since '77. Seafood, pasta, chicken,
etc. Now serving lunch Tues-Fri. Sunday
Brunch.
992 Virginia Ave. N.E. • 876-5655
Caramba Cafe - Traditional Mexican cuisine.
Mia's famous margaritas a must! Lunch MonFri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Sun-Th 5:30-10:30, Fri &
Sat til 11:30.
7409-D N. Highland • 874-1343

Tuesday, May 10
10% of'Proceeds donated
Tues.-Thurs 6-10,
JriSat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9
471 Jforthjii^iland • 523-9121

Chefs Cafe - A San Francisco style bistro in
Atlanta's elite "Top Ten." Serving American
cuisine with a California influence. Nightly
specials. Wines by the glass. Mon-Sun: til 6,
Sun Brunch: 11-2:30.
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284
Chefs Grill - Creative American cuisine.
Perfect for pre-theatre dining. More intimate
dining after 8:00. "Sweetest deal in town'Christine Lauderbach.
1280 Peachtree St • 881-0652

MORE ON PAGE 33
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Restaurant listings

HOT PEPPER

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32
Chopsticks - This authentic Chinese restaurant
has moved so you can now dine in or pickup.
Mon-Fri: 11-2:30, Everyday: 5-11.
1529D Piedmont Avenue • 874-7373
Ciboulette - Enjoy a warm dining atmosphere
while viewing the chefs in our open kitchen
preparing savory modern French dishes. MonThurs: 6-10, Fri-Sat: 5:30-10.
1529 Piedmont Road NE • 874-7600

A Different
^hai
Experience

t

Weekly
Chef
Specials

Ciboulette To Go - Now your favorite menu
items are available to take home or stay in
the cafe. Takeout: Mon-Thurs 10-10, Fri-Sat 1011, Dine-In: Mon-Th 6-10, Fri-Sat 5:30-11.
1529 Piedmont Road NE • 874-7600
Coco-Loco - Serving the best Cuban/
Caribbean food in Atlanta for the past 5
years, in a great tropical atmosphere.
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crsg • 364-0212

Hot & Spicy
Thai Cuisine

Cowtippers - Specializing in chargrilled steaks,
BBQ, chicken and seafood. Midtown's Texasstyle roadhouse. Mon 5-11. Tues, Th and Sun
11:30-11. Fri/Sat 11:30-3am.
1600 Piedmont Rd • 874-3469

they'll turn your day around.

Dine 9n
or
Take Oat

Crab House - Full fresh seafood menu
featuring world famous garlic & steamed
crabs & our fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood
salad bar. Entrees $9.95-17.95. Lunch: Mon-Fri
11:30-4, Dinner: Mon-Th 5:30-10, Fri-Sat 5:30-11,
Sun 3-9.
Piedmont at North Ave., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722

intimate, cross-cultural
dining in a
savvy,
intown bistro.

jtifgf

jg^jf

WOODLAND

CHESHIRE BRIDGE

Dusty's - Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7
days. Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 &
up.
1815 BriarcliffRd • 320-6264
Einstein's - Featuring massive salads, pastas,
sandwiches & more. Located 1 block from
Piedmont Park. Free Parking. Sun-Thur
11:30am-l am, Fri & Sat 11:30am-2:00 am.
1077 Juniper St • 876-7925

morningside
cafe

Open Tues-Sun, Closed Mom

320-1532

1399 n. highland ave./876-8104/dinner: tues-sat

-THE-

The Flying Biscuit Cafe - Eclectic, healthy,
hearty cuisine. From virtuous vegan to
downright decadent. Breakfast all day. Lunch
and dinner specials. Cappuccinos, espressos,
and organic coffees. Closed Mondays. Cash
only (for now). Right in the heart of Candler
Park. Takeout welcomed.
1655 McLendonAve. • 687-8888

RESTAURANT

Dinner • Lunch
Sunday Brunch * Private Parties

Galletto Espress-oh! - European coffee cafe
with cozy seating and delectables. Coffees
from around the world. Gift Baskets.
985 Monroe Dr. at 10th St. • 724-0204

Reservations requested
.«
351-1811 • 857 Collier Road

Gallus - Atlanta's first Gay restaurant serving
the community since 1974. Will reopen soon.
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983

(1 mile west of
Piedmont Hospital)

Harry & Sons - Harry & Sons puts the fun back
in dining In Virginia-Highland. "Good Bites,"
elegant entrees, great desserts and Atlanta's
only Satay Bar. Mon-thur 11:30-10:30. Fri til
2am. Sat/Sun open at 10.
820 N. Highland • 873-2009
Hot Pepper Thai Cuisine - Outstanding and
authentic flavors, friendly service, casual
atmosphere, moderate prices, Hot Pepper
Thai has it all waiting for you. Closed Mondays.
2257 Lenox Rd. '320-1532
Jalepenos - Authentic Mexican food with a
wide variety of dinner entrees. Great
Margaritas. Daily lunch specials. Serving 7
days a week, 11 am-11 pm.
2520 Piedmont Rd • 237-0500
Luna Si - The magic of Paul Luna. Creating
lunch 11:30-3:00, dinner 6:00-11:00. Late night
fare.

MORE ON PAGE 35
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A Fondue Restaurant
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1829 PEACHTREE ROAD N.E. BUCKHEAD
Ample Parking or Valet Parking
HB

Has Moved!!!
Dine In
Free Delivery and Take-Out

Cuban &Cari66eanC^%^^

364-0212

CHOPSTICKS

2625 Piedmont Rd. BucWiead Crossing (Near Ci4 Foods)

Buy One
Lunch/Dinner
Get One Free

We're just a few doors away from our former
location at Monroe and Piedmont...
Now you can enjoy authentic Chinese cuisine
and excellent service while dining in our
wonderful new atmosphere.

Sunday-Thursday
($6.°° Limit)
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN

Can anything come close to
a romantic evening at sea?

'^ST.

1993'

Ask for a booth.

INTERNATIONAL BLVD. AT PEACHTREE CENTER FREE PARKING 688-9330

ngry 9
"Iry
Eating Out
omplete
b restaurants
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Nothing succeeds like success. And the
success that Eric Hald and Tino Venturi have
managed with their wildly popular La Strada
restaurants in North Cobb and North Fulton
has to be sweet indeed. But the two men
have got to feel almost giddy about their
recently opened La Strada Grille (3101
Piedmont Rd. 233-2565). Hald and Venturi
were, you see, the chef and manager at
Pricci's, predecessor to the somewhat more
formal Capriccio. And opening a big, and
apparently successful, new eatery right
around the corner from your former employer has to be one hell of a rush.
The original La Strada is one of my favorite restaurants in Adanta. Except it isn't
in Atlanta; it's about seven miles north of
nowhere, and driving that far to wait in line
for an hour and a half is not my idea of a
party.
In fact I wouldn't even consider the journey, were it not for the fabulous calamalone
and gutsy, rustic pastas that come from
Hald's kitchen.
In addition to its intown address, the new
location has some distinct advantages over
the original. It's big, so the likelihood of
interminable waits is minimal. There's efficient valet parking, so you don't have to
traipse through 14 unconnected parking lots
to find your car. And there is a rotisserie
from whence come some mighty attractive
servings of chicken, duck and lamb.
But there's also a downside.
The crowded original La Strada has the
look and feel of genuine neighborhood hangout—much like Partners or Indigo. Even version number two, with its compact seating
plan and chockablock with Italian chotzkes,
feels pleasantly cramped, crowded and convivial.
The new space (in a new tan stucco building) is way larger than either of its predecessors. And despite the fact that it's divided
into several areas by parti-walls and a fireplace or two, only the smoking area, well
hidden in back, offers any sense of physical
intimacy.
In fact, the main dining room feels just
this side of cavernous, but its volume isn't
sufficient to give it a sense of grandness,
like, say, the main room at Sfuzzi or the
Adanta Fish Company. And the chotzekes
scattered about the space seem almost gratuitous—sort of like a Tuscan Po' Folks.
(All this kvetching not withstanding, I
managed to sit quite comfortably in the room
for a leisurely, enjoyable and fairly intimate
two-and-a-half hour meal. But if you're planning dinner with the Taste Sheriff, consider
Pricci instead.)
Consider, also, not ordering the featured
appedzer, "Scoozi," which is described as
"gorgonzola flatbread with green onions, tomato and fresh garlic." Problem is that the
gorgonzola (along with the other goodies) is
on top of the (very good) flat bread, not in it.
The net result is a chopped salad on a piece
of bread for $5.95—no bargain when you
get (gratis) a very nice mixed green salad
scattered with gorgonzola with your meal.
Besides, the calmata olive and garlic spread
that comes to the table with loads of warm,
soft bread (also gratis) is way more fun on
the tongue.

Hald and Venturi were the first folks in
town to serve the fat, tender squid steaks
that they refer to as calamalone because they
resemble abalone. They made quite a name
for themselves with the egg battered squid
drenched in lemon butter. It sure made me
swoon the first time I ate it.
The problem is that the formerly light
lemon-butter sauce has become thick, almost brown, and tastes vaguely of some kind
of stock base. Not bad, but more like a puff
on a pipe than a breath of spring air. Happily, the accompanying side of angel hair
pasta with fresh tomatoes, garlic and basil is
good as ever.
Given that all the menu's pastas are available as appetizers, maybe that's the way to
start a meal here.
That or an antipasto platter—which is
what I had for an entree.
Everything on the beautifully presented
plate was good, but special hosannas go to
the combination of mussels and lobster
moistened with vinegar and similar combination of tender squid and fat shrimp. Tomatoes, buffalo mozzarella and basil are
properly spring-like. White beans, portobello
mushrooms and curls of Parmesan cheese
make for an incredibly earthy combination
of flavors and grilled whole peppers (red,
yellow and green) couldn't be much better.
At $11.95 (with a nice Caesar salad), this is
totally pleasing way to fill your tummy—
and plenty for two if you order dessert or an
appetizer.
A big chicken breast sauced with mushrooms, peppers, eggplant, sundried tomatoes and loads of garlic is also mighty fine
stuff. The sauce manages to be complex and
loaded with flavors without being at all overwhelming. The chicken is tender and well
cooked. Two yellow squash filled with carrots and tarragon-scented stuffing were
mighty yummy too. Again, split an appetizer and a dessert, and two could easily
share this as an entree.
The two of us were entirely too well fed
to manage dessert, though my memories of
La Strada's zuppa inglese and creme brule
are fond ones. Decaf and coffee are both
good.
Service is attentive, appropriate and efficient. Venturi, an extremely gracious and
affable host, is much in evidence and he
listens with genuine interest to suggestions.
There is a decent wine list, but the
prices—about three times retail—are no bargain.
Most of the food, however, is quite reasonable given the size of the portions. Without alcohol, you can eat here for $15 a head.
It's also possible to drop $25-30, but prepare for a mighty full belly if you do.
No Thanks
I finally wandered through the DeKalb
Farmers Market when the cafeteria line was
not jammed, so I dove in and tried the $3.50for- five-veggie-plate that I've heard so many
raves about.
I've got to admit that shredded carrots
studded with cranberries were both innovate
and enjoyable. And the steamed new potatoes drizzled with butter couldn't have been
better.
But the place and the process are too
assaultive for my delicate sensibilities. The
lighting is harsh, the seats icy cold (especially if you are wearing shorts), and the
service folks are about as personable as distracted toads.
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Chef Tom Coohill Invites You To.

Restaurant Listings

bistro

Capo's
Cafe

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33
1931 Peachtreo Rd • 355-5993
Mahjong - Enjoy gourmet Hong Kong style
Chinese cuisine with a contemporary flair.
Not just another Chinese restaurant. Lunch:
Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30, Dinner: Sun-Thurs 5:3010pm, Fri-Sat 5:30-11 pm.
2740 Peachtree Road • 352-8339

Creative Mediterranean cuisine from the
Cote d'Azur, the Riviera and the Costa Brava.

Chicken Diable
Creamy Crab Cakes
Seafood Medusa

1100 Peachtree Street Atlanta, GA 30309
404/724-0901

(no snakes here)

Mambo - Voted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by
Atlanta Magazine for '92, '93. Specializing In
seafood with a Cuban accent.
1402 N. Highland • 876-2626

where casual is in.

Vegetarian Lasagne
Dinner Tu-Th & Sun 5:30-10:45
Fri &Sa 5:30-11:00
Brunch Sun. 11-2:30

Marra's Seafood Grill - Serving Atlanta's finest
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlanta"
restaurant offers only the freshest fish and
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared
with eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F 11:3O-2:00,
Dinner 7 days a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $814
*
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363

876-5655

Watch us prepare
Atlanta's finest modem French dishes
in our warm dining atmosphere,

992 Virginia Ave., NE

Baby, baby, where
^ did our Pis &QJ>

Mary Mac's - Featuring traditional southern
cooking. Atlanta's best fried chicken and
fresh vegetables. Don't miss the GA peach
cobbler or the Carter custard. Mon-Fri 11-3,510. Closed Sat/Sun.
224 Ponce de Leon Ave • 876-1800
The Melting Pot - Atlanta's one and only
fondue restaurant. Come enjoy a memorable evening of fruity wines and delectable
entrees in a friendly relaxed atmosphere.
Sun-Th: 5:30-10pm, Fri-Sat: til Mid.
857 Collier Road • 351-1811

1529 Piedmont Road, NE Atlanta, GA 30324
404/874-7600

v^

Take home your favorite
menu item or eat here in our new cafe.

Mick's - Mick's restaurants have been serving
our community for 20 years. Check the hours
and menu of the Mick's nearest you. Lunch &
Dinner, and don't forget those decadent
desserts.
Mid City Fish - This casual neighborhood
meeting place feature peel-your-own-shrimp,
priced right crab cakes and a "we shuck 'em
- you suck 'em" oyster bar. Happy hour daily
5-7 p.m. Dinner dally 5-1 lp.m.
961 Amsterdam Ave • 872-0114

320-6264

1529 Piedmont Road, NE Atlanta, GA 30324 • 404/874-7600

1815 Briarclifff Road

Available for Private Parties • Reservations Accepted

Milano's Pizza & Subs - Complete menu,
salads to desserts. Common Market Place.
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (2255)
Palisades - Intimate dining In a European
atmosphere. The finest meats, seafood,
pastas and desserts make this a satisfying
and romantic interlude. Sun-Thur6-10. Fri/Sat
6-10. Mon-Fri 11:30-3. Sun 11-4.
1829 Peachtree RdN.E. B'head- 350-6755

Atlanta's only Satay Bar

Peasant Restaurant & Bar- Casually elegant
dining in the heart of Buckhead, The Peasant
Restaurant & Bar is the perfect place for a
relaxed Sunday Brunch.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740

820 N. Highland
Virginia Highlands 873-2009

RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine Bar- Enjoy
Chef Scott's creative menu while dining on
the patio or in the cozy dining room. Largest
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta.
Great vegetarian selection. Dinner 7 nights.
Brunch Sunday.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775
San Gennaro - The home of award winning
fried calamari and hearty Italian cooking.
Two patios allow dining "al fresco." Full
service bar. Seperate banquet facilities
available.
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447
Surin of Thailand - Chef Surin brings to VAHighland the cuisine for which his native
country is famous in his own superb style.
Mon-Th: 11:30-10:30. Fri: 11:30-l 1:30. Sat/Sun:
open at 12.
810 N Highland Ave • 892-7789

Offering
Authentic Chinese Cuisine

Lunch - Dinner - Late Nile
Delicious Meals
Cappuccino
Full Bar
Good Bites

Partners - The intimate bistro with Mediterranean and cross-cultural fare. Tues-Sat open
at 5:30 pm.
1399 N. Highland Ave. • 876-8104
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HEARTY, HEALTHY LUNCH &
PINNER SPECIALS!

TUES-SUN 9AM-9PM
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Mahjong is a gourmet
Chinese restaurant
with contemporary
flair. We are not just
another Chinese restaurant—
for our distinctive
flavors set them apart
from all the rest.
Specializing in Hong
Kong style Chinese
cooking by Chef
Han Wang.

@

v 687-8888 v
®

1655 MCLENDON AVE.

®
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IN THE HEART OF CANDLER PARK

(^

For to go delivery
Call Buckhead Gourmet

261-6325

2140 Peachtree Road
Brookwood Square (behind Houston's)
Atlanta, GA • 352-8339
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The
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4 choreographers,
4 ballets,

Ballet

a full evening with
14 of your favorite

40 dancers,

PRINCB songs
including;
Sometimes tt Snows
in April
Trus
t
Baby I'm a Star

Factory Direct Spas

Thunder
Purple Rain
Release ft
Witling and Able

5 PERSON HOT TUB
Compare at $2,499.

$1,495

... a sensations!

or Pay $20 Mo.*

performance!

Beautifully
styled, this
unusually
designed spa
was created for
the individual
(and his or her
friends) The
perfect way to
"lounge around
the house!"

TICKETS:
FOX THEATRE BOX OFFICE,

ALL

JTEKB

"

OUTLETS OR CALL

(404)817-8700
$10 PER TICKET DISCOUNT FOR
GROUPS OF 20 OR MORE CALL

(414) 881-2012
(Discount does not apply Fri or Sat eve.)

TIMES EVES:TUES-SATAT8
MATS: SAT AT 2. SUN AT 3
PRICES TUES/WED/THURS:
$33, $28, $23, S18
FRI/SAT/SUN:
$38, $33, $28, $23
(Normal service charges apply to all orders.)

3©PBA / W A B E
FauffflFaililr Qlr.il.IWa>

Factory Direct Gyms

INFINITY 3 MODEL
Compare at $1,499.

$695
or Pay $10 Mo.*
Includes VKR/Dip station $300 value!
• Fiberglass reinforced nylon pulleys w/sealed ball
bearings for greater durability.
• Durable powder-coated finish in white-Resists
scratches, chips & rust.
• Precision sealed ball bearings for extended life in
all key pivot points such as
• Leg Extension & Vertical Butterfly Joints.
• Soil & perspiration resistant deluxe upholstery
w/poly-foam padding for added resiliency.
• 3-position, T'round solid press bar handles
• Increased resistance on Bench Press, Pectoral &
Leg Extension, Leg Curl Stations using advanced
engineering, incl. Constant Load Cams
• Weight stack utilizes fee floating nylon bushings
for smooth, quiet operation. Standard resting weight
stack of 200 lbs.
• Nylon-coated aircraft cable. 7x19 cable pattern.
Stress rated for 2200 lbs.

Factory Direct Pool Tables
Compare at $2,500

& so will...
AL GREEN
ALLGOOD
ANDY CHILDS
ANSON FUNDERBURGH
ARTURO SANDOVAL
BELA FLECK
BILLY DEAN
BLACK GIRL
BLACK UHURU
BOBBY BLUE BLAND
BROTHER CANE
BUDDY GUY

CHARLATANS
COWBOY MOUTH
CRACKER

$1,495
or Pay $20 Mo.*

JUPITER COYOTE
KC & THE SUNSHINE BAND
THE KNACK

LEO KOTTKE
MARCIA BALL
MURRAY ATTAWAY
THE PALADINS
PETER CASE
THE RADIATORS
RADNEY FOSTER
RODNEY CROWELL
SAFFIRE
SAM PHILLIPS
SERGIO SALVATORE
THE SMITHEREENS
SYD STRAW
THE TRAMMPS
TRIPLE THREAT
AND MORE TO COME...

DALLAS COUNTY LINE
DASH RIP ROCK
LEE ROY PARNELL
ALL THESE ARTISTS PERFORMING AT:
THE FIRST ANNUAL MAY1314&15

FEATURES....

• All leather drop pockets w/ irons.
• Natural Slate Bed, Professional
Three Piece for Precision Play.
• Deluxe'bed cloth, Genuine Wool
Nylon Blend for Years of Play
• Full Profile Cushions, Gum Rubber
for accurate rebound and Ease of Play
• Luxurious Walnut Finish, Durable
Scratch and High Gloss Finish for long
life
Hours:
Mon., 10-8,
Tues- Sat
10:00-6:00,
Sun. 12:00-5:00.

Peachtree & 10th

Mdtown

RECREATIONAL

FACTOR!
WAREHOUSE
tpKci "family fun detttetA

All three days for only
$17.00
Children 12 & Under
FREE with Paid Adult

You'll find something for everyone at MUSIC MIDTOWN. A
Music, Arts, Food, and Fun Festival like Atlanta has never seen.

Donf Pay Retail! Buy Factory Direct...

N

DEREK TRUCKS BAND
DISAPPEAR FEAR
EDDIE MONEY
FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS
GOOSE CREEK SYMPHONY
HANK FLAMINGO
HUGH MASEKELA
INTRO
JAMES
JAMES BROWN
JASON & THE SCORCHERS
JIMMIE DALE GILMORE
JOAN BAEZ

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
At All Usual T7o<sf]

^i

ays
as cash
• 6 months
deferred
• Reduced
payments for
1 year

Locations or To Charge By Phone: 249-6400

MUSIC MIDTOWN HOTLINE: 798-7785

^
<<M$rA

SlhcAtlanta journal
THE ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
HECK I

Harriott

HEALTHSQUWl 5"£
Schedule Subject To Change Price Subject To Service Charge

*0n Approved Credit. "First Year Only.
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SARAH SMYRL
Age: 29

Hometown: Aiken, SC
How Long in Atlanta: 5 years

Relationship: Six months and
happy
Last Book Read: "The Ship That
Sailed Into the Living Room"

Sarah Smyrl's perfect day goes something
like this. "I wake up in a cabin in the North
Georgia mountains, eat a huge breakfast, then
do anything outside—hike, ride my mountain
bike, something that requires some energy.
Then I eat again, take a nap and spend time
with people who love me and whom I love."
Sounds wonderful and simple. No pressure, no appointments to keep—no work,
which is something Sarah believes we all do
too much. Her sentiment is one that is heard
from a lot of people these days.
"I work too much and don't get to play
enough. That's my biggest complaint about
America, I think. We work and work but we
don't live. I feel drained most of the time, and
I think most other people do too. If they say
they don't feel that way, then they're pretending."
Sarah works as a bicycle mechanic at a
shop in Buckhead, a line of work she has
been in on and off for the last nine years.
Although she loves it—"I like to work with
my hands"—she finds the pressure too much
at times.
"I work nonstop all day, and it's hard to
take care of myself. Atlanta overwhelms me
sometimes, too. Nothing is easy. It's a production at times just to get to the grocery
store. I need peace and quiet," she laughed.
To get that peace and quiet, Sarah spends
as much time as she can outdoors. Her favorite thing is off-street biking, and lately she
has begun to compete in the sport.
"I used to race a few years back, but I
needed to take a break and now I'm back into
it. In 1987 I was the champion racer in Georgia, Alabama and North Carolina in the
women's beginner class. It takes a lot of work
and time. You have to ride almost every day
because the more you put into it, the more
you get out."
A lot of Sarah's life revolves around bikes.
Not only does she work as a mechanic and

compete, but she also works on-street races
to keep the bikes going around the track. She
is one of only 200 certified race mechanics in
the country, and few of those are women.
"I'm a wrench wench," she confessed.
But there is more to Sarah's life than
spokes and grease. She is in love and about to
move in with her lover of six months.
"I have love now like I have never had.
It's hard to describe what you have with someone. I never wanted to live with anyone before, but I see her as healthy and that's what I
want to be around. She is so many things that
have crossed my heart during my life but
[that] I haven't been able to find—honesty,
health, love, sex, play, all of it. I'm bitten."
Sarah and her lover, local musician Angela Motter, will soon move to Decatur, like
so many lesbians and gay men are doing these
days. There Sarah hopes to find some peace
and quiet and a place for their relationship to
grow.
"I have faith in our relationship, and I
don't have that feeling very often. I see it
growing and me growing in it. I don't want
anything less than that."
Sarah is out to her family and is particularly close to her mother, who now lives in
England. Her parents divorced when she was
seven, and Sarah just recently told her father
and "that side of the family" that she is a
lesbian.
"It was weird telling them. It was like
saying 'I need to tell you that I have brown
eyes,' because it's so much a part of me. But I
wanted to be clear about it. I'm starting a life
with someone, and I did not want it to be a
secret."
Sarah also hopes to find the work she
really wants to do. "I just haven't' found it,"
she said. "I keep looking, but it alludes me.
Working on bikes is great, but I know I want
to do more than that. I'll just keep at it until it
shows itself."

Options You Can live With
The most comprehensive source of information on approved and experimental treatments for HIV infection and related disorders. Annual subscription
(four issues) is $44, outside the U.S., $66
U.S. currency. Please make payments to:
AmFAR AIDS/HIV TREATMENT
DIRECTORY; 733 Third Avenue,
Twelfth Floor; New York NY 10017.
/!\ For credit card orders,
AmFAR call (800) 39-AmFAR.
People with HI\' disease who cannot afford a paid subscription-call 1-800 458-5231.

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER
STAND OUT IN A CROWD?
YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT TRONCALLI
sells only the finest automobiles. Nissan, Infiniti, Mitsubishi) Saab,
Lincoln-Mercury ana Jaguar. These names mean QUALITY.
What, then separates us from other dealers selling the same cars?
PEOPLE. When you visit one of our dealerships, you will he greeted,
not hassled, by a friendly professional. After you 've made your
purchase, you'll feel confident that we haven't forgotten about you. And
should your new car need servicing, our courteous service team will
make sure you're satisfied. That's how we stand out in the crowd!
TRONCALLI NISSAN
1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-3853

TRONCALLI SAAB
11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI INFINITI

TRONCALLI LINCOLN-MERCURY

1625 Church Street • Decatur • 292-6930

11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030

TRONCALLI MITSUBISHI

TRONCALLI JAGUAR

1625 Church Street • Decatur • 294-0040

11507 Alpharetta Hwy. • Roswell • 475-0030
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APARTMENTS
609 Virginia Avenue
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Inline Skates

(404) 814-5512

In a concrete jungl
^ you'd better lean
i^
how to jh

Rental Sales Servic
■395 McLendon Ave. NE,
Atlanta, CA 30307
PONCE DE LEON AVE

68l5905

Call about excellent gift ideas, ,
. ,.
and free delivery!
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FREE 2ND RENTAL HOU
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AIDS Organizations

Spiritual

AID AUanta—872-0600
AIDS Education/Svcs for Minorities—POB 87277, All, 30337, 753-2900
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—875-9944 (Alianta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400, #76
AIDS Survival Project (formerly Atlanta NAPWA)—874-7926
Atlanta Buyers Club—8744845, or POB 77003, Ad, 30357
Atlanta Interfaith AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
First MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551 -2728

All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Atlanta Church of Religious Science—6364567
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—310-1529
Christ Covenant MCC, Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim (Jewish)—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
First Existentialist Congregation of Atlanta—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—325-4143
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—292-8567
Grant Park Aldersgate United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays—434-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Redefined Faith Worship Center—3884624
Unitarian Univcrsalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242

Good Samaritan Project—8734589

Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce de Leon
Ave., AU. 30308, (404) 616-2440
Hotnefront Housing—872-6584
Jerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
The Names Project/Atlanta—605-7386
Outreach, Inc.—(404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pets Are Loving Support (P. A.L.S.)—876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—525^620
Sister Love—753-7733

Arts/Entertainment/Culture

It's fax preparation, financial
planning and a floor wax—all in one/

HLM Services, Inc.
404-370-0986, Outside Atlanta: 1-800-GAY-TAXS
412 Church St., Decatur, GA
mi MONEY
ETALFAST

WE ur
wt
OFFER

Si

—^ELECTRONIC
TAXFILING

BtFUNO ANTICIPATION LOAH1
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Atlanta Diversity Chorale—607-1146
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus—438-5823
Atlanta Freedom Marching Band—872-9763
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atl 30357,876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135
"Funny.. .That Way"—875-2275
Gay Musician's Meeting Post—SASE to GMMP, PO Box 250336, AU
30318
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Silver Fingers Productions—388-4624
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, Inc—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Bars
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Blake's—227 10th St 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midtown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansley Square. 8724403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Avc-577-8178
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551 Ponce De Leon. 873-4052
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loretta's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro-^18 6th Street, 874-9869
Moreland Tavern—1196 Moreland Ave. S.E. 6224650
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 659-4055
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansley Square. 875-5957
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge 248-9712

Direct Action/Political

JAY
For winning Two
HRCF Tickets by giving the
correct answers to
the Word Gayme puzzle !

We make things grow...

ACLU of Georgia—523-5398
ACLU/Lcsbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—14 12lh SL NE, Atlanta 30309-3979, 874-6782 (O)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404) 776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066,256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—POB 14531, Atl 30324, voice mail 908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian Task Force—
524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, AU. 30312
Georgia Committee for tie 1993 March on Washington —(404) 662-4199
or POB 5282, Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 231-5751
LEGAL-605-7476
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Org. for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—636-7435
Neighbors Network—257-5550
Olympics Out of Cobb Coalition—POB 77341 Atlanta, GA 30357-1341—
798-7822
Out Front—PO Box 12369, Atlanta 30355
Queer Nation—605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, AU, GA 30324,239-1679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

National

s &s

LANDSCAPING
"Serving Atlanta and all surrounding areas"

' 1
£ Complete Landscape Design,
Installation, & Maintenance
Services include:

New Trees & Shrubs, Sod,
Mulch, Pine Straw, Top Soil,
Hardscapes, Fertilization,
& General Clean-Up

Free Evaluations 508-0724

Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14th St NW, Suite 607, Washington,
D.C. 20005, (202) 628-4160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway, 12m floor. New York, NY
10012,(212)995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street, NW, Washington,
D.C. 20009, (202) 332-6483
Md Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, Houston,
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/mtematl March—662-6753

Professional
Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-6347
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—6624353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397,
Minneapolis, MN 55458-0397
GA Asset of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)—634-0672
LEAGUE ATLANTA, Inc. (Employees of AT&T)-^t04/351-8322
Nat'l Gay Pilots Asscc —PO Box 27542, Washington, D.C. 20038-7542,
(703) 660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc.—634-7429
Nat'l Federation of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTstaff (Emory)—727-2787 (Donna)
Voices Out Front (Media Networking Asscc)—2103 N. Decatur Rd. Ste.
185, Decatur 30033
Young Women's Brunch Network—Carolyn, 294-4233.

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
AUanta Venture Sports—2424899
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160, 888-6738
' Front Runners/Atlanta—621-5007
Greater AUanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, All. 30324,8734061
Hotlanta Volleyball—621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, AUanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—932-5236
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorest, GA 30535
OUT in Nature—619-9185
S.E Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881, All., 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172, Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet 624-3770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724, Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-AUanla—8764X790
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Alhens, 30604
AUanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, AUanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
AUanta Entrepreneurs' Club-457-6347
AUanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Gender Exploration—875-9846
Atlanta Lambda Community Or—POB 15180, AU 30333. 662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—6624533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, AU 30307. 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—2944558
Atlanta Prime Timers—APT, POB 29487, Atlanta 30359-0487
Atlanta Pro-Choice Action Committee—239-8016
BiAUanla—256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Caregivers to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Code-pendents Anonymous—239-1657
Community Network—315-8945
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in Politics and
Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emergence International—876-3997
Emotions Anonymous—9254825
First Women—G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, AU. 30339,612-9473.
Friends Atianla—6624501
Gainesville, Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—Gary 404-535-5445
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line—6pm-llpm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay/Lesbian/Bi Teen Group—378-5570
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—6234099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safety Comm. of City Council
—3306504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678, All. 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lwrnc'ville 30246,871-GAYS
Hospitality AUanta—627-1630,708-6866
Interact of Atlanta—633-9466
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En Action—621-5743
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenthood-767-6173
Lesbians Over 50—908-6119
Lesbians With Children—740-1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 31107,523-5804
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 875-9440
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga—
(615) 875-5750, (615) 622-3813
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)—298-9614
Prime Timers—633-3955
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS—404-266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Southern Bears, Inc.—PO Box 13964, Atlanta, GA 30324 (404) 908-3381
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502, Decatur, GA 30031; 239-8018
Trikone-South Asian Gay and Lesbian Org.—607-1766
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahoots—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—289-8819
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—370-1392

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Students of GA State—605-7681
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga College—706-834-3569
Delta Lambda Phi—All Campuses, 365-5357
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays A Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech SUL. Atl 30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance—497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ. of Ga-404/549-9368
S.E Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Sperm an College Lesbian/Bisexual Alliance—681-2161
Univ. of Ala Lesbian/Gay Alumni Asscc—284-3479
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Stonewall benefit features McCalla
and duo Romanovsky and Phillips
Birmingham's Stonewall 25 Planning Committee is bringing the singing duo of
Romanovsky & Phillips and singer/songwriter
Deidre McCalla to Sloss Furnaces in Birmingham, on Saturday, May 14 at 8:00 p.m.
"These are artists of the highest caliber,
and we are proud to introduce their original
brand of fun and inspiration to the Birmingham area," said David White, the concert organizer and co-chair of Birmingham's Stonewall 25 group.
Ron Romanovsky and Paul Phillips, who
bill themselves as "professional homosexuals,"
have toured 150 cities in 42 states and Canada
and Australia. McCalla, a recording artist for
Olivia Records, has performed nationwide at
music theatres such as Carnegie Hall in New
York and at clubs, festivals and universities.
Tickets are $17 ($20 day of show) and can

Living Proof
Continued from page 21
says his involvement gave him something he
desperately needed—to be around others living with HIV.
"I needed to work on something like this
because I like to think that I'm still around
after 10 years because I have a desire to live
my life to the fullest," Guilliams said. "And
sometimes I feel like I'm the only one left. My
contemporaries—those I knew who were diagnosed at the same time I was—are all dead.
I felt part of a community again working on
this project. There were people I could share

Vocal duo Romanosvsky & Phillips coming to Alabama

be purchased at Lodestar and Planet Muzica in
Birmingham, Illusions and Michaels in
Tuscaloosa, Cindy's Cafe and Capri Theatre
in Montgomery, Earth Friendly in Huntsville,
and Etc. in Auburn.

experiences with."
Living Proof was released in April and an
exhibit of the photographs is now touring the
country. Currently, the exhibit is in Cleveland,
Ohio and will move to Chicago in June. The
tour is slated for the 20 cities and is expected
to be in Atlanta sometime next summer.
One of the founders of DIFFA, Russ
Radley, is found in the book. His words embody the spirit of Living Proof:
"Living with AIDS is an experience filled
with immense irony, the loss, hurt, sadness
and anger of it all At the same time, you find
countless examples of boundless human will,
spirit and compassion at their most brilliant."

IB AHM Honda del Sol Si

Dedicated to providing you with
quality cars and service.
New & Used Cars • Full Service
Parts • Body Shop

451-2700

Seeking Hair Stylists
and Apprentice

IV2 miles inside i-285
5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
We appreciate your business.

$5.00 OFF FIAST HAIRCUT
WALK-INS UU6LCOM6!
752'/* N. Highland
(Near St. Charles five.)

876-6840
'plant a, lett&i t* &wuf, r?Wd£t..«
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ff^..where art
takes on
many forms

My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was
highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional,
courteous, and very respectful of
the presence of my female life
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis
could relate to me more
comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has. I appreciated
her availability at Curry Honda.

RIO MALL 595 Piedmont Ave., Ste. A-217 Atlanta, GA 30308

-■

■:

'

Unique Gifts,
Contemporary Furnishings and Art
404-874-1855 or 1-800-497-7765

During my two days of
business at your dealership, I
was aware of two other samesex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your
dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for
providing quality gay personnel
such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek
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Breat Headline: We mentioned some time ago that
Domino's Pizza had given its annual humanitarian award
to none other than homo hater extraordinaire James
Dobson of Focus on the Family. We don't remember
what headline we used, but it was nowhere near as tasty
as the words that GLAAD/New York used on theirs: Deliver
Us From Evil (Pizza). In case you missed it at the time, the
name of the dude who needs to know that you ain't gonna'
order no more Domino's is Tim Mclntyre, director of public
relations, Domino's Pizza, P.O. Box 997, Ann Arbor, MI
48106.
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sprinter Carl Lewis decked out in bright red heels (it's an ad
for Pirelli Tire Co. that's being used only in Europe) has been
getting all kinds of press. But one comment we've not heard
about the stunning image is how much Lewis looks like Grace
Jones when he dons those heels. Could they actually be one in
the same?

THERE'S A FINE LINE BETWEEN TELLING THE TRUTH

Allison and the Avengers: During the same time that the
aforementioned Mr. Duberman was in town, dyke author Dorothy Allison ("Trash" and "Bastard Out Of Carolina") was
also doing the rounds. Dish caught up with her (and a passle of
local Lesbian Avenger types) at Cafe Diem. Ms. A said that
she enjoyed the fresh faces and ideas proffered by Atlanta's
Avengers. She also dispensed some advice, such as how to get
a major turnout at a safe sex demonstration. Even better, we
liked the idea of a Lesbian Avenger charity car wash—with
stripped down Avengers doing the rubbing and scrubbing.
You girls won't need a garden hose to get Dish wet.

Words of Wisdom I: Dish recently got a new computer
spellchecker, and we've been chuckling over some of its versions of reality. Oliver North predictably becomes
Olive...which is frequently a source of oil. Jerry Falwell
transmogrifies to Felafel, a good American dish. Nancy
Schaefer is Nancy Schemer. Billy Payne...well you guessed
it. And our very favorite so far—Lon Mabon is Loon
Baboon...coming soon to Zoo Atlanta?

Dolly Dunwoody Gets an Education: While Dish was
awaiting the appearance of well-known queer author Martin
Duberman at his After Stonewall reception a few weeks ago,
we took a side trip to the ladies' powder room. There we met a
Dunwoody woman who asked if we were there for the reception. We assured her that we were, and she beseeched us to be
so kind as to explain what Duberman had to do with Stonewall
Jackson. Had he written the Confederate General's biography? Was he related? (With a name like Duberman?) When
we explained the origin of the Stonewall in question, Dolly D.
gasped, clutched her bosom as only a true Southern white
woman can and fled to the safety of her BMW. We can but
hope that none of her kids turns out to be queer.
MAY 5-MAY11, 1994
Thisisabig week, with Mother's Day on Sunday May 8 and a
solar eclipse with the new moon on May 10. If your mother
isn't here anymore, consider taking someone motherly out to
lunch. And remember that an eclipse can intensify emotions.
ARIES, Mars in your first house of personality and physical
appearance may be urging you toward regular exercise or at
least more physical activity. Take the hint, get yourself outside more often and even consider finding a just-for-fun team
sport. Happy birthday, TAURUS! This is your month to
celebrate and do the things you enjoy most of all. You might
consider a massage or two, quality time with your favorite
people and treating yourself to new clothing or something you
really want. GEMINI, Venus, the planet of love, beauty and
art is now moving through your first house of personality and
physical appearance, making this an excellent time to be
social, spend time with those you love and possibly update
your wardrobe.
CANCER, with Mercury joining Venus in your 12th house of
dreams and visions, you may find your dream time much
more active. It is a good idea to make notes of your dreams
and look for an emerging pattern that may develop. It's a good

Dish's crafty spellchecker turns Oregon's hate primate Lon Mabon into Loon Baboon.

Words of Wisdom II: We just love Anna Quindlen. Especially after reading her piece entitled "Happy and Gay" in the
New York Times a couple of weeks ago. There's much that is
touching and observant in the article, but our fave is, "The
time has come. You can feel it in a hundred little ways year
after year. It is so certain and inevitable that the next century
will be a time in which it is not simply safe, but commonplace,
to be openly gay." Amen, Anna.
Switched at Birth?: Annie Lebovitz' photo of world-class
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way to look inside. LEO, you may find that a short vacation
could help balance out some of the intensity that is circulating
right now. Don't wait until you are really worn out or frazzled
to rest and relax. It is very important to take excellent care of
yourself now. VIRGO, this is a perfect week to dust off your
dreams and aspirations so that you can have a very clear sense
of direction about your life. If your life has become cluttered
up with too many details, then you need to get back to the
basics.
LIBRA, are you feeling a little bit fragile or emotionally
vulnerable right now? If so, then you may have some wounds
from the past that are trying to heal. It's a good week to do
things that are healing and nourishing. Talk to someone you
trust. SCORPIO, if your life is a bit intense right now, then
you may need to be very creative about finding ways to have
fun and generally lighten things up for yourself and others. If
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Sticky Wicket: At the other end of the feminine spectrum,
the Junior League of Gwinnett and North Fulton Counties is
sponsoring a Round Robin Novice Croquet Tournament at the
Technology Park in the John's Creek Recreation Area on
Saturday May 7 at 10 a.m. The entry fee is $50 a head. Given
the preeminence of lesbians in the game of golf, we'd assume
that they'd also be pretty good at croquet. Is this an opportunity for the Lesbian Avengers to do some suburban outreach?
Call Ann Day at 642-2485 for particulars.
Location, Location, Location: The Georgia Public Policy
Foundation (who is helping to fund the suit to overturn Adanta's
Domestic Partnership legislation) is holding it's annual Freedom Award Dinner on May 12. And guess where? The Cobb
Galleria Center.
you have lost your sense of humor, go find it right this very
minute. SAGITTARIUS, love and romance is in the air with
Venus moving into your seventh house of close personal relationships. Make time for good friends and people that you
really care about. It's also a good time for the arts, music.
movies and good food.
CAPRICORN, are we having fun yet? If so, then good for
you and keep it up, you'll live much longer. However, if life is
too serious or intense right now, then do find some ways to
lighten up. Off-load those worries and take very good care of
yourself. AQUARIUS, Mercury and Venus are in your fifth
house of passion, play and creative expression. So this is a
good time to let your inner child out and have some fun. Treat
yourself to ice cream, a day at the zoo, movies, anything that
pleases. PISCES, having Saturn, the planet of structure and
organization moving through your first house may not feel
exactly fun and exciting, but it can be very useful for getting
things done and establishing priorities. It's a great time to
clean out closets.
Mary Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer who specializes
in personal and relationship chart interpretation as well as
crisis management. She can be reached in Santa Fe at (505)
982-3104 to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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ACCOUNTING

Are you satisfied with your present accountant ?

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
1$ "FAMILY"

rinancial LJynamicJp
636-8800

( ACCOUNTING"^

Comprehensive Dental Services
Phobia Reduction • Flexible Scheduling • Insurance Filing

"Insuring Your Comfort While Providing Quality Care"
In the Heart of Virginia Highland
11 87 Virginia Ave NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30306

FULL Service & Repair
ALL Models ...
Foreign & Domestic

We can
help small

DENTIST
Dr. Richard Hooker, DDS

Quality is
our specialty!

Accounting & Business Advisory Seirices

Hazel Edlinser
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DUI

873-2957

) ( ELECTROLYSIS"")

Classes, Assessments
& Defensive Driving

businesses

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

ATLANTA'S LARGEST

MIDTOWN

overcome
BIG

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC

wi til 14 Other Locations

A-1 DUI & Defensive
Driving School

(404) 371-9912

Gay Friendly S, Gay Staffed

1618DeKalbAve.
(Little 5 Points)

obstacles

Cheshire Bridge
876-0002

404«233»9510

GA Cert. #1478

(

CLEANING ~) (

CLEANING ~)

375 PHARR RD., NE • SUITE 303

J

ELECTROLYSIS

C

HAIR REMOVAL CAN BE PERMANENT

'MAID'

Call today and let us show you how
to be smooth...forever!

Residential & Commercial

IN THE

USA

jE3EE23iI

ELCCTROLYtlt

Bonded ■ Insured
Call Dakin 986-8612
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ATTORNEY
A General Civil Practice
'■:.■

MIDTOWN LEGAL

Including: Bankruptcy,
Wills & Trusts, Real Estate,
Civil Rights, Contracts & Torts

SERVICES^RC,

Gary S. Hand
Attorney at Law

Saturday appointments available.

C

876-7612

C

Find what
you need in

Springfever?
Spring Cleaning...
Well do it!

CONTRACTOR

• WILLS & PROBATE
• BANKRUPTCY
• CRIMINAL LAW

• PERSONAL INJURY
• CONTRACT DISPUTES
• DOMESTIC RELATIONS

350-9656

€

D

ATTORNEY
MACKINSON & KATZ
Attorneys at Law
Gail A. Mackinson

Barbara E. Katz

Law in the Service of Human Needs
DUI Criminal ▼ Divorce Custody ▼ Bankruptcy
Wills ▼ Employment Discrimination ▼ Mediation

District Manager

Waddell & Reed • 996-2241
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The difference is one woman with 21 years
experience. She is Rosie Hallam, President of
Hallam Construction Services, Inc.
Rosie's customers will tell you she is fair,
honest, and produces a crisp, clean renovation. Call Rosie personally at 325-5771.
We have the best references in the community. Let Rosie help you with your design and
renovation...big or small.
4/

325-5771 ^g^^^
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CONTRACTOR

Emmett Construction

Workman's Compensation • Durable Power of Attorney
Personal Injury • Debt Relief • Mediation • Wills

Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

Child Custody
Wills

DUI
Personal Injury

Family Law
Debt Relief

A quality service at a reasonable price.

394-6353

622-4922

-Mm* dmy delivery by 3:00-

WE WIRE FLOWERS
EVERYWHERE

Full Service Florist
Flowers, Plants, Candy,
Gift/Fruit Baskets,
Balloons, Unique Gifts

939-0090

3

580 14th St. N.W.

874-7551

Licensed/Insured

Best Roof Expert
From Now Roof;
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

Dependable
Remodeling
Specializing in
Quality Work

Serving All Metro Atlanta

gene cloud

C.J. Clark

JOANNA M.
PATRICIA A
CAMPBELLAttorneys At Law
HOIN

"An eclectic collection
of flowers and gifts."

Feminist Women's Health Center

2) ( CONTRACTOR ) ( CONTRACTOR ) C

ATTORNEY

FLOWERS ft GIFTS

371-0398

Free Estimates

607-7523

MA1NSTREET

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians

Attorney at Law
Serving Our Community

FLORIST ~)

HEALTH

Home Additions
&Remodeling

HERMAN R. TUNSLL

(

to the Southern Voice
Directory for services
and professionals
876-1819

371 -1 255 Voice/TDD
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Henriette Huybregts, CFP

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE
IN RENOVATION CONTRACTORS?

BARBARA JO CALL

' Afforclable
» All Areas Treatedy

FINANCIAL PLANNER

1ULAL PEOPLE • REAL SOLUTIONS
LAW OFFICES OF

cr\cc\
olO-QUOU

When you think about your financial future...

THE
DIRECTORY

Call: Mark & Mark
(404) 873-6144
Pager: 839-6891

ATTORNI

3-Methods
Male Technician

J4(?A\
Odd Jobs:
\X?E^i • Painting • Yardwork
PLISBJ * Cleaning • Pressure washing

TRADE MASTER
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CONSTRUCTION

.

478-5561

HOME IMPROVEMENT

.
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Zan's Productions

Voice/TTY

289-0260
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HOME IMPROVEMENT
W.D.

MAY

MEDICAL

REED COMPANY

General Construction and Renovation
Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Restorations • Additions • Decks/General Repairs
659-9004
Donaldo Reed
pager 708-2600

(HOME IMPROVEMENT)

Internal Medicine • Primary Care

Individual • Couples

ED GIL DE RUBIO, M.D.

Julia Strong, MSW

MOVERS

"^ (

PAY

MOVER

Packing Available
FAST SERVICE

Birth Regression

Call for estimate.

404.S24.S00S

} c

OPTOMETRIST

■

Dr. Alan Hymowitz
OPTOMETRIST

See the difference
in personalized care!

Conveniently located at Lenox Square Mall.

HOME IMPROVEMENT

J

SPRING IS HERE I
(su NCLOSURES

readers go

to the movies
4 times a month.

PSYCHOTHERAPIST

3

Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW
Women's Therapy Groups
Individual Psychotherapy
Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

239-0292

(404) 373-6332

of Southern Voice

*IO<l-876-<1<l73

c

Home

10%

Addictive Diseases

541 Edgewood Avenue S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30312

•

(404)329-1984

Psychotherapy

Survivors of Abuse

TNmwmxk

352-1189

Office

458-6886

i

Inner Child/Imagery

$70-00
JAMES

D

Traditional/Experiential

)

ll years experience

AS LOW AS

I

M. S. W. , C. A. C.

MIKE the MOVER

MOVING!!!

Lie. Clin. Social Worker

r

IJMU.U1JMMH

296-8383

Specializing in

G

r

All insurance accepted • Will file for you.

^REYNOLDS'
MGM & Co.
Custom
Vinyl/Siding
Replacement
Windows
Shutters

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

Convenient Decatur Location

(
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1-75 at Windy Hill * 955-9417 • 955-9411

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

Susan J. Geddes, M.Ed.
Counselor
• Individual
• Couples
• Gay & Lesbian Issues
• Abuse Survivor Issues
679-2645

' CARRIE JAFFE, M.A.^

First Impressions

• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Battering Issues
•Codependency
• Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale
Windy Hill Road

A Professional Resume Service

MARIETTA AREA

953-6401. 952-0893

„

(

SERVICE ~)

• Content Analysis and Revision
• Cover Letters and Personalized
Envelopes
• Laser Jet Printing

320-9664

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)
KITCHENS
ADDITIONS
ROOFING

BATHS
DOORS & WINDOWS

SIDING

Addiction & Spiritual
Counseling

0 2 11

633-5451

WOEID) GAYMIEs
1

2

INSURANCE

3

14

DAN R. EASTON
Financial Service Specialist
• Insurance • Financial Consulting
Estate Planning • Investments • IRA's

J

INS

All Types of Insurance

Get Met-lt Pays"
Woody Beckerman

594-0028
876-1907

c

31

Individual - Couples
HIV issues

■ 21

68%
of Southern Voice
readers live in the
central city.

874-2373
sliding scale

3 (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

(^Michael (S&runsm
Certified Massage Therapist

• Deep Tissue
• Stress Reduction
• Sports Massage
In & Out Calls • 7 Days a Week
By Appointment 892-2290 j

Janice Canon, LCSW
Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy
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Stella Eller,M.E).,M.A.
Counseling
• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
•12 step focus
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(PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

MASSAGE
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453-7445

1925 Century Blvd. Ste #4, Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Phone: (404)315-8898
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Psychotherapy
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|ohn Barrow, LCSW
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Smoking Susation
Group Forming

REMODELING
<TT6

Rev. Allyson K. Day, NCACI1
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ACROSS (Confd)
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ACROSS
Actor Selleck
Herd of whales
Actress Foster
Auto club
Akbar's brother
Song for Peter Pears
Grease star, John
The World According to
Sigh sounds
Stares at
Principal
Life Goes On actor, Chad
Dick Grayson to Bruce Wayne
Hollywood Confidential said
this star's theme song should be
"Mad About the Boy"
28. High card
29. Assuaged

44

Actor/singer Nabors
Cher's daughter
Dam!
Sailors
Squarish
Documentary,
is
Burning
Leftover
Photographer Bonicatti
Actress Kristy
Salmonberries actress/singer,
k.d.
Breathe abnormally
Wrath
Covers
Eye sore
Caress

©

25.
26.
27.
29.
32.
33.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
41.

Make lace
Rower
Goat sound
Mousse alternatives
Not fore
Advanced degree
Stones rocker, Mick
Verbal
Calamitous
Chatters
Singer Elton or Olivia
NewtonGay activist, Urvashi
Had debts
Number indicating speed
Locale
Del Richards' Lesbian
Comply with
Miriam ben-Shalom, once
Amanda Donohoe film,
the White Worm
Greek warrior
Tales of the
Editor's dashes
Airport times
Bee "bites"
Jim Holobaugh's grp, once
Soft cheese
Gloomy atmosphere
Jai
South African coin
Exclusively
Woolfs
Dalloway

42. Tabby

43. With it
44. Raw metal
45. Allow

Locations in Stone
Mountain. Atlanta. & Duluth

299-2813

Answers to last week's puzzle on next page
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SERVICES

3

Fresh Air Inc.

(

TRAVEL

Heating and Air Conditioning

oux

• Cooling Inspection
Now $39.95 (most systems)

TLRCE

Service & Sales

~)

Commercial/Residential

Don Foster

423-0514

C

TRAVEL

)

A Campground for Womyn

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
"803-862-7833

(

Find what
you need in

^IDVANIAGE
SIGN MART
A Sign of Intelligence!

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS
Banners • Magnetics • 3-D Letters * Typesetting
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering

325-9917

FAX

AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or
lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400,
voice mailbox 76.

SEEKING PARTICIPANTS FOR A
STUDY - "Understanding How Homosexual Men with HIV Infection Cope with
the Stigma of AIDS." Some gay men with
HIV believe that AIDS is a stigmatizing
disease. Little research has been done to
examine how gay men with HIV cope with
the stigma of AIDS in their everyday lives.
The purpose of this study is to generate
knowledge to provide a beginning from
which todevelop intervention into the AIDS
experience. Registered Nurses and other
health care providers need to leam from
your experiences so that we can assist other
gay men with HIV in coping with AIDS as
a stigmatizing disease. Your participation
would involve two, one-hour confidential
audiotaped interviews in which you will be
asked to talk with me, a gay man, about how
you cope with the stigma of AIDS in your
life. I may contact you by telephone after
the interviews to clarify any questions I
have. You will have an opportunity to review my analysis of your interview and
your feedback will be used to make any
needed revisions. If you are: 1) a male
homosexual, 2) over the age of 18,3) diagnosed as seropositive for HIV, and 4) believe that AIDS is a stigmatizing disease, I
would like to talk with you. Confidentiality
and Anonymity Assured. Contact: Bruce
Kennedy, RN 458-6864. (7.10)

AID Atlanta Services include education,
case management, transportation, housing,
buddy program, practical support, homeless services, pediatric services, support
groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 8720600 for more information.
AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 8889991 - a project of the Feminist Women's
Health Ctr. 5:30-9:30pm Mon-Fri,
10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.
HI V+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV
TESTS, counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call
OUTREACH, INC. 346-3922.
P.O.O.H.-PositiveOuUookOnHealthis
a supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health attitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social
and emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.
THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC
provides access to optional treatments for
the HIV community in the Southeast Hours
are 12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We
are located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with
parking in the rear. For more information
phone (404) 874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320,
or write P.O. Box 77003, Atlanta, GA
30357-7003.

AIDS Survival Project offers free services
for people living with HIV, by people living with HIV. Peer counseling (by HIV+
volunteers), advocacy, HIV education, the
best HIV treatment library in the South.
Mon-Fri, 874-7926. For 24hr. recorded info
874-0384.

Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HI Vaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm. 63 12th Street Call 8765372 for more info. Helpline, 892-0661, for
info, counseling and referral.

GAPHR - Support group for physicians
and dentists. Contact Dr. Nix 634-0672.

AIDS Information Line / GA Toll-Free

ANSWERS TO LAST WEEK'S CROSSWORD:
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PLAY ON THE BEACH
Two cozy cottages at Seagrove
Beach, Florida. Near quiet,
sugarsand beach; fishing dock,
wonderful restaurants and shps
in nearby, colorful Seaside.

Jireptace, decf^
and waterfall.
Ileautifutfyfurnished.

RELAX IN THE MOUNTAINS
Secluded chalet in Franklin,
North Carolina. Peaceful atmosphere and reasonable rates. Fireplace, deck and beautiful view.

(404) 297-9825

THE SOLTH'S LEADING GAY AND LESBIAN WEEKLY

Directory Advertising (404) 876-1819

Pets Welcome.

CALL (205) 263-5970
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RIFLE TWIRLERS NEEDED for the Atlanta Pride Marching Band. Medium to
advanced skills. Premiering June 12th in
Pride Parade. Come join the fun! Call 8732747 for more information. (7.14)

DISABILITY $$

Have you been turned down for Social
Security or SSI? HIV+ and OTHERS. Call
1-800-455-7565. (7.12)
Gay and lesbian grad students and professionals in counseling, psychology, and social work are invited to a meeting of Community Network, 750 Commerce Drive,
Decatur. Sunday, May 15, 4:45 to 6:30."
315-8945.(7.11)
Hollywood Hots Volunteers are needed
now for this year's event in September.
Please call321-3983forinformation. (7.13)
Learning to play mahjong. Anyone else
know how to play? Call Ray 881-0795
(office). (7.11)
Don't let the parade pass you by this year!
Join the Atlanta Freedom Marching Band
now in rehearsal for debut at 1994 Gay
Pride Parade. All instruments needed. All
interested persons call/leave message at
404-872-9763.(7.11)
PRIME TIMERS - Monthly meetings held
at the Public Library, 980 Ponce de Leon
Ave.,2 p. m.MAY7-speaker Tony Leonard
of "Stonewall 25" on the history of NYC
Stonewall and plans for this year's 25 year
memorial celebration in NYC in June. (7.12)
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OPPORTUNITY

New Graphics Business opening. Need
human resource person with entrepreneurial vision/outlook. Respond to Graphic
Impact, 2717 Giddings, Chicago, IL 60625.
(7.11)
MARKETING REPS: Contact prospects
for special promotion. No selling involved.
No car necessary. Call Gene Jenkins at
939-8324.
Cleaning Service has part time work available 15-25 hrs a week daytime. $5.25/hr.
Must have a clean-cut appearance. Call
351-3931 between 4pm-7pm. (7.12)

FULL TIME
Veterinary Receptionist needed for quality intown animal hospital. Experienced
preferred but not mandatory. Must be dependable, hardworking and prompt Apply
in person at Inman Animal Hospital, 926
DeKalb Ave. 1/2 mile from L5P. (7.11)
Cortex has positions for a licensed hair
dresser, an assistant, and a receptionist
Impeccable customer service required, enthusiasm and willingness to leam a must
To schedule an interview, call 874-6913.
(7.13)
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Southern Voice is seeking a skilled individual to be a receptionist/ administrative
assistant. Must have excellent phone, interpersonal, typing and clerical skills. Southem Voice is an equal opportunity employer.
Resume to Personnel, 1189 Virginia Ave.,
NE, Atlanta, Georgia 30306.
Restaurant deli very drivers needed. Emory/
Toco Hill area. FT/PT days or evenings.
Will work with your schedule. Good pay.
CaU458-9618,lvmssg.(7.11)
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Real Estate

PERSONAL GROWTH

HIVT?LOENERGY?
#1 Advanced Nutritional Supplements will
change your existence! Patented formulas
suit all needs! You will feel the difference
and level out your emotions! 100% guaranteed! 404-633-7575. (7.12)
Questions about present or future? Health?
Love? Pendulum reading - $20/30 minutes; $10/<30 questions by mail. Confidential. Deborah (404) 806-9398. (7.11)
SERVING PROFESSIONALLY 27
YEARS - Natural Psychic, Certified Medium, Humanistic Parapsychologist Psychic Readings, Past Li fe Regressions, Rei ki,
Ro-Hun Therapy. Jack Bernard Moon, 404333-0166. (7.12)

■ ■ E|Ji;2|ii,:.?..":.:; J.:.:.;
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FOR RENT
Charming apartments and houses near Piedmont Park - several to choose from Call
524-5025 or 954-8094 (Beeper) (7.14)

SEEKING TO RENT

NEED IN JULY

YoungprofessionalGWMis patiently looking for the perfect 1BR, or garage apt. in the
Midtown, Va-Highland or Momingside
area. Would love to rent from gay or lesbian. I own 1 adorable, spoiled cat and he's
part of the move-in package. Excellent references. Pis call Shane 266-9933 or 8761819.

;.-

LESBIANS LOVE

Merchandise
YARDSALES
Indigo Girls. "Swamp Ophelia." On sale 5/
10. For more info, dial 1-800-457-3027.
(7.11)

Pets
SBFF (single black female feline) 8-10
months old looking for significant owner.
Good with dogs. Call 248-1474 before
10pm. (7.13)
There aren't enough homes for them
all...PREVENT A LITTER SPAY OR
NEUTER YOUR PET. The Humane Society of the United States, Washington, DC
20037.

Decatur! Call this brick 3/2 charmer home
foronly$64,500! Needscosmeticsbutgeneral good cond! Appt only toqual. buyers!
Fisher, Property Systems 633-7575, pgr
703-7550.(7.12)
INTOWN - Custom built home 3 yrs old.
Spacious & sunny rooms, hdwd firs, fenced
yard, off st. pkg, great location. 2 master
suites, formal LR, DR, gourmet kitchen.
Private terrace w/herb garden &more! Open
Sunday 3-5pm. $126,000. Reduced
$121,000. Kevin or Teri 522-6815/3553577.(7.12)
Art & Design - custom frame shop in
North Atlanta suburbs. Turn-key, well established in excellent location. No brokers
please. (E) 642-0017. (7.12)
Owner/Broker with several prime Piedmont Park properties. Call 524-5025 or
915-4253 (Beeper) or 954-8094 (Beeper)
(7.14)

OPEN HOUSE 4/30

Chamblee/Dunwoody - 15 minutes N. of
midtown. 2 BR, 2.5 BA lownhouse, fireplace, Jacuzzi, many extras! $86,900.9360958, BY OWNER. (7.11)

Health

Publications

is looking for a few good people to join our
unique, energetic, self-motivated sales staff.
Good benefits, great working environment,
flexible schedule. If you qualify, apply in
person. 1034 N. Highland. (7.14)

New Product Information Line specializing in non-toxic and natural herbal products proven to treat HIV infection. Our
courteous staff will take your calls M-Fri
10-3pm, (404) 892-0744 or 892-6644.
(7.12)

Tired of city living but want to be close in?
Only 50 minutes to luxurious 3 BR, 3 BA
lakefront home. Quiet setting in small, private, liberal community. Surrounding 7
acre lake. Only $149,700. Motivated seller
will consider 2nd mortgage. Remax/Metro
Atlanta. Art 321-1930. (7.11)

Floral Designer - 3 yrs minimum experience all phases. Positive attitude, creativity, stability a must Weekends required.
Flexible hours. Northlake. 908-3871. (7.11)

FllliSS

ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent
sex magazine just happens to be lesbian.
Offers you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews, and thought provoking
features. $34.95/yr. (6 issues). SASE Catalog. On Our Backs, 526 Castro Street, Suite
SV, San Francisco, CA 94114. Send ck,
MO,orVI/MC. 1-800-845-4617. (7.45)
National Gay Pilot's Assoc., Newsletter,
chapters' events, P.O. Box 27542, Wash-

MORE ON PAGE 44
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MALETHERAPY

Michael's Professional Massage in Midtown. Call 875-1280. Beeper: 245-6690.
(7.11)

RECEPTIONIST/
ADMIN ASST

Employment

T

ington, D.C. 20038. (703) 660-3852. Totally Discreet. (7.19)

MASSAGE

FOR SALE

GF seeks full time, permanentemployment
(incl. benefits) in gay owned/friendly organization or company. Excellent organization skills, background in communications,
variety of office skills. Spent too much on
therapy to stay in the closet at work! K.T.
968-3652 - leave message. (7.11)

10

N
B

Announcements
Tutor for Beginning (Puerto Rican) Spanish student. Studying evenings & weekends. Willing to pay for private instruction
or to exchange time for tutoring in English.
Call Randall 872-0979. (7.12)
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AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information and referral services. In Atlanta: 8769944; Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/
TTY)
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2064 Briarcliff Rd. #103 • Atlanta, GA • 30329

AIDS Services &
Education

TRAVEL

THE
DIRECTORY
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SIGNS

325-5302

(

5/1994

Lake Burton 3.64 acres - Total Privacy.
Beautiful Lake Overlook. Possible owner

financing. $64,500. Call Shea Embry/
Owner-Agent 378-9069.
SHEA EMBRY, RE/MAX METRO ATL.
representing our community will donate
10% of her commission from each closing,
when this ad is mentioned, to a charitable
organization for AIDS research or support.
Call today 321-3123.

(7.11)

BUNK BUDDIES

Thanks, Atlanta for making Bunk Buddies
your#l call when finding that perfect roommate. 636-0069.

Candler Park renovated bungalow, 4 BR,
1626 sq.ft., high ceilings, lots of sunlight,
central air, low unls, Open Sundays 2-5,
1258 Mansfield Ave. $155,000.524-8108.
(7.U)

Service

CLEAN FOR A DAY

Residential Cleaning Service. Dependable,
References. (404) 282-3621. (7.12)

Roommates
Grant Park - Share spacious 4 BR, 2 BA
home w/3. W/D. $300/mo. includes utilities except phone + $100 dep. 622-0384.
(7.13)
2 Bedroom/bath, security gate, $275 + 1/2
utilities. Best condo in Decatur 636-3256.
(7.12)
Non-smoking GWM seeks gay male or
female to share furnished 3 BR, 2 BA apt.
with pooL $325. $ 1 OOdeposit. Marta. Available ASAP 231-5460. (7.12)
3rd roommate wanted GWM to share furnished apt. Non-smoker, no pets. $275/mo.
+ 1/2 utiL Call John 321-5791. (7.12)
GWM to share spacious 2 BR, 1 BA near
Cheshire Bridge. W/D, A/C, CATV, Pool.
Must be responsible, non-smoker. $400
include util. 325-8276. (714)
GWF roommate needed. 2 bedroom, 1 bath
duplex. Emory area. Professional female
preferred. 373-6991. (7.11)
GWF seeks M/F to share lovely large house.
Many extras. Must be neat & clean. No
smokers/drugs. Lisa: 982-0142. (7.13)
GWM with dog seeks GWM to share 2 BR
house Lindberg/Cheshire Bridge area. Nonsmoker. $400/mo. includes utilities. 2661807.(7.11)
Jonesboro-GF, LRG BDR/Pri Bath, walkin closets, pool, W/D. Must love animals.
$270 + uul Contact Cactus, 907-4932.

Travel
Stillwell House B&B, Hendersonville, NC.
(704) 693-6475. Queen size bed. Private
baths, mixed, European style home architecturally, built 1920. MC & Visa welcomed. (7.34)

LOVERS'PARADISE

Vacation with someone you love at the
beautiful "On the Beach Resort" in the U.S.
Virgin Islands. Call for brochure 1-800524-2018.(7.16)
Lesbian Get-A-Way on the beach in Mexico
Beach, Fla. Efficiency apt. and/or bedroom
with private baths. Wkly or daily rates. Call
Weepy 904-648-8764. (7.14)
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 rooms, 100
acres, pool, hot tub, hiking trails. HIGHLANDS INN.Box 118SV,Bethlehem,NH
03574, (603) 869-3978. (7.22)

derway for a Fall Expo and we need your
help in ALL areas now: Sales, logistics,
directory production, marketing, public relations, sponsorships, etc. Join this newly
forming group and contribute to a vision
and an organization that will last all year
round! Call the Expo Hotline at 622-4599
NO WI All gay, lesbian, and "gay-friendly"
folks are welcome. (7.14)

Volunteers
The 1994 Gay & Lesbian Community
Business Expo Needs You! Plans are un-

AID Atlanta is looking for volunteers who
are willing to work one morning a week
from 9-12 or 10-1 in the pediatric nursery at
the IDC. Responsibilities include interacting and playing with young children while
their parents see the doctor. This is one of
the most rewarding yet least stressful services available. Responsible men & women
are urged to participate. Ask about our new
babysitting program. If interested, please
contact Jack Schiffman, Pediatric Coordinator, AID Atlanta. 874-6517. (7.13)

(404) 876-1819

similar qualities, desires, hand-write me a
letter. Box 1405,1189 VirgniniaAve.,NE,
Atlanta, GA 30306.
GWF, 40, attractive, professional, sincere,
passionate, romantic, honest, trusting, secure person who loves animals especially
cats, sports, beach. Looking for same 30-45
GWF to share friendship & maybe more.
No drugs. ft 1415

AIDS Survival Project is a volunteer-driven
agency for people living with HIV/AIDS,
and we need YOU as a driver. Office/
clerical, special events, peer counselors are
special needs. No experience needed -just
come ready to make a difference! Find out
how to offer your rime and talents by calling 874-7926.

MARRIAGE?

GWM, 29, needs to get wed to open-minded
female in name only. Fringe benefits. Box
1404,1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA
30306.

Volunteers needed for the Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee. Come to
the general meetings, 3rd Thursday of every month at 7 p.m. at the Colony Square
Hotel Hotel parking validated.

GWF, 44, 5' 1", 140 lbs. Educated, nature
lover, attractive, seeks same. Cat lovers
welcome. Partial to semi-butch women for
dinner and possibly more. No super-heavies. No druggies. Smokers welcome. ft
1397

Voice Connection

GWF on the edge of partner split - seeks
same or similar 40-50 who cares for true
romance & good sex. ft 1396

REALITY BITES

WOMEN

...but that's not all: GBF 29,5'9", attractive, natural, romantic, sensitive, sensual,
health-conscious, focused, spiritually-centered, humorous, honest, positive, & MORE
—All conveniently packaged for your perusal. If you believe that you are a woman
who can handle the reality, call ft 1381

Attractive, feminine, funny, GWF, 32, looking for similar GWF for weekend fun,
friendship or romance. Be adventurous,
call me. ft 1409
WANNA BE SPOILED? Attractive, intelligent, creative, mature, fun-loving, sensuous, stable, romantic, tender, devoted, eclectic,
honest,
spiritual
in-town
technoprofessional Good friends, good life.
On a quest for a life-mate. If you have

CLASSIFIED
ORDER FORM
TAKING PRIDE IN OUR CULTURE

GWF, 43, professional, candid, humorous,
gentle, adventuresome, romantic enjoys
music, outdoor, laughing, people, animals,
diversity. Seeks professional GWF 37-50
emotional / sexually secure who enjoys life
and wants to share some fun. No drugs/
smoking, ft 1390

GWF, 32, attractive nonsmoker ISO honest I
smiles, a free heart, a
warm embrace. Seeking/
offering openness, sincerity, laughter—majic!
S 1408

HELP A CHILD

WOMANSPACE

SWTFTWATERS River Front Camping Bed & Breakfast with in-room hot tub. In
scenic mountain forest - one hour north.
Now building cabins. (706) 864-3229.
(7.11)

hedonistic, balanced spiritualism / materialism, humorous, sociable. ft 1389

SoVo Pick of the Week I

GWF seeks company of GWF, very feminine 40-55, multi-dimensional, professionally successful, mentally/physically healthy
and active, non-smoking, intellectual and

GWF, 44, professional, well educated, feminine, no drugs/smoking, little drinking, iso
similar lady, financially stable, kindly humorous, reflective. Within 1/2 hour of me.
Sarah, POB 14163, Augusta, GA 30919.
GWF, 45, professional, intelligent, accomplished, attractive, athletic, adventuresome,
idealistic, passionate, assertive, affectionate, tender, horse-lover/owner, scuba diver,
outdoorsy, cultural and humbly spiritual,
seeking non-smoking, non-drinkingRcnaissance adventurer, with abundant humor
and kindness, to share the dream, ft 1272
Chivalry isn't dead. GWF, 23, chivalrous
with Southern charm and quick wits seeks
GWF to shower with affection. Age unimportant ft 1367
GBF seeks intelligent feminine female who
loves: life, outdoors, animals, travel, romance. Non-smokers, race unimportant,
novice O.K.!« 1365
GWF, 38, enjoy life & laugh, snorkel, cycling, fishing, camping, golf, music &
travel...etc! ft 1361
GWF, 30, Musician, intellectual and fun!
Interests include: nature (zoo, pets, plants
and escaping to the mountains/beach), reading, music (Renaissance to Rock, especially Baroque) and cooking. Seeking musical or artistic GWF 25-40. No smokers or
drugs. Cat lovers only need respond, ft
1366
GWF, 42, trim, feminine, enjoys skating,
walking my dogs, cultural activities, etc.
Seeks mature, introspective, self-aware
GWF. Prefer butch.tr 1282
GWF, 23, ST, cute seeks attractive GWF
20's. Enjoys laughing, good conversation,
romantic evenings and much more. Let's
meet! ft 1301
GWF Professional seeks feminine com-

TO PLACE AN AD:
In PERSON: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta.
By MAIL: Mail completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice Classifieds, P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316.
By PHONE: Call in with completed order form to (404) 876-1819.
By FAX: Fax completed order form and credit card information to
Classifieds (404) 876-2709.

panion, 35-45 who loves the arts, outdoors:
honest, non-smoker, no butch; no bis. ft
1198
GWF, 31, cute, athletic, non-smoker, professional desires fun-loving relationship.
Loves tennis, movies, the beach, cats, and
sports, ft 1207
Attractive GWF, 42, with Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome, feminist, kind, loves women,
animals, birds, books, women's festivals,
laughs. Seeks patient friends for community functions and talks, ft 1341
Me Jane-you Tarzana. Hear the drum beat
of life and dance with me in the moonlight.
GWF, 33, fem, tall blond, green eyes, ft
1340
GWF - 40's feminine, attractive professional, secure, sensitive, passionate, loves
laughing, movies and dining out, looking
for same - friendship first relationship, ft
1342
GWF, 27, a kid at heart, passionate, adventuresome seeks same for friendship and
love. Can you come out and play? 91313
GWF, 32, heavy semi-butch seeks feminine to semi-butch woman, fun loving,
adventurous for friendship, more. Nonsmoker, no drugs, ft 1314
GWF, 40, eclectic approach to life. Passionate about mountains, music and fiction. Seeking energetic womyn with centered psyche and adventurous spirit ft
1310
I watched you in your tragic beauty walk
beneath my window eyes aimed high, but
unfocused.. .you never noticed me. ft 1317
GWF dark, piercing eyes, mysterious, sensual. I'm sweet and gentle, or rough and
cruel Will make you come backfor more...
BM321
GWF 30's, attractive professional, 5'4"
blondish, blue-eyed, feminine Scorpio.
Works out, participates in sports. Loves
humor, music, travel, spontaneity & living
life to its fullest! No bi's or smokers, instead feminine, active, mature & sexy professional ft 1635

MORE ON PAGE 46

AD POLICY: Southern Voice reserves
the right to edit, reclassify or reject ads
not meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
MISPRINTS: Southern Voice is not
responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

ADS MUST BE SUBMITTED by Tuesday, 5pm to appear in the following week's issue.
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INDIVIDUAL RATES
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Up to 20 words
$3,00
additional words x 500
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Up to 20 words
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THE CONDO COLLECTION

From uptown to downtown..
I've got you covered!

1

for any price range.

Decatur-Swanton Hill
Three levels, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, two 1/2 baths. Garage,
beautiful deck and great yard
make this single townhome a
steal! Swim and Tennis
Community. Only $ 129,900

If you re looking to buy or
sell a condo, town home
or cluster home in intown
Atlanta... Call the experts.

lifetime Member
MamhArMIIMnn
Lifetime
Million rw-.IL-.r
Dollar /~li.K
Club tV

321-3123

ANDYPHILHOWER
Historic Druid Hills

Shea Smbru
I will donate 10% of my take home
commission to an AIJ3S Research or
support group ofyour choice when you
mention this ad at closing.

Quality homes

Fabulous Townhome with
three sides of light in soughtafter Lion's Gate. Only six
years young! 3 BDR. 2.5 BA.
Huge kitchen & bteak area.
Lovely garden. $ 179,500

5/1994

Re/Max of Buckhead

378-9069

RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
Each office Independently owned and operated.

233-4633

Go with the
Winning
Team!

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta
Residential Real Estate Services
Renovation in Kirkwood—
hardwood floors, four
fireplaces, deck, and more!

26-CONDO £.

$74,900
Call Paula for details.

2140 Peachtree Rd., NW Atlanta, GA 30309 262-6636 Fax: 355-5341

321-3123
2205 LaVista Rd. Atlanta, GA 30329

DIXIE CARD SALLYE PARSONS

EXPERIENCED.
DEPENDABLE.

/

377-1166

848-0001

pi

RE/MAX METRO ATLANTA 321-3123

EFFECTIVE.

Serving the Community
for 10 Years
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

STEVE BLAND
RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808

ORMEWOOD
PARK CHARMER!
This pretty home
features a bright, open
floor plan and sunroom
with a view. Master
suite, updated systems
—on a quiet street in a
popular neighborhood.
$84,500.

CHRIS
CARROLL
RJ50MBK metro atlanta

321-3123
933-4707

Serving
our community
for over
ten years.

JIM HILLIARD
RE/MAX in TOWN

622-2127/728-8800
Serving first time homebuyers in the $65,000-$125,000 range.

RAINBOW

Maiy Swinf ord, President

Each office is independently owned and operated

233-9901

FINANCIAL SERVICES

GA Res. Mortgage Licensee

2609 Apple Valley Drive, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30319

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY
1
1
1
1
1

•
•
•
•
•

Lowest Rates
FHA & VA Loans
No income Verification
Cash Out Refinances
2nd Mortgages
Exceptional Service

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

STOP ssr
MOVE wr
(404) 673-6099

CHARLENE COTHRAN ™ra

ASSOCIATE BROKER W.T.ADAMS a co.

HUME SALES

P,remier

PROPERTY SERVICES

•
•
•
•

Property Management
Leasing
Maintenance
Residential/Commercial

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.
(404) 607-RENT

Variety & Convenience

Af.ir_nii.,MH
AMERICAN

_

c M

Free Appraisal (on any purchase)

ORTGAGE, CORP.

FINANCIAL

JEFFREY HALEY
Office:

After Hours:

Home:

404/475-3984

ext. 134

872-JEFF

COLDUieU.
BANKjSRa

If You're Not
Dealing With

• Guaranteed Best Rales
• Fast Closing
' Wide Variety of Programs
' GA Residential Mortgage Licensee

Cindy Denny
6Avery Drive, NE Atlanta, GA 30309
404/881-1053 • Fax 404/724-9181

LEE
SMITH

COLDUieU.
BANKfSRQ

You're only getting
'h the attention you
deserve!
BUYERS & SELLERS
Now I can fully represent
YOU in a transaction.
No more working for
the other guy. Let me
show you how!

LEE SMITH
Associate Broker, GRI
(office phone) 874-2262
NOTE NEW 24 HOUR

PHONE #453-1945

Chuck Daily
Rr^MKK
of Buckhead

(O) 233-4633
(H) 873-9999

Carey Lokey

the Best!
Office: 874-2262
Home: 892-8692

SOU T H ERN

Single Black Female seeks femSingle Black
Female for conversation, friendship. E1
1300
GWF, 39, 5'7", 140 pounds, feminine, attractive, professional, interested in same.
No smokers. IT 1283
GWF, 27, seeks an alternative to smokey
bars in the form of lesbian(s) yearning for
fun and frolic while seeking to avoid the
usual games. Unafraid to be yourself? Call
me! V 1285
Lesbian, no experience, seeking mentor high quality minded, sensitive personality
for partnership. IP 1297
GBF, mother of 2, in committed relationship, is seeking other gay mothers for outing with children. Interested? Please call
D1267
GWF, 24, seeking 30-up, very attractive,
petite, classy, romantic GF, any race, for
lasting relationship, no games, bi's, hutches.
B 1264
GWF, 25, looking for friends and a lover
who are honest, loving, passionate, adventurous and funny. Likes: movies, laughter,
music, the arts, conversation, candlelight.
No smokers, no drugs. 1? 1263
BiWF, 25, feminine, college student, cute,
seeks feminine G/BiF, 21-30, into dancing,
movies, conversation, for friendship, maybe
more. Please no smokers, drugs, heavy
drinkers. IT 1250
Attractive White lesbian, 40's. Seeking
school teacher who is honest, sincere. Do
you like camping, fishing? Nature lover?
No drugs. IP 1644
GWF, 36, wants to meet others to go 2stepping. Enthusiasm more important than
experience. B* 1646
Marriage Minded? Handsome French
GWM, 38, seeks GF for non-sexual marriage. You get French Citizenship, he gets
the right to live here. Some fluency in
French desirable. BP 1632
GWF, 30,5' 10", 130 lbs, fit & healthy. I'm
looking for a playmate, best friend and
partner. I enjoy life, the outdoors, traveling,
sports, animals, movies, dining out, reading and people with a positive attitude. Call
me, it'll be fun! B1 1591
GWF, very attractive, fun, seeks F18-30,
preferably petite, for friendship, fun, and
more. IT 1598

MEN
SoVo Pick of the Week 1
Hot, homy, attractive
full leather Daddy Top,
42, 5'10", 160 lbs,
HTV- seeks submissive
cocky bottom for safe
mutually satisfying
sexplorations.S 1404
GWM, 22, college student seeking ambitious, intelligent, eclectic, adjusted, sensitive guys 19-30forfriendshipmaybemore.
■B" 1410

VOICE

MAY

Wanted: Abv avg WM, 30's, needing reg
daytime oral satisfaction by WM, 33, 6',
180#. You provide place, I provide relief. I75/285 area, no strings. V 1407
Dominant Daddy/Coach, 37,6'3", average
build, moderately hairy, thick equipment,
seeks submissive, trim, muscular son/player
for discreet, no strings daytime sessions at
your place. PO Box 80366, Atlanta 30366.
GWM, 34, HIV-, Big 6', 200#, handsome,
honest, goal oriented, versatile. Enjoys old
homes, gardening, travel, music, family
and friends. ISO similar GBM 30-45 for
possible relationship. W 1406
Bachelors: Tripping over your hormones?
Masculine, clean-cut WM, 36, physically
fit, healthy, seeking same 21-45 for j/o
sessions. "B 1405

ISO LOVE

GWM, 29,5'6", 180, hairy, red head, top.
Looking for muscle man bottom, under 40
to share life with. V 1411

CHOCOLATE BUDDA

Seeks Ivory Hune, broad shouldered worshippers for humorous, artist, spiritual sharing, experience on a path of total fulfillment. •& 1412
GBM, 33, HIV neg., dominant, handsome,
seeking GWM with boyish looks.
Monogymous, honest, enjoys cooking, cuddling, nice things. Non-smoker. Include
photo & phone. Box 1406,1189 Virginia
Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306.
GWM Preppy, outgoing, attractive, 32,
5'10", 175seeksGay/BiWM2O-40chunky/
tall football player types for friendship, ff
1413
Anyone wishing to swap massage while
discussing possibility of relocating to Costa
Rica, please call. IT 1414
If you're a GWM, HIV+, better looking
than average, healthy, fit, clean cut, 35-45
and boyfriend-minded, we should talk. If
1403
Soon pictured in BEAR, 27, this GWM,
tall, toned, smooth, late 30's seeks fidelity,
affectionate, muscular, hairy GWM 25-40
boyfriend. Interest include the norm, some
nightlife, Fr.A/P. Go for it! Smoker OK.
Receeders welcome! TS 1402
GWM 24. Interests - music, movies, reading, theater, conversation. Not into bar culture. Seeking GWM 24-34 with brain and
sense of humor. No smokers/drugs. O
1401
GWM 5'6", 125, br/br, masculine enough,
attractive, real. Enjoy most music. Seeking
masculine, attractive, humorous GWM 3045 fun maybe more. Box 1403,1189 Virginia Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA 30306.

handsome, witty, mature who are ready to
settle down. IT 1395
GWM, 27,6'4", 195, healthy, handsome,
happy, into swimming, art, outdoors, romantic and versatile, searching for that
special person. B 1394
OREOS? Masc, vers, W/M ISO muse, vers
BM(s) for "cookie" type "sandwich." 3' s or
more. HOT, DISCREET. Horny!! Curious?? IT 1380
GWM, 30,6'3", 200, blond/blue, conservative, nice guy, dinner, movies, outdoors.
Seeks GWM masculine guy, 30-45, for
friendship, maybe more. IT 1383
Yankee Mixed-Breed - 30's - Handsome,
hung, masculine solid compact top in midtown seeks discreet humpy macho Latin/
Mediterranean bottom buddy. 37 1382
Sharp GWM 56 into writing music, movies, psychology, gardening, self growth,
slight kinks seeks partner any age. "S 1387
Attractive, masculine, HIV-, GWM, 31,
5' 11", 155, blue/brown, moustache. Enjoy
baseball, camping, dancing, movies, travel.
Seek 32-45, masculine, in shape moustached guy for monogamous relationship.
B1385
GWM, 32, 5'10", 185 lbs, professional,
into tennis, music, reading, travel, cooking.
Looking for mature GWM 28-45 with similar interests for dating, possible relationship. No smokers / drugs / barflies one
nighters. B 1384
GAM intelligent, attractive, tasteful, cultured. 25,5' 11", 145#,interestedin romantic affairs with educated attractive GWM,
20's, non-smokers. 3T 1392
GT FRAT BOY sought by big brother.
WM, 27, 5'10", 170# seeks strong body
and mind for fun, dating, etc. 9 1391
Boyfriend Material: romantic, attractive,
late 30's likes; kissing, screwing, cuddling.
Safe sex. Seeks cute passive boyfriend. PO
Box 13162, Atlanta 30324.
GWM, 29, seeks huskey, preppy, boyish
GWM between 25 and 33. Must be masculine, discreet and HIV negative. Dimples+!
IT 1393
White Collar Asian/Latino man, 29. Romantic, physically fit, intelligent. Seeks
non-smoker GWM 20-35 for honest relationship. IT 1364
BM, 28,5'8", athletic build, verbal aggressive seeks WM passive, discreet, french
active experienced. Must be serious submissive. IT 1363
Italian, 42, male wants a Black male, 18-28.
Come to Italy for a vacation! Ticket and
accomodation in exchange for English lessons. Write explicit letter with nude photo,
if possible. N. Guglielmi, CasellaPostale I,
37010 CalmesinrWema ITALIA.

VGLGWM39,FiT,6'l", 185, HIV neg.,
br/bl, versatile. Like gym, Broadway, books,
TV, piano, French, AIDS volunteer work.
Have cocker (hate cats). Educated, exsmoker, don't drink, ISO similar, serious
only, for monogamous relationship (after
much dating), tt 1399

Ansley Cleaners March 31, a.m., you salt
pepper hair, beard, mustache. I came back
for sun glasses and your smile! "S 1360

Attractive, masculine, GBM, 23, seeks open
minded masculine, fun loving, romantic,
men of any race for exciting and unconventional friendship or relationship. V 1398

Playful GWM, 37,155,5' 11", moustache,
bm/bm, non-smoker, seeks same. Wanna
play drop-the-soap? Let's frolic, ff 1358

Attractive, hairy, 31, GWM accepting applications from GWMs, 30 something,

VGL GWM 33,5'8" 145, tight gym body
desires masc. muse dominant top any race
for discreet, safe fun. IP 1359

GWM, 33,5'9", 180, masculine, attractive
seeks GWM 21 -39 forgiving and receiving
massages and/or playing tennis. 9 1357

"1

DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE.
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VOICE CONNECTION
TO PLACE FREE AD

TO RESPOND

Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
Check each week's paper for ads
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
$10.00 per week or you may use your own PO Box
symbol "S and call 1-900-370-4099. The
for $5.00 per week. Mail or drop off your
system will guide you to the recorded message of
completed order for with payment. A simple
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
instruction sheet will be mailed to you which
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
will enable you to record your spoken
charged to your phone bill.
message AT NO COST.

CALL NOW

1 -900-370-4099
$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, P0 Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

Dl R ECT I O
Just someone to enjoy movies, dinner, walks
and conversation with. Simple things are
thebest!Top,GWM,br/br,beard,5'7". IT
1354
GBM - Creative, sensual Gemini seeking
young black brother for coffee house talks
with a mellow vibe, considerate of others.
W1355
GWM, attractive, masculine, monogamous,
sane, fun, 36, 5'9", 175, bld/blu, hairy,
seeks stable sane G/W/As/Lat/M slim,
smooth, younger a plus, ff 1356
Visiting Atlanta in May for 3 days from
New York City for job interview. GWM,
32,5.6,130, dirty blonde, hazel, mustache.
Would like a guy/guys to show me anything of "Gay" Atlanta, bars, music, restaurants, men, Latin, soccer, skeet and more or
less. Noescorts, country/western stuff, theatre, operas, room, board or transportation
required. Must be under 35. Send picture,
stats & letter to: J.B., POB 20070, New
York, NY 10025.
GWM, 36, H1V-, looking for hairy GWM
51 & over for companionship. Tt 1362
I'll show you mine, if... GWM, 33, seeks
masculine jock with tan line for discreet
encounter. Into physical contact, sweat "S
1224
Amateur photographer, WM, seeks built,
exhibitionist BM for fun nude/semi-nude
photo sessions. Discretion assured. No
strings. B 1204
GWM, 30, 6'2", 180, blonde/blue, HIV-,
attractive. Episcopalian, native Atlantan
seeks quality GWM 25-35 for romantic
relationship. It 1202
Tired of being alone. Handsome, romantic,
well-groomed BGM30ish, 5' 10" seeksBM
30-40 with varied interests to share quality
time.IT 1201
Light-skinned GBM 34, with stocky build
seeks GWM 25-40 masculine with stocky
build for friendship/relationship. "S 1200
Good-looking, masculine GWM, 32,6'2",
185 lbs, br/gr, bodybuilder, bottom, HIV+,
healthy. ENJOYS movies, working out,
quiet time and being in good company. ISO
similar gdlkg, masculine, relationship-oriented top guy between ages 28-38. No

heavy drinkers, drug users, bar flies. Serious replies only. IP 1199
Homy, hairy cowboy/bearcub, 34, 5'8",
affectionate, intelligent, sexy, seeks hairy
nonsmoking dominant cowboy/bear w/
brains, libido, facial hair. "3 1197
GWM, 39,5'11", 190, bl/bl, healthy HIV
top. ISO comrade forhero'sjoumey to new
life, workout, gardening, movies, hiking,
■ff 1009
America's #1 GAY DATELINE. All
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333
$2.50/minute. CCI BOCA, Florida. 18+.
SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-2842739. $3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line
$2.00/minute or 1-900-745-0833.18+.
Butch GWM, 38, 6'3", 210 lbs., brn/bl,
handsome, cigar smoker, seeks BM 30-45,
endowed top for no strings daytime fun. IP
1353
GBM, medium complexion in late twenties
with doctorate level education, and athletically inclined seeks light skinned black,
Hispanic, educated man. 9 1352
GWM, 32, bl/bL 5'9", 170, looking for
"true love" not "tricks" or "flings." Must be
friends first IT1351
Big, beautiful, thick, 10" dick, sexy stud 2
hours north, loves safe, handsome, anal
action, top, bottom, hairy a plus. "S 1350
GWM, mature, stable, successful, welleducated professional. Seeks personal assistant/companion: intelligent, ambitious,
clean-cut, attractive WM 18-25 who wants
future. Send letter/photo/resume. Excellent long term opportunity. POB 55006,
Atlanta 30308.
Slender, masculine, blond, moustache, attractive, 5'8", 43, versatile. Seeks slender,
white, tall, moustache, masculine 40-45
(Buddy, No-Strings). "S 1349
BigBoldBear,BeardedGWM,38yr,5'10",
290 lb, seeks in shape GWM into art, animals, books, for adventurous safe sex. "S
1347
GWM, 31, HIV+, very healthy and fit I'm
nice looking and interested in meeting another sane guy. IP 1346

Homy, hot, aggressive, totally versatile very
experienced GWM is seeking slim/medium
build GWM 18-35 for hot fun times nights
& weekends. ?P 1345
GWM.bear, 39,5' 11 ".stocky, brown/balding, blue, beard, healthy HIV+, successful,
stable, versatile, seeking someone to share
life's ups and downs. IP 1344
GWM, tall, dark, very handsome, 30, built
Seeking built, endowed white male needing oral service. Call soon - let's play! "S
1343
Romantic Hardworking, relationship oriented GWM 28, red/bl looking for similar
GBM or GLM 21-35. B 1312
THREE WAY ACTION - single top seeks
couple for hot, safe, discreet, fun. I'm attractive, cleancut, 30's, mustache, HIV neg.
CaU "B 1323
GWM, 30, handsome, bl/bl, beard, dark
body hair, versatile, sensual, lean. IP 1322
GWM, successful professional, 40s, great
mentor, seeks slim, wholesome, ambitious,
quality WM college student Personal assistant/companion. Excellent future. Box
1401,1189 Virginia Ave. NE, Atlanta, GA
30306.
GWM, amatuer photographer. Seeks very
attrative GWM/GAM under24 for fun. IS
1320
GWM 31, moustache, non-smoker, healthy
HIV+, romantic, enjoying life, seeking
GWM to share life and enjoy it to the
fullest C 1319
OVERLY ATTRACTIVE - Br/Br, 5'6",
135 lbs., 30, muscular. Seeking attractive
partner for friendship or other. Workout,
outdoors, rollerblade. Series Reply. HIV.
•B 1318
Daddy/Husband requested (WM under 50)
by an intelligent, extremely curious, inexperienced BM, 24, for life-long love, support, and enlightenment I can be shaped
and molded. Serious only please. IT 1316
Hairy, attractive, GWM, very athletic, 31,
looking for a masc. beefy, stable WM for
friendship, fun or?? IT 1315
GWM, 41, 6 ft., 175 lbs, fit, masculine,
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COME OUT WITH

Name
Address
State

City
Amount Enclosed $
I—|
J $40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
]] $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)

Zip.

—
Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to:
P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

□PWA-Free
Credit Card #
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HIV negative, good looking, seeks friendship leading to monogamous relationship.

trnn

GWM, 39,5*7", 140, versatile leatherplaymate willing to try almost anything once as
long as it's safe. Looking for morning/
daytime action. B 1209
Versatile GWM 39 seeks daytime f
buddy for all types of kinky hot sessions.
Expand my limit. B 1208
Into wrestling, body building, physical contact, jazz music, working out, touching and
feeling. This is me, if it's you too call. I'm
GWM 5'8", 165, br/br. B 1307
Seeking lunchtime encounter. I'll bring
sandwiches and drinks to your place. B
1308
HORNY TOP, cleancut, boyish, 38, brown
hair, blue eyes, attractive, discreet, safe.
SeekshotbottomforexcitingfunlB 1306

•DSS-N ("Desperately Seeking Susan—
NOT!) Me; GWM, 34, attractive, 6', br/br,
135#, HIV-, educated, funloving, caring,
Midtown, Mozart to John Waters. You;
same, B 1298
ISO Muscular build, non-dockable, masculine, attractive, witty, honest, altruistic,
GAY MAN. Me: Tall, slim, GBM. Workouts in Romance and Gym. B 1270
Avg.WM - H1V+ seeking homy top men
30+for monthly date - me 47,150 lbs, Bin/
Blu, mustache, uncomplicated. B 1271
Sexy, handsome, 24, nice body, endowment, and butt, HIV negative, seeks real
massage therapy with complete oral service. Leave message. B 1279
Handsome, intelligent professional, young
40. Blond, 6', 165. Seeks lean, masculine,
outgoing man, 32-46, with sharp mind and
warm heart. B 1278

BM, 32, nice physique, gdlkg, bottom, seeks
sexy BM top with nice assets. No strings,
just fun. Darker men preferred. B 1305

GWM, 46, romantic, warm, loving nature.
Not into bar scene or casual sex seeks
masculine, sincere versatile GBM for companionship, possible relationship. B 1277

GWM, 39, attractive, muscular, masculine,
trim, hairy, healthy, bottom, long "married'*. Needs regular attention lunchdmes,
occasional evenings. No strings. B 1302

Handsome, caring, professional GWM,
HIV-, seeking Asian-American friend, 2535. Enjoy the arts, theatre, music, tennis,
rollerblading and making friends.B 1276.

Goodlooking BM, student, 21, 5'8", with
smooth body and great personality. Seeks
WM, 21-35 for friendship/relationship. B
1303

HIV+ SEEKS GBM-GWM, 34,5'7", 155,
very healthy seeks GBM, masculine, top
for friendship, sensual experience and possibly more. I'm an honest, sincere person,
reasonably good-looking seeking similar.
Please respond, B 1275

33, GWM bottom wanting to meet fun
loving 30-45 GM tops for fun/friendship/
possible relationship, hairy+. B 1309
Brushstrokes Magazine Rack Wed. 3/1.
Laughed at Playgirl. Both bought Feb. 94
Freshmen. You Br/Bl nice smile. Me Bl/Bl
smiled back. B 1280
GWM, single, soon-to-be dad, 52, 5'9",
180, caring, affectionate, genuine, healthy,
kind, (Jewish), seeks similarly unattached
warm, lovely Southern home-oriented
GWM (to 45) with deep nurturing instincts
and lifetime mate possibilities with no substance addictions. You're deeply desirous
of sharing in parenting, yeam for family
and stability and truly want an older fellow.
WritePOB 194,NY,NY10272-0194.(I'm
also open to eventually relocating).

MAY

VOICE

lationship. B 1266
Model, 22, blonde, 6', new to East Tennessee. Looking to meet friends, possibly Mr.
Right Interested? B 1265

GWM, good looking, intelligent, HIV-,
well-travelled ISO same 30-42, in-shape,
who've lived with lover and understand
compromise. Object: relationship. B1249

GWM, 30,5'8", 160 lbs. Top who knows
how to take control. Call, let's connect. B
1262

Northern Alabama GWM, 24, attractive,
honest, sincere, relationship oriented ISO
similar GWM 24-30 to explore life with.
Let's talk. B 1247

GWM,6'2", 180 lbs, bl/br, extremely handsome. A sweetheart outside the bedroom.
Demands 18-25 yo blond muscular slave.
I'll make you love it. Leave message. B
1261

GWM seeks masculine companion 30-45
for companionship with romantic possibilities. Interests should include movies,
dining, 104.1, cuddling and passion. B
1246

GBM, 42 - Professional, varied interests,
versatile, healthy HIV+, seeks stable masculine GM over 35, race unimportant. I
enjoy a sense of humor, sincerity and versatility. B 1259

VGL GWM 35, 6'1", 190, br/br, smooth,
masculine, work-out, swim/gymbody, prof,
romantic, healthy, non-smoke, seeks same
for dating/relationship. "IT 1260

Attractive, healthy, homy WM, football
physique, 30s, 6'1", 190. Seeks a hot, regular sexual relationship, no strings. Just fun.
B 1258
WM, 39, seeks WM 35+. Let's have dinner,
see a movie, ride through the mountains.
B 1257

GWM, 26, br/br, 170 lbs, handsome
swimmer's build type. Seeking discreet
encounters with someone who needs their
back scratched...If you'll scratch mine!
•ff 1650
Blake'sGospel Hour 2/6. You: tall, blond,
Savannah, New England, water. Me: blond,
seated, California, Heiniken. Let' stalk some
more. B 1638

2 many H's - Handsome, Hung, Homy,
HIV-, Hatdbody. GWM, 32, ready to settle
down with same. RU? Military A+. B
1256

Hot NY Latino GM, 31,seeks GBM25-40
for friendship plus. Non drinker preferred.
B1641

Horny Midtown Professional involved
GWM, 42, 5'10", 160, HIV- with place
seeks discreet, adventurous, creative safe
fun after 5pm. B 1255

GBM, HIV+, seeks totally masculine GBM
male 25-40. Versatility a plus. Must be
ready for whatever happens. No fats or
ferns. B 1642

GWM, 43,5'10", 155, attractive, midtown
professional, HI V-, smoker, seeks relationship oriented, non-barfly, HIV- GWM for
movies, dining in/out, more. II1254

Surprise!!! Didn'texpect me here. GWM,
tall, dark, handsome, muscular, 32 yr. old
Italian professional seeks healthy professional all-American jock. B 1633

GWM, 38, 6'2", 165#, smooth. Professional, non-smoker, avoidsbars, seeks hairy
professional 30-45 to enjoy movies, theater, dining out, travel, each other. "01253

Asheville Teddy, 5'71/2", 137 lbs.dk hair,
moustache looking for hibernation or
springtime playmates. Hairy & cuddly. B
1660

Goodlooking 29,6,175 BM, athletic build,
searching for my healthy, masuline, sexy
WM companion 25 to 40. No fats/fems. B
1268

WM, 44, 61/185, good looking, professional, muscular, quality, closeted, conservative life-style. Seeks quality (non drugs/
bar)WM/AMbottom,(18-28),smallframe/
smooth. B 1252

Wanted: muscular AU-Amercian type who
is very oral & submissive for good-looking
muscular, healthy safe & sane GWM. B
1634

Bald & Beautiful GWM 40+, 5'10", 175.
Tennis nut Enjoys exercise and outdoors.
Likes to cuddle. Seeking monogamous re-

PAGAN w/m, 35,5'8", 150, blond moustache, average looks, shy wants to meet
other PAGAN good-folk. IT 1251

Cautiously ISO GM who enjoys travel,
music, exercise, cozy evenings and more!
Dating possibly more with attractive healthy
HIV+ GBM. B 1274
Tall, slim WM, 37 spiritual, laid-back, seeks
handsome, tall, slim, intelligent, educated
BM, 30-38 into jeans and alternative music. B 1269

GWM, 25,6'1", 180 lbs. bottom seeks sexy
top GWM for hot oral service - no age
requirement - all answered. B 1647
GWM couple, hot, handsome, muscular,
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endowed 5' 10", 155, 6'2", 185 seek same
in bad boy(s) for fun, safe, no-strings sexcapades. B 1648

GWM Professional would like to meet a
gorgeous young (20's) gentleman to share
"honeymoon" in Hawaii. B 1630

GWM, 24,6 ft 180 lbs needs GBM, 25-40,
for hot french service. Me: bottom. You:
hot top man. B 1649

Mature business owner seeks attractive,
sincere, mature GWM early to mid-20's to
spoil, possible relationship, no drugs, nonsmoker. B 1631

Is there a GWM in this city, 25-40, hairy,
good body seeking love? I'm 39,6'2,200,
smooth, UC. B 1637
LATINOSWANTED:Me;WM,35,blond,
moustache, 150,5' 8". You; moustache, not
fat, masculine. For friendship, fun. B1643
Attention!!! Real Men 30-45, Tops seeking
a fun loving Bottom 33 for a hot fun time,
Fuzzy +. B 1645
GWM, 40 plus - professional artists. Into
Victorian houses, antiques, and old world
charm. Looking for mature GB M with same
interests for long term one on one. B 1221

GWM Leather Daddy seeks leather boy.
Attractive young man to share life & the
leather experience. No drugs, non-smoker.
B1629
Master seeks attractive young GWM slave
boy for light S&M, piercing?, B&D, personal services, must be a serious bottom.
B 1626
GWM mature professional seeks
goodlooking young man for dining out,
travel, shopping, relationship. Not into
drugs/smoking. B 1625

GWM 38, 5'10, 160#, HIV+, into swimming, philosophy, nature, politics. Seek
similar 25-40 yo. Se habla Espanol. No
fumar. B 1623
I need it bad. Desperately seeking sex with
muscular WM stud under 35 who isn't too
picky. B 1601
Watersports enthusiast seeking other GWM
into sessions of giving and receiving golden
showers. Let's get wet together! B 1222
True country fag seeks other urbanized
males. Come play in the dirt again. B
1597

TV/TS

HUNGRY NOW

BM-Top seeking pretty feminine TV/TS
with tits, no drugs; my queen moved out of
town. In need. Discretion assured. (HIV-).
Race unimportant. B 1400
CROSS-DRESSER'SGUIDE!Acomplete
information resource. Wonderful Fantasies,
InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs, True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Maid
to Order!" Hear full details (recorded, 24
Hours). Call 333-6455.

Homy, attractive, GWM, 35, 5'11", 175,
br/br, mustache, seeks other masculine,
versatile men or couples for fun, frolic, hot
times, kissing and cuddling. B 1596
GWM, 32,5'8", 145, goodlooking, muscular, safe, wants to be manhandled by hunky
man. Make me serve. Leave message B
1594
Like me you're 30+, tall, fit, handsome,
bright, passionate and versatile. You enjoy
travel, stimulation and companionship. We
deserve bliss. B 1592
VGL, GWM 5' 11", 170,sincere seeks same
25-40, prefer slender, smooth, clean shaven
college type for friendship, safe/hot fun.
B1590

BISEXUAL
WM, 46, very attractive, inexperienced,
enjoys frank correspondence, possible light
contact with younger Bi/ST male, couple.
Box 7704, Marietta, GA 30065
BiWM, attractive, sharp, fit & trim, educated, early 30s, seeks attractive BiM or
BiF for friendship - maybe more. Let's
talk! B 1386
BM, married, 55, in great shape. Seeks
mature Bi female for safe discreet encounters. B 1304

GWM COUPLE; 31, 5'9", 155 and 40,
5'10", 190 seek other couples, singles for
fun, safe, no strings sex. B 1281

GET

WM, 5'10", 185, masc, vers, homy; sks
BM, muse, masc, vers, for hot sessions.
Mil, jox, face sitters, big feet, A+. B 1299
I want you to hurt me. WM, 20s, good
looking, needs bare butt spankings from
same. B 1284

YOUR
MOTOR
ROLLIN'

GWM Couple looking for 3rd guy for hot
fun and games. Us: 40 and 33, both 5'9",
185, brown/green, blue/blonde. Contact
Stephen B 1293
Huggable Hairy Chested Short Stocky
Teddy Bear, professional, 40 something,
"oral friendly," seeking 30 something weekend masculine companion, playmate. B
1294
WM senior seeks a healthy attractive daytime friend 25-40 to pamper. B 1295
Attractive GWM, 30, blk/bl, 5'10", 155#,
healthy HIV+, seeks friendship (not relationship) for hiking, scuba diving,
motocycling, movies, etc. B 1296

976-4MEN
976-4MEN

Gentlemen... Start your engines.
Fasten your seat belts.
Sit back and enjoy the ride.
Simply call and talk privately
one-on-one with others who share your
lifestyle and interests.
Exclusive rematching capabilities.
No credit cards are needed.

'"~ ' ",

Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
.24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

LIVE ONE-ON-ONE

1-900-287-MEET

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Only 990 per minute
6 3 3 8
Free Access # (404) 524-6338

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

VOICE PERSONALS

365-8127
THE
OFFKRKD BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, OA 30355
^"

GAY

CONNECTION

1 900-370 9393
Only $2 per minute

Must be 18 years or older. © Jartel 1993
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